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CHAPTER 6

The Science and Art of Politics: The University Liberal

Interpretation of British Politics in the 1860s

...the demand for a more national Parliament
is not a mere cry to which it would be folly
and weakness to give way, or the expedient
of a party anxious to attain power by the aid
of popular agitation, but a conviction seriously
entertained and capable of being supported by
arguments worthy of the attention of those who
wish to legislate deliberately and in an impar¬
tial spirit for the good of the whole people.

from the Preface to

Essays on Reform, 1867

I

In this chapter I want to argue that during the 1860s

the university liberals shared a number of perceptions

about the nature of British society and politics which,

taken together, constituted an ideological framework for

their activities. Such a framework was both necessary to

the group*s cohesion and to its political intervention.

In previous chapters I discussed the development of the

liberal mind at the universities and the circumstances which

propelled liberal academics into public life. This approach

implied that the academics 9 politics were essentially a

rationalisation of their predicaments and opportunities.

But such a rationalisation has got to be in terms of some

general scheme of social and political values, into which

particular situations can be fitted. A group like the

university liberals required an ideology; without it its
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membership would have been unable to maintain its coherence

of view and cohesiveness of organisation when intervening in the

various issues presented by national politics. The solidar¬

ity produced by specific campaigns - against the Tests, in

support of the North in the American Civil War - could be

carried into other issues only if it was developed into a

shared consciousness of political identity which was pro¬

found enough to require only detailed modification to cope

with specific problems.

Nevertheless, the ideology required was still specifi¬

cally a functional one, related to the general predicament

of the group and the period. It had to unite men whose

approach to the fundamentals of ethics - in an age which

assumed an identity between social and individual action -

differed greatly, as did their interest in particular social

questions and the degree to which they devoted themselves to

serious political study. This is aptly enough demonstrated

by the careers of the academics who continued to study

politics: T.H„ Green's idealist approach in his Principles

of Political Obligation (1879), was quite radically differ¬

ent from that of Henry Sidgwick's utilitarianism, in his

Elements of Politics (1891); the particular areas of study

of jurists like Bryce and Dicey occupied distinct

fields. Yet the opinions of all of these on current issues

subsequently retained points of identity, and these can, I

think, be traced back to the close unity of the 1860s. The

political perceptions of the 1860s integrated the academics,

as a group, with British political life. While they were
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subsequently to diverge intellectually, they retained, in

most cases as long as they lived, this awareness of a common

political agenda and vocabulary.

11

Firstly, in this section, I want to argue that the

academics, recognising the tensions which existed between

their responsibilities and opportunities as individuals and

as members of institutions, translated these into a percep¬

tion of the importance of the institutional factor in British

politics which strengthened their commitment to reform. As

academics, they were accustomed to deal with the affairs of

university and college, and increasingly related these

affairs to national politics; this gave a spine of practical

experience to their political involvement. As we saw in the

first two chapters of this thesis, intellectual and social

change within the universities impelled academics more or

less involuntarily into some sort of external political

activity. This experience also, I think, contributed to

the way in which they approached the agenda of national

politics.

At this point it is necessary to re-state some of the

main themes of the changes. First of all, there were

explicit moral pressures: the need to justify being a

liberal don in a confessional community, the need to justi¬

fy the endowments of the academic community itself in a



changing society. Such problems were necessarily rendered

more acute by the inheritance of the stringent imperatives

of evangelicalism. A laxer age, less concerned to equate

the standards of the group with those of the individual,

might have accepted the position the academics found them-
2

selves in during the 1860s. They could not. As I sugges¬

ted in Chapter 1, and will amplify later in this chapter,

commitment to the notion of the political commonwealth

occupied, in their minds, the place that justification by

grace had occupied in their fathers* and grandfathers'.

And just as the earlier generations had worked to make the

institutions with which they were involved serve this greater

end, so too did the men of the sixties. Although, as I noted

in Chapter 3, they found it difficult to establish a specific

role for the universities in the new political situation,

they were nevertheless emphatic that they must relate to it.

The campaign to abolish the Tests was the practical outcome

of this, a campaign which gained in force as it acquired a

significance which was political rather than academic.

1. This need to justify a personal position extended to the
academics' engagement in the professions. In an article
'Legal Etiquette8 in the Fortnightly Review (August 1,
1867) vol.viii, ACV. Dicey argued that the professional
privileges of lawyers would have to be justified by their
effective performance of an essential role in the
national community.

2. For instance, note Goldwin Smith's disparaging reference
to the eighteenth century in his Inaugural Lecture' in
Lectures in Modern History, p.8.
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Secondly, and in a less explicit manner, the experience

of attempting to adapt institutions like the universities to

fulfil a new role gave the academics a perception of the

strength of what Leslie Stephen called "the occult and

unacknowledged forceswhich penetrated British institutions

and contributed to their strength, even at a time of wide¬

spread social change. Having learned how obstructive such

forces could be, in the context of university reform, they

could afford to be sceptical of the gloomy forecasts of

those liberals who expected franchise reform unaccompanied

by complicated safeguards to produce an unbridled radicalism.

I think it would be right at this stage to isolate from

the various arguments adduced by academic liberals during

the 1860s in favour of university reform the theme of using

the universities as seminaries for the future leaders of a

2
democratic Britain. I observed in Chapter 3 that no agreed

programme for the future of the universities appeared during

the Tests agitation, and the same can be said of this par¬

ticular aspect, but sufficient attention was paid to it by

leading academic liberals during the decade to prove that

the possible relationship was recognised, and framed in

terms which permitted its function in a democratic society.

1. Leslie Stephen, *On the Choice of Representatives by
Popular Constituencies8 in Essays on Reform, p.106.

2. See my Chapter 3, p. 191.
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The articulation of the argument was 'straddled' by two

significant Inaugural Lectures delivered by Regius Professors

of Modern History, by Goldwin Smith at Oxford in 1859, and by

John Richard Seeley at Cambridge in 1869. Both stressed the

utility to political life of the development in university

studies noted in Chapter 1, the growth in the more or less

scientific study of history, and both reasoned that its

importance lay in making the university more relevant to

the problems of the nation. Goldwin Smith's inaugural lecture

(delivered, after all, by a Tory appointee) was politically

moderate. Although recognising Oxford's role in middle-class

education (through the 'local examinations' started two years

earlier), Smith saw the university's 'proper charge* as the

education of the upper classes."'" But he was at pains to

point out that this was conditional on the upper classes

remaining in charge of government: the university should
2

keep its social options open:

We may be ai the eve of social as well as political
change. The new distribution of political power
which all parties in the state appear to regard
as near at hand, will certainly alter the
character of legislation, and will very probably
draw with it an alteration in these laws touch¬

ing the settlement and the inheritance of prop¬
erty by which great estates are partly held
together. In that case Oxford may in time cease
to have the same class to educate.

1. Goldwin Smith, 'An Inaugural Lecture®, p.12; for J.R.
Seeley see 'The Study of Politics' in Lectures and Essays
(1871 ).

2. Ibid., pp.19-20.
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Smith linked the university's social role to the

necessity for curricular reform - for which task, as events

were to show, he was singularly unfitted - and attacked the

notion of liberal education which confined itself to a

classical curriculum:"'"

To make University education a more direct
preparation for after life may be called
Utilitarianism. The objection, no doubt,
flows from a worthy source. We are the
teachers of a great university, and we may
take counsel of her greatness. We may act,
and are bound to act, on far-sighted views of
the real interests of education, without
paying too much deference to the mere fashion
of the hour. But the most far-sighted views
of the real interests of education would lead
us to make our system such as to draw hither
all the mental aristocracy of the country.

I dealt at the end of Chapter 1 with Smith's use of history

as a component of the liberal study of society. Educationally

he saw historical studies - which, he argued, could not

be thought of as 'scientific' - as the student's introduction
2

to the 'sciences' of political economy and jurisprudence.

I think we can see here, in rough form, what his younger con¬

temporaries were to dignify as the 'comparative method'.

Although Bryce and Dicey, for example, were prepared to call

history a science, their social analysis assumed that certain

basic aspects of human behaviour were regulated by laws - of

economics, of customary behaviour - akin to those of the

natural sciences, and that it was the business of historical

1. Ibid., p.12.
2. See my Chapter 1, pp.66-7.
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study to explain anomalies in their functioning, chiefly

involving variations in 'national characteristics'.^

Such advances in the content of university education

implied that in future the universities would take on the

education of the political elite of the country. Leslie
2

Stephen, in his reform essay of 1867, insisted that

it is important that Members of Parliament
should be drawn from our most highly educated
classes, because it is only among them that
we can count upon finding statesmen of the
highest order.

but his definition of what such education should consist

of implied a reinterpretation of what a liberal education
3

was:

It is impossible to argue here as to the degree
in which any individual influence can affect
national destinies; but everyone will admit
that it is highly desirable that our statesmen
should be men of trained intellect, conversant,
if possible, with some branches of public
business, able to distinguish the true course
of the deeper current of affairs, and familiar
with such thought as at present passes for
political science - until that science is
created.

The performance of the traditional governing classes -

especially in regard to the American War - having been such

as to make Smith and his colleagues withdraw what confidence

1. See my Chapter 4, pp.205-6 and James Bryce, Modern
Democracies, vol.i, c.ii.

2. Leslie Stephen, op.cit., p.91.
3. Ibid.
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they had in it, their concern was then extended to the

classes which had hitherto been unconnected with the univer¬

sities. In a volume called Essays on a Liberal Education,

edited by F.W. Farrar and published by Macmillan shortly

after, and in the same format as, the reform essays of 1867,

the concern with curricular reform was broadly equated with

the need for the universities to cater for new social groups.

Charles Stuart Parker in his essay 'On the History of

Classical Education' stressed that unless the curriculum

was modernised, the mercantile and manufacturing community

stood in danger of losing liberal education altogether. The

universities, he concluded, 'must open their eyes to see the

true dimensions of a nation' /

By 1867, through the various links they had built up

with the nonconformist community, the university liberals

could at least be confident that the future clients of the

universities shared their concern. Richard Cobden in 1864

could condemn the classical bias of the universities for the

imperfect political judgement of the British governing class,

but, as I noted earlier, his criticisms were along the same

2
lines as those of Goldwin Smith in his Inaugural,

1. Op.cit., pp.78-9; see also Green MSS: T.H. Green's
undergraduate essay 'The Duties of the University to the
State', which articulates a more radical version of the
same argument.

2. Richard Cobden, speech on 'America', delivered November
23, 1864, in John Bright and Thorold Rogers (eds.),
Richard Cobden: Speeches on Questions of Public Policy,
p.364. See also my Chapter 1, p.79.
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and Cobden concluded by paying fulsome tribute to dons like

Smith and Thorold Rogers as men whose breadth of knowledge

and understanding of politics vindicated the potential for

good of the universities."'"

But the liberals* interpretation of the role of the

universities in national politics was not simply confined

to the identification of new tasks to perform. They were

also struck by the implications of the failure of a national

institution to be truly national, and by the dimensions of

the cultural problems this disclosed. While reassured by

the support of influential nonconformists for their actions,

they still sensed that the community they represented was

disturbingly alien to them. In a Times leader in 1862,

George Brodrick noted *the strange isolation of Lancashire

from the rest of England*, and compared London society's

ignorance of a province which^

contained nearly two millions and a half of
inhabitants,...produced one third of our
exports,...the wealth of its landowners and
capitalists was fabulous, and the rate of
wages and standard of comfort among its work¬
ing classes was higher than in any other part
of England.

with the isolation from the centre of the Lancashire

3
industrialists:

1. Loc.cit.

2. The Times, December 18, 1862. (Cutting in Brodrick MSS.)
3. Ibid.; Frederic Harrison paid a visit to Lancashire and

Yorkshire in the autumn of 1861, and came to broadly
similar conclusions. (Harrison, Autobiographic Memoirs ,

vol.i, p.257. )
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He rarely aspires to a seat in Parliament, or
sends his sons to the University, or migrates
southward to find an opening into the ranks of
the landed aristocracy.

Such observations were borne out by the experience of

James Bryce, inspecting secondary schools in Lancashire

for the Taunton Commission between 1865 and 1866. He formed

a picture of a society where the accomplishments of Oxford

were regarded as worse than useless, where 'scientific* -

in effect vocational - training dominated education, a

society alien from the political life of London and from the

intellectual life of the universities. Further, from what

contact he had with nonconformist leaders, he gained the

impression that the ideology of provincial nonconformist

liberalism was itself in decline.^

So, framed in the context of the function of the

university in society, the academics® perceptions disclosed

significant social dislocations. The universities, theor¬

etically 'national® institutions, had been perverted to cater

solely for a single class, which showed little interest in

the improvement of their educational function. The relation

the commercial and manufacturing classes bore to them was

analogous to their isolation from the full cultural and

political life of the nation. As A.O. Rutson, the editor
2

of the reform essays, wrote in his own contribution,

1. Bryce MSS: Bryce - Freeman, May 22, 1865; R.D. Darbishire -

Bryce, July 3, 1865; Bryce - Freeman, February 3, 1866.
See also my Chapter 3, pp.172-3.

2. A.O. Rutson, 'Opportunities and Shortcomings of Government
in England® in Essays on Reform, pp.289-90.
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they are forced into an extreme isolation and
an exaggerated self-reliance, by the intensity
of the competition for fresh customers and new
openings and for wealth as a means of "rising
in the world" - in which their lives are spent.

Given this central weakness of 'national* consciousness,

he went on, was it at all surprising that the working classes

themselves were forced, for good or ill, back on their own

resources? Given a situation in which this consciousness

remained dormant, in which social change was allowed to take

its course without a radical political readjustment, 'national'

institutions like the universities would atrophy altogether.

Power might be transferred to commercial and manufacturing

wealth, but it would be a philistine plutocracy 'hitherto

left to find a mean and narrow education*1 that ruled, all

the time observed by a working class which owed neither it

nor the nation any loyalty.

But there was another dimension to the institutional

influence. The academics received their political training

within an institutional framework. The universities, the

Church, the political organisations, thus had to them a

reality as political entities which they did not have to

reformers whose analyses were more strictly tied to theories

about individual behaviour. For Leslie Stephen, this was

the cardinal defect of John Stuart Mill's approach to

politics:^

1. Ibid.

2. Leslie Stephen, The English Utilitarians (1900), vol.iii,
p.280.
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Mill...has endeavoured to enlarge as much as

possible the sphere of operation of the
freewill - of the power of individuals or of
deliberate conscious legislation. The result
is to exaggerate the influence of institutions
and to neglect the forces, intellectual and
moral, which must always lie behind institutions.

Mill thought of institutions primarily in terms of their

function; needs were felt, the appropriate signals made,

and institutions were created to meet those needs. The

problem was to ensure that the right signals were made,

after due consideration by all concerned, through machinery

specially adapted for the purpose. Once this had been

secured, institutions could be made or unmade to suit.

Universities, as much as any other institutions, were sub¬

ject to this process.

In this situation it is easy to see why Mill regarded

the onset of democracy with mixed feelings, and wished to

control the composition of the legislative body by schemes

of proportional representation."'" University liberals, on

the other hand, with experience of the resilience of an

institution withstanding pressure for change, as well as a

strong commitment to it, could see that the sort of British

institution that the university represented constituted an

inbuilt safeguard against precipitate political action by
2

democratic assemblies.

1. See my Chapter 5, p. 247.
2. For instance, see Leslie Stephen, 'On the Choice of

Representatives by Popular Constituencies', pp.119-20;
Professor H.J. Hanham has commented on this recognition
as a sign of greater radical maturity in the 1860s as
compared with the 1830s. (Elections and Party Manage¬
ment , p.xv. )
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III

The academics' knowledge of the political character and

needs of both the territorial aristocracy and the commercial

and manufacturing classes was derived from first-hand exper¬

ience, and from this they drew the conclusion that neither

class by itself - even assuming that it had the will - could

succeed in reinvoking a national conception of politics. It

followed that such an impetus must come from the working

classes, particularly from their superior segment, the arti¬

sans. With this class, however, their relations were dis¬

tant, and this distance was only partially modified by the

confidence they felt in the 'moral' line the working classes

had taken on issues of foreign policy.^ Contact with working

people through the social work of the Charity Organisation

Society (not always, anyhow, an institution which aroused

friendly feelings among its charges) and the university
2

settlements did not begin until the 1870s and 1880s.

Where liberal academics were religious, they tended to the

Broad Church or to the more rationalistic bodies like the

Unitarians, which commanded no real popular following.

During the 1850s and 1860s some of them taught at F.D.

Maurice's Working Men's College in London, and at its

Oxford and Cambridge imitators, but their pupils do not

really seem to have been representative working men, nor,

from the relatively short time that most of them seem to

have been involved, does it seem that the academics made

3
suitable teachers. And, as I noted in the previous chapter,
their contacts with the Reform League and its branches were

limited.

1. See my Chapter 4, p. 237.
2. See my Chapter 7, pp.

3. The Working Men's College, 1854-1904, p.17.
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For their picture of the political character of working

people, therefore, the academics were dependent on second¬

hand knowledge, on colleagues whose more deliberate political

convictions had led them into close collaboration with work¬

ing men. It is surely significant that the articles in the

reform essays which dealt with working-class concerns -

Richard Holt Hutton's 'The Political Character of the

Working Classes 8 in Essays on Reform, and Godfrey Lushington's

'Workmen and Trade Unions8, Meredith White Townsend's 'The

Poor8, and John Malcolm Ludlow and Lloyd Jones8 8The Progress

of the Working Classes1 in Questions for a Reformed Parliament -

were written by men closely connected with the Christian

Socialists and Positivists, who had involved themselves

deeply in co-operation and trade unionism respectively:

Hutton, Townsend, Ludlow and Lloyd Jones were associated

with the former, Lushington with the latter.1 The 'Christian

Socialist and Positivist views of the likely future of the

working classes differed fairly radically, but both con¬

tained elements which could be interpreted as favouring the

sort of reforms the academics wanted.

To a Positivist like Frederic Harrison the working

class could become the motor of reform without wanting to

2
get into the driving seat:

1. For biographical information on the above see the D.N.B.,
save for Lushington, for whom see The Times, February 6,
1907, and Royden Harrison, 'The Positivists: A Study of
Labour's Intellectuals8, in Before the Socialists, p.251.

2. Frederic Harrison, 8Parliament before Reform', an article
published in March 1867 in The Fortnightly Review, and
reprinted in Order and Progress (1875 ),pp. 147 , 151.
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To give a man a vote is not to make him a
cabinet minister. It is to give him an
influence over the spirit of legislation,
not to require him to draw acts of parlia¬
ment. What is wanted in the mass who vote
is the desire for the right result, freedom
from selfish motive, and willingness to
trust in wise guidance. The difficulties
of execution are for the trained few who

govern.

Governing is one thing; but electors of
any class cannot, or ought not, to govern.
Electing, or giving an indirect approval
of Government, is another thing, and demands
wholly different qualities. These are moral,
not intellectual, practical, not special gifts;
gifts of a very plain and almost universal
order. Such are - firstly, social sympathies
and sense of justice; then openness and plain¬
ness of character; lastly, habits of action,
and a practical knowledge of social misery.
These are the qualities which fit men to be the
arbiters, or ultimate source (though certainly
not the instruments) of political power. These
qualities the best working men possess in a far
higher degree than any other portion of the
community: indeed they are almost the only
part of the community which possesses them in
any perceptible degree. In political fitness
the unenfranchised are, as a body, immeasurably
superior to the enfranchised. In all that
makes a man worthy of the suffrage, the average
city mechanic stands at one end of the scale,
and the "cultured" critic and the small shop¬
keeper at the other.

This attitude was incorporated more or less directly into

the thought of the liberals. For example, A.O. Rutson

wrote in Essays on Reform, that ^

The working class possesses, far more completely
than any other class, that strong desire for a
better future, without which social progress is
a matter of chance and accident... the working
man, especially in large towns, is constantly

1. A.O. Rutson, 'Opportunities and Shortcomings of Government
in England', pp.293-4.
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reminded that he is one of a great multitude,
whose prosperity or adversity he must share.
The consciousness of mutual dependence makes
the working class generous; while the sense
of untrained powers and undeveloped facil¬
ities gives them aspirations, which are not
the least powerful of the social forces to
be made available for the national service by
a Parliamentary government.

For working men the need of social progress is
a matter of every day's experience. They could
not be largely represented in the House of
Commons, without the statesmen in it feeling
that a new force had arisen which would support
them in difficult undertakings: that a demand
had been created for exertions on their part in
paths almost untrodden before.

Positivist and liberal were united in seeing the work¬

ing class then as a force to more active government. They

differed, however, both in their conception of the nature

of government and in their attitude to the idea of class

itself. Government to the Positivist was more or less an

expert science, parliament was looked on as a humbug and

their ideal was an almost presidential one, an enlightened

executive with a broad popular mandate commissioned by a

sovereign people to undertake a programme of wide-ranging

reform. Such reform, being undertaken in the interests of

the majority, would ipso facto be undertaken in the interests

of the working class in this partnership with the ruling

intelligentsia.1 The liberals differed in being parliamentarians

1. Frederic Harrison, 'The Political Function of the Working
Classes', a lecture delivered on March 25, 1868 to the
London Trades Council, reprinted in Order and Progress,
pp.207-41; for an interesting discussion of the differ¬
ences between Positivist and liberal views of government,
see Bryce MSS: Dicey - Bryce, November 12, 1917.
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and in viewing the campaign of reform as bringing the

working class into the pale of existing institutions, in

using its force to secure an open society in which class

feelings would eventually diffuse."'" What united them, how¬

ever, was the belief that the common-sense of the working-

men would act as a lever to accelerate reform in central

government.

If the Positivist contribution accorded to some extent

with the liberals ' programme for the 'incorporation' of the

working class, that of the Christian Socialists, though

different in content, complemented it. The Christian

Socialists generally distrusted central government inter¬

vention and advocated and assisted 'mutual aid' by working

men. John Malcolm Ludlow and Edward Vansittart Neale played

a major part in directing consumers co-operative organis¬

ations, Tom Hughes in the trade unions. Townsend and Hutton

were connected with them through F.D. Maurice and through

the Spectator. Such writers reported the efforts made by

working men, with or without the aid of enabling legislation,

to raise themselves and their class, by co-operation, by

temperance societies, by trade unions and the like. While

the material approximation of the working classes towards

1. For instance, see A.V. Dicey, 'The Balance of Classes'
in Essays on Reform, p.76; the 'incorporation8 argument
was also used by Godfrey Lushington in his essay on
'Workmen and Trade Unions' in Questions for a Reformed
Parliament, p.56. Professor Royden Harrison, in his
study of the Positivists and the Labour Movement in
Before the Socialists, pp.251-342, has tended, I feel,
to be led by their violence of language - notably in
the cases of E.S. Beesly and Frederic Harrison - to
overemphasise their proletarian consciousness and
neglect their basic economic orthodoxy and close
connections with middle class liberal intellectuals.
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the rest of society was stressed, the point was also made

that enfranchisement would lead to them learning"*"

from political responsibility and intercourse
with statesmen, to take a larger view of the
interests of their own class, as inseparable
from the interests of the nation.

Underlying the present situation of the working class,

argued Hutton, lay 'great, if misdirected, class patriotism'.
2

He quoted Tom Hughes:

...the artisans have many of them so high a
conception of the obligation of the individual
working man to remain in his class and raise
its level, rather than to rise out of it into
the richer class above, that they regard a
working man who so uses his liberty as to prove
that he cares more for his own fortunes than
for those of his class.

The moral of this was obvious J if the national legislature

chose further to neglect the incorporation of the working

man, he would entrench himself in his own institutions, and

the consequences of this would be ominous for the nation.

Echoing this from a more orthodox liberal view, Leslie
3

Stephen warned'-

Does not the fact of excluding them (the
working classes) from legislative influence,
teach them to look to other means, and weaken
Parliament quite as much as it weakens the
Democracy?

1. John Malcolm Ludlow and Lloyd Jones, 'The Progress of the
Working Classes' in Questions for a Reformed Parliament
p.328.

2. Richard Holt Hutton, 'The Political Character of the Work¬
ing Class' in Essays on Reform, pp.38-9.

3. Leslie Stephen, 'On the Choice of Representatives by
Popular Constituencies', p.121.
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From the Positivists and the Christian Socialists the

academics drew the same lesson as they drew from their

dealings with the urban middle class: the governing class's

neglect of reform was leading to the alienation of the other

classes from the nation and its institutions. In the case

of the urban middle classes a continuation of this tendency

promised the emergence of plutocracy; in the case of the

working classes the result in the long term might be far

worse. Combining historical analogy with a study of the

contemporary situation, James Bryce wrote/

If the history of Greece and Rome teaches any¬
thing, it teaches us that it is not democracy
but the interested government of an upper class
which naturally and inevitably produces the worst
type of demagogue. This being, who is painted
in such dark colours as the destroyer of national
peace, is not a wanton manifestation of human
wickedness; he is the legitimate consequence of
a system which abandons the idea of an undivided
Commonwealth, in whose prosperity all citizens
are to share, and which substitutes for this
conception that of a State composed of different
classes with discordant interests, in which
whatever is given to one must be taken from some
other, and where the most that can be hoped for
is a sort of armed neutrality of mutually hostile
powers.

Arguing now from the conclusions of de Tocqueville, Bryce

went on:^

Those things which are the bases of political
power - knowledge, self-respect, and the capacity
for combined action - having formerly been
possessed by the few only, are now possessed by
the many, and among them by persons who do not
enjoy civic privileges, though they feel them¬
selves in every other respect the equals of
those who do. Or, in other words, the social

Bryce, 'The Historical Aspect of Democracy' in
on Reform, p.270.

Q7 o
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progress of democracy has outrun its political
progress. This is dangerous, because it makes
the organs of our political life no longer an
adequate expression of the national will; and
because there is nothing more dangerous than a
democratic society without democratic institu¬
tions .

This was obviously a shrewd inference from the information

to hand. The working classes were seen to have the moral

and material qualifications for participation in the

Commonwealth, but such qualifications could, if not rapidly

harnessed to it, destroy it by exalting over it a sense of

class-consciousness. 'The real danger to England' Bryce

concluded}

is not from the working class, for no working
class in any country was ever more peacably dis¬
posed than ours is, but from the isolation of
classes

to prevent which a measure of reform was imperative.

IV

From the foregoing sections we can see that the

academics articulated their diagnosis of the ills of British

politics in the 1860s in terms of the 'Nation', or the

'Commonwealth', or the 'Democracy', and the threats to it.

In this section I want to examine this concept, and the way

in which the academics, during this critical period, related

it to the ruling utilitarian ideology of mid-Victorian

liberalism. I must make it clear at this stage that the

1. Ibid., p.277. Bryce never departed, throughout his career,
from this diagnosis. Despite his later disillusion with
the effects of democratic government, he could still write
to AoV- Dicey in 1921 that 'the extension of the franchise
has not heated the boiler further, but may rather have
been a safety valve'. (Bryce MSS: Bryce - Dicey, May 9,
1921. )
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reinterpretation of utilitarianism was not considered, then

or subsequently, as a contribution to political philosophy.

It was an expedient intended to enable them to make sense

of a particular situation; once that situation had passed,

and when they were at liberty to speculate in more abstract

fashion in politics, the political perceptions of the various

academics again became more disparate.

For a start, it would be unwise to underestimate the

extent of the academics 8 commitment to utilitarianism, and

in particular their reverence for John Stuart Mill. I

alluded in Chapter 1 to the impact made on the universities

from the 1840s on by Mill's writings; these constituted one

channel for his influence; in addition, however, there was

the personal example of the political radicalism and courage

of 'the shy and reluctant philosopher8 himself.^" To the

majority of academics, who accepted the social analysis of
2

Benthamism, reference to Mill was necessary

just as lunar observations are requisite to
correct the errors of chronometers and dead

reckoning.

But even to idealists like T.H. Green, doctrinally at

variance with utilitarianism, Mill's moral authority consti¬

tuted an important guide in determining their reactions to

1. Lord Houghton, 8On the Admission of the Working Classes8
in Essavs on Reform, p.63.

2. G„C„ Brodrick, review of John Stuart Mill, Principles of
Parliamentary Reform, in the Times, 1859, republished in
Political Studies (1879), p.139, (afterwards cited as
'Review of Mill').
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political problems."'" What I want specifically to examine in

this section is the nature of the shared political perceptions

which held utilitarian and idealist together, which in the

circumstances of the 1860s I think more important than the

distinctive philosophical bases of their beliefs.

For a start, both utilitarian and idealist seem to have

held the view that the popular conception of utilitarianism

which had so far held sway was at the very least in grave

need of reinterpretation. Two linked considerations seem to

have been uppermost in their minds, one moral, one prudential.

Morally, they felt there must be some inadequacy if a philos¬

ophy sanctioned the kind of action propertied society in

Britain - the great beneficiary of utilitarianism - had taken

during the American Civil War, when basic notions of justice
2

were overridden by motives of short-term self-interest.

And in prudence, could a government be termed 'good', if by

excluding notions of rights and justice, it failed to educate

and so inculcate a sense of responsibility into the mass of
3

the community? Robert Lowe, speaking for the utilitarians

of the right, had dogmatically asserted that good government

and the status quo were co-ordinate. This gave his academic

opponents - of all philosophies - ample room for manoeuvre.

1. Green MSS: R.L. Nettleship's notes for Green's life.
'Almost the last words he said were, "Mill was such a
good man"1; see also Melvin Richter, The Politics of
Conscience, p.165.

2. See R.L. Nettleship, Memoir of Thomas Hill Green, p.xliv.
3. G.C. Brodrick, 'The Utilitarian Objection to Reform', p.7.
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Essentially their response was to insist that in the changing

circumstances of the 1860s, the criteria of 'good government 8

be redefined to accord with a new social reality.

To a utilitarian of the right 'good government' implied

a propertied elite acting as custodians of a free-enterprise

economic system, allowing that system to operate efficiently

and produce a maximum of material prosperity. In his critique

of Lowe in Essays on Reform, Brodrick argued that to define

civic well-being purely in material terms was not merely to

diminish the moral purpose of government, but to put at risk

the whole principle of representative government."*"

"The happiness of the people at large" is the
familiar watchword of despotism... The vice of
despotic government, and that which renders it
as ruinous economically as it is morally degrad¬
ing, consists not in its wilful neglect of pop¬
ular interests, but in its contempt for popular
opinions, in treating the people as passive
materials for benevolent superintendence; and
this vice must attach, more or less, to every
government constituted with reference to the
happiness only, and without reference to the
voice, of the governed.

A government which existed merely as an expedient for

securing such ends faced a threefold menace. Firstly, if

it was unrepresentative in fact of a changing society,

there seemed no particular reason why it should not become

unrepresentative in theory as well, and operate as an

2
administrative bureaucracy. Secondly, it would lack the

1. Brodrick, op.cit., p.7; echoed by Houghton, op.cit. p.47.
2. Ibid., p.8.
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relevant information for political decision-making which

came from a 'national' representation, so its legislation

would not in the long run be either expedient or efficient."*"
Thirdly, as far as the working classes were concerned, it

would be an interest to be blackmailed and exploited -

probably to their material benefit - rather than an institu¬

tion to which responsibility was owed. 'Men who are denied

the privileges', Brodrick concluded, 'are apt to forget the
2

duties of citizenship.'

The academics' doubts extended also to the parliamentary

schemes of Mill, the representative of the utilitarians of

the left. In his various writings on reform published

between 1859 and 1862 Mill had sanctioned representative

assemblies as appropriate agencies for determining whether

or not government was securing the greatest happiness to

the greatest number. But the sanction was limited: Mill's

representative assembly would only be concerned with vetting

measures, the actual production of which was to be vested in
3

a salaried commission. Parliament was essentially to be a

mechanism for the expression of opinion relative to legisla¬

tion, with elections to it so adjusted by proportional

representation that such opinion accurately reflected the

divisions within the country.

1. Ibid. p.11; see also Rutson, 'Opportunities and Short¬
comings', p.293.

2. Ibid., p.11; see also Leslie Stephen, 'On the Choice of
Representatives', p.121.

3. John Stuart Mill, Considerations on Representative
Government (1861), p.100.
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Though the academics respected Mill's integrity, they were

not prepared to accept him as an infallible guide in matters

of political organisation. In his 1859 review of the

Principles of Parliamentary Reform, Brodrick had written:1

Where shrewd observation and a knowledge of the
external conditions of politics are the chief
requisites, his remarks possess much value; but
his way of dealing with society as a whole is
that of the political economist rather than the
statesman.

The trouble with Mill, Brodrick argued, was that he was a

'doctrinaire8, preferring to construct theories which related

satisfactorily in the abstract rather than study the polit¬

ical situation as it actually existed. This could result in

proposals, such as the enfranchisement of women and the

conferring of plural votes on 'educated persons', which,

according to Brodrick, may have had some consistency with

Mill's overall view of human nature, but in the context of
2

actual political behaviour seemed crotchety and pedantic.
3

Underlying this, Brodrick, like Leslie Stephen, found in

Mill an exaggerated emphasis on the impact of government on

social life, to mitigate which the philosopher adumbrated

such schemes."1

1. Brodrick, 'Review of Mill', p.141.
2. Ibid., p.143. By and large, throughout their careers,

the academics were resolute opponents of women's suffrage.
Fawcett, Henry Sidgwick and Edward Caird were exceptions
to the general rule. The Positivists seem to have been
the most enthusiastic anti-suffragists of the lot. An
interesting statement of their case against Mill is given
by Frederic Harrison in a letter to John Morley in 1871
(Harrison MSS: Harrison - Morley, February 20, 1871).

3. See my p.324.
4. Brodrick, op.cit., p.143.
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I think that Brodrick can be taken as representing the

general view of his colleagues when he wrote that^

The representative machinery, if it is to fulfil
its purpose, must work in subordination to the
habits and associations which operate not only
at contested elections, but in the daily inter¬
course of the market place and the family, and
which lie deeper than any positive institutions.

The political life of the nation ought to reflect such

realities; if it did, there would be no need for elaborate

electoral machinery to protect wealth and intellect, the

natural and fairly amicable relationship these had with the
2

community as a whole would see to that. What was much more

worrying was a situation in which parliament did not do so,

in which its educational function atrophied because of its

alienation from the mass of society; such an assembly

would neither be capable of carrying out, nor of instructing
3

the populace in the nature of, sound policy.

The academics respected parliament because it was a

participatory institution, not merely a representative

'element1 in a complex constitutional mechanism. Leslie

Stephen, accepting the conservative argument that the quality

of members of the American legislatures was lower than that

of British M.P.s, argued that this was precisely because the
4 5

powers of Congress were so restricted. In Britain, by contrast,

1. Brodrick, op.cit., p.143.
2. Ibid., p.146: see also Leslie Stephen, >0n the Choice of

Representatives1, p.106.
3. Brodrick, op.cit., p.151.
4. Leslie Stephen, op.cit., p.96.
5. Ibid., p.104.
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Parliamentary power is now so all-pervading,
it reaches every man in so many different
relations of life, and it daily grows so
much in importance, that it is not likely
to lose its charms for our ablest men.

For A.0„ Rutson, the uniqueness of British parliamentary

government was a major advantage for a country contemplating

a democratic policy:"'"

Englishmen regard Parliamentary Government
with an admirationthat is merited. They
justly observe that it produces or encourages
among the enfranchised classes an excellent
understanding of each other, common sympathies,
a habit of cooperation, and mutual confidence;
and that, by means of it, such expression is
given to the public opinion of those classes
that, as a general rule, all their well-
considered wishes and plans speedily become
laws.

2
And the essential of parliamentary government was that

The House of Commons does not merely accept
or reject the proposals of the Minister, it
practically determines what the character of
those proposals must be.

In this situation it was therefore essential that the

character of the House be one with which the nation as a

whole could identify.

1. Rutson, 'Opportunities and Shortcomings', p.279.
2. Ibid., p.293. This seems diametrically opposed to the

picture of cabinet government given by Bagehot in The
English Constitution, which contributors to the reform
essays could have read in the Fortnightly Review in 1865
and 1866. Although Bryce and Dicey venerated him in
their pessimistic later years (see Bryce MSS: Bryce -

Dicey, April 27, 1916). I can find no mention of his
work in the reform essays, and no sign that any of the
contributors was at all influenced by it. The fact that,
at a period when partisan feeling ran high, he was so
often found on the 'other side', may account for this.
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There is, I think, an interesting ambiguity in the

academics5 relations with Mill which casts light on the

nature of their political commitment. One gets the

impression from Mill's later writings that, in modifying

his utilitarianism in ways which he found morally and

intellectually more satisfying, he was also aware that he

was detracting from its force as a creed. He found that

the calculations of unregenerate Benthamism put at risk the

values he had come to accept, and politically he then tried

to create a balance between the representative and the

cultivated by 'rigging* the representative element and

restricting its function. But the Mill the academics

understood was the Mill of the Logic, the early editions of

the Political Economy, and On Liberty - in other words the

evangelical and straightforward Mill who could be cited in

favour of 'sound economics*, freedom of speculation and

civil equality. From him they derived a creed, and they

were rather puzzled when, in his later writings, with their

heterodox economics and complicated political proposals, he

seemed to be vitiating its force. Popular democracy, they

argued, wouldn't be helped by such modifications. The creed

ought to be kept simple, and the masses educated in it by

their incorporation into existing institutions - whose

intrinsic conservatism would restrain them from rash legis¬

lation. As I mentioned in Chapter 1 (p.33) there is a para¬

llel here between the distinction the Evangelicals made

between the rational and the vital in religion, and the

political commitment of their grand-children. The ration¬

alist, like Mill, tended to see the disadvantages of demo-
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cratic reform, when his conception of society was basically

of an aggregate of self-interested social atoms, and demo¬

cracy as potentially leading to the tyranny of fifty-one

percent of the atoms over the rest. The evangelical, like

the academics, saw, on the other hand, in the spontaneous

commitment to institutions by individuals who seemed to have

a capacity for altruistic behaviour, the possibility of

adapting existing institutions to direct and to educate

popular feelings. The critical instance of this, I think,

was their approach to the national community, and to this I

now want to turn.

National consciousness was not on Bentham's agenda.

As an heir to the rationalism of the Enlightenment, Bentham

presumed, on the basis of his reliance on associationist

psychology, an identical causality of the relations between

man and society throughout mankind. The Benthamite method

was demonstrated by James Mill's History of India. Indian

institutions and society were judged and graded according to

the standards of English - or rather Scots - utility. John

Stuart Mill admittedly interested himself in European liberal¬

ism, but his standpoint was that of an internationalist

ideologue rather than one who understood the rationale behind

the distinctive nationalist and liberal movements of each

country, with which he was not deeply concerned. For a good

part of each year he lived contentedly under the rule of

Napoleon III at Avignon, something which would have been

unthinkable to many of the academics, who loathed the
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Emperor with almost irrational intensity."*" In his Auto¬

biography there is no mention of Italy, or indeed of Euro¬

pean nationalism at all, save a brief, gloomy reference to
2

'The European reaction after 1848* which

put an end, as it seemed, to all present hope
of freedom or social improvement in France and
the Continent.

The particular foreign causes Mill embraced most heartily

were those, like the cause of the North in the American Civil

War, and the prosecution of Governor Eyre, which implied

radical criticism of the ruling class at home. Nationality

was not a basic reality to the philosophic utilitarian,

neither were domestic institutions which could not directly

explain their functions in terms of utility. The universities

were examples of such institutions, and we have seen that

academic liberals found themselves bound to them by a loyalty

which itself would not admit of wholly utilitarian explana¬

tion. I tend to see this group-loyalty as one reason for

their enthusiasm in the struggle for, and acceptance of many

of the tenets of, the national principle abroad, and of

their awareness of its possible role in domestic politics.

An appreciation, through historical study, of the back¬

ground to the government of other nations forms, for example,

the opening of Rutson's essay 'The Opportunities and Short¬

comings of Government in England'; what is stressed is not

1. For instance Dicey continued to condemn him until he died
in 1873 (Rait, Memorials of A.V. Dicey, p.56); and Henry
Sidgwick's poem, 'The Despot's Heir', was published in
Macmillan's Magazine, March 1861 (in A.S. & E.M.S., Henry
Sidgwick, A Memoir, p.64).

2. Mill, Autobiography, p.201.
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their uniformity but their variety and the exceptionally

advantageous position her tradition ought to have put England

in. Centrally, Rutson argued, there was the unique possess¬

ion of a tried Parliamentary form of government, and as well

as this :

we enjoy the no less peculiar and no less momen¬
tous advantage of being able to look back upon an
unbroken history. The greatest revolutions in
political and religious ideas have been affected
in England without any social convulsion. Our
annals record no abrupt changes, no long period
of unnatural repression ending in anarchy. There
has been a continuous growth and a steady develop¬
ment. Misgovernment, such as has frequently
existed for generations in all continental count¬
ries, has in England been always unknown. Not
only the prolonged dominion of foreigners, but
temporary conquest, and even the presence on our
soil of a foreign army, has for six centuries
been equally unknown. Far different has been the
fortune of other countries.

Mere whiggery, it might be said, and indeed it has the

authentic ring. But in a sense Rutson's was a more valid

reading of the British political disposition in the mid

nineteenth century than Mill,s. Noel Annan has pointed out

that the liberal moralism of Mill*s On Liberty, which pur¬

ported to have a universal validity, was in essence the sort

of attitude which could only have validity in a pacific and
2

prosperous nation. The liberal academics were adherents

of the morality preached by Mill, but they realised more

than he did, or admitted he did, that his precepts were more

likely to be realised in England than elsewhere. The study

of the politics of other nations in terms of their history

1. A.O. Rutson, op.cit., p.281.
2. Noel Annan, The Curious Strength of Positivism in English
Political Thought , p.15.
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showed, they argued, not the corrupting power of popular

institutions but the varying degrees of effectiveness of

such institutions in a contest with different political,

diplomatic, social and psychological pressures bearing on

the character of the nation concerned.^ Despite all this

certain nations - notably the United States - had succeeded
2

in coping with considerable problems. If they could do so,

despite these disadvantages, England, in her position, must
3

submit to a more severe analysis.

In a sense, then, the academic liberal view of nation¬

ality can be seen as the outcome of a dialogue between

Millite utilitarianism and the historical or comparative

method as practised at the universities. But this method

itself owed much to the intellectual traditions of the uni¬

versities. The approach to political science through the

politics of the classical Greek city states, where the

rights of the citizen were co-terminous with the boundaries

of the 4polis4, where the political dialogue was couched in

terms of * civic virtue4, where, even in a restricted area

and over a relatively short time span, the traditions of

individual cities and their governments varied widely, was

not conducive to a belief in the uniformity of political

motivation or to a disregard of the mechanism of existing

1. See James Bryce, 'The Historical Basis of Democracy4,
p.266; see also Bryce MSS: Bryce - Freeman, January 2, 1867,
and Freeman - Bryce, February 3 and 24, 1867; and Leslie
Stephen, 'On the Choice of Representatives', p.92.

2. Stephen, op.cit., p.92.
3. Rutson, op.cit., p.285.
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institutions."*" Moreover their older contemporaries, the

liberal anglicans, had evolved, substantially from German

historiography, a theory of history which was predominantly

national in orientation. The liberal anglican rejection of

the premises of utilitarian political science - the concep¬

tion of 'the march of mind9, of the universality of progress

was not one which the younger men shared. As Leslie Stephen

remarked, the success of the liberal movement in the 1840s

and 1850s seemed to vindicate the utilitarian interpretation.

Yet the liberal anglicans were still influential in the

universities and through the Christian Socialist movement,

and were especially active in re-establishing the claims of
3

historical study. Rejecting the utilitarian view, the

liberal anglicans saw history as the biography of nations -

their origin, rise, maturity and decline. This cycle they

saw repeated in history time after time - Assyria, Greece,
4

Rome, now England. Such were the histories of nations

without God. True progress, the halting of the cycle, could

only be achieved by carrying out the will of God, interpreted

through a study of history."* To liberal anglicans like

Thomas Arnold and Maurice the dissolution of English civil¬

isation threatened through the alienation of classes. Its

redemption lay through the co-operation of intellect and

labour, the programme of the Christian Socialists. As I

1. See, for instance, James Bryce, op.cit., pp.243-50.
2. Leslie Stephen, Some Early Impressions, pp.74-5.
3. Duncan Forbes, The Liberal Anglican Idea of History, p.142
4. Ibid., p.98.
5. Ibid., p.88.
6. Ibid., p.94.
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have noted earlier, Christian Socialism played a transitional

role in the thought of the liberal academics. Though they

might reject its theological and philosophical basis, a

measure of its political programme, the association of

patriotism and class-co-operation, remained.

I referred in Chapter 4 to the influence of Italian

nationalism on the politics of the university men in the

1850s and early 1860s. Again, this seems to have left a

permanent impression. For a start it demonstrated what

could be achieved by the subordination of selfish ends to

the common goal of national unity. Old Italy had been

aristocratic, clerical, divided and misgoverned; it was

now united, liberal, and attempting to remove the abuses of

past years. This had been accomplished, they argued, by

altruistic self-sacrifice on the part of the more enlightened

of the rulers and the Italian people. In a rather daring

stroke of elision, Frederic Harrison claimed Italian Unity

as due to the spirit of Mazzini, the arms of Garibaldi and

the statesmanship of Cavour.^ The feuds of the various

sections of the Italian national movement were forgotten, in

their place was established a picture of the preparation of

the mind of young Italy by contact with the ideals of Mazzini,

the success of the humble soldier-hero, and his self-

abnegation before the shrewd minister whose planning brought

final unity. Altruism prevailed: Mazzini's self-sacrifice,

his long years in exile; the Lion*s return as a peasant to

1. Frederic Harrison, National and Social Problems, pp.124-9,
146-62. ~~ ~ ""
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which its most eloquent partisan had conceived of not as a

political but as a moral unity. Mazzini*s conception of

nationality was threefold: the nation as liberator, the

nation as the forum for co-operation between its members,

the nation as moral educator."'" Mazzini's nation was not

a monolith of institutional conservatism, where the status

and property of established groups counted for all and the

individual for nought; nor was it the Benthamite machine

which could so easily be directed by the will of a captious

majority. It was the embodiment of the highest aims of

politics, self-evidently more important than the interests

of classes or groups. It seemed from the Italian experience

(as interpreted in England) that such a conception could

command the support of men of all ranks if the right appeal

were made. But such an appeal could only come from a truly

national legislature, which had the confidence of the people

through its knowledge of their needs.

Enthusiasm for Italian nationalism was succeeded in the

early sixties by identification with the cause of the North

in the American Civil War, and the alignments this led to in

British politics. Besides this however it also led the

academics to increase their acquaintance with the writings of

de Tocqueville, the political thinker whom they came to

1. Bolton King, The Life of Mazzini, pp.269-75; and see my
Chapter 4, p. 213.
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venerate above all in the 1860s.^ The arguments of conserva¬

tive critics like Lowe against democratic institutions were

largely founded on highly selective quotation from Democracy
2

in America, lighting chiefly upon examples of the decline in

the quality of the leaders of public life, the spread of

corruption and so forth. Their own reading of Tocqueville,

allied with the information they had at first hand from the

United States, enabled them to counterattack. But their

action went further than a vindication of American society.

They recognised Tocqueville1s masterpiece for what it really
3

was,

not so much a description of the country and the
people as a treatise, full of fine observation
and elevated thinking, upon Democracy, a treatise
whose conclusions are illustrated from America,
but are founded, not so much on an analysis of
American phenomena, as on general and somewhat
speculative views of democracy which the circum¬
stances of France had suggested.

Speculative though his subject may have been, they accepted

that his methods were scientific, and agreed with his
4 5

conclusions. The implications of these were self evident:

The tendency of the last seven centuries of
European history has been to an equalization
of the conditions of men - an equalization
not so much (in England at least) of wealth
as of physical force, of manners, and of
intelligence. The feeling of subordination -

that reverence of the lower classes for the

1. Rutson chose de Tocquevi1le*s chapters as the model for
the Reform Essays (Houghton MSS: Rutson - Houghton,
January 5, 1867).

2. See G.C. Brodrick, 'The Utilitarian Argument against
Reform', pp.19-20.

3. James Bryce, The American Commonwealth, p.4.
4. James Bryce, 'The Historical Aspect of Democracy', p.241.
5. Ibid., p.272; see also my p.
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upper, which was once the cause and the
justification of the feudal policy - has
disappeared; political equality has become
a passion in some countries, legal or civil
equality is admitted to be necessary in all
(speaking, of course of civilised communities
only). Exclusive systems of government are
therefore out of date.

The result of the interactions of these various influences

with utilitarianism served to give the liberal academics a

confidence in reform lacking in their more explicitly util¬

itarian contemporaries. The orthodox utilitarian view of

government as an efficient machine responsive to the demands

of the group who gained effective control over it, was a

disturbing view to have when power seemed likely to pass to

the relatively uneducated and certainly underprivileged mass

of the people. Utilitarians of the right, like Austin and

Lowe, opposed any concession towards popular government on

those grounds, while the prospect of intellect being swamped

by numbers impelled utilitarians of the left, like Mill, to

seek ways of mitigating the impact of 'mere numbers* by

adjusting the system of representation. Because of their

belief in the capacity of a national appeal to cause a sub¬

limation of class interests in the pursuit of the general

good, and because of their belief in the capacity of trad¬

itional British institutions to adjust themselves to political

change, such apprehensions were not shared to the same degree

by the liberal academics. Professor Vincent's remark about

Mill and his contemporary intellectuals crying over »the

unspilt milk of the future, exhausting on apprehension ener¬

gies needed for investigation*"'" may be true in some respects

1. John Vincent, The Formation of the Liberal Party . p.153.
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of Mill, but to extend the condemnation to Leslie Stephen,

and talk of the 'posture of apprehension8 of university men

is wrong. Take Stephen himself:"'"

...the influences of rank, and wealth, and
education, are not limited by the recognition
given to them in the Constitution; protected
or unprotected, they will produce an effect
which no legislation can take from them....
I do not believe that in a normal state of
things there is any class of English society
in which money and social position do not
produce a great effect; hence I do not believe
that any complete transfer of power is possible,
if desirable; the effect of natural social forces
cannot be eliminated by any legislative artifice.

Whatever this was, it wasn't the talk of someone intellect¬

ually immobilised by the spectre of mass democracy.

In his review of Mill's Principles of Parliamentary

Reform, George Brodrick summed up a critical aspect of the
2

divergence with Mill:

To Mr. Mill we owe warmer acknowledgements.
He has hazarded opportunely a great reputation
to clear up questions with which his long
familiarity with cognate studies had eminently
fitted him to deal. All that a lucid expo¬
sition of principles could do he has done. If
he has failed in the task of construction, he
has but shared the fate of all, who have attemp¬
ted in this subject to combine the "luciferous"
and the "fructiferous" in a single process. The
science and art of politics cannot be cultivated
together, they must proceed by contrary methods,
and are best intrusted to minds of different
orders. He who deals with the wills of his
fellow men must often oe satisfied with that

philosophical abomination, a compromise, or
rather a perpetual series of compromises.

1. Leslie Stephen *0n the Choice of Representatives', pp.119-
120.

2. George Brodrick, 'Review of Mill', p.153.
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The result of ®the science of the art of politics® as

practised by the academic liberals in the 1860s - in books

like Essays on Reform - was compromise, and what amounted to

a vindication of it. The impression gained by reading Essays

on Reform is that they juggled with aspirations and prin¬

ciples and realities and institutions in a manner so expert

that none of these got, as it were, out of hand. Democracy,

for example, was not going to lead to attempts at socialist

Utopias and the repudiation of the National Debt, because

the power of wealth and the solidity of the more important

national institutions were unlikely to have their influence

seriously shaken. On the other hand the power of wealth

and the solidity of the more important national institutions

were inhibiting progress and would have to be dislodged from

this position by a measure of democratic reform. Given

Apolitical artistry* it would all balance out, though the

more rigid *scientist® might demur. But ®political artistry*

did of course imply certain assumptions about the nature of

political life in Britain and the direction reform ought to

pursue, and I want now to turn to these.

V

Professor Vincent has pungently indicted the intellect¬

uals of the period of the Second Reform Bill with not being

alive to the social problems of the day:"*"

1. Vincent, op.cit., p.153.
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Nothing Mill said or wrote could lead anyone
to gather that, while the question of the
ascendancy of the poor was ripening, there
were urgent social matters of a less hypo¬
thetical nature waiting in plenty, such as
the agricultural gang system, or the hard¬
ships caused by metropolitan railway build¬
ing, or coffin ships. And what was true of
Mill was also true of many of the best lights
of his age: writers like Bagehot, and George
Eliot, and Leslie Stephen...

I have already said that it's wrong to brand Stephen and

his colleagues as being obsessed with the prospect of the

descent of the working class on the body politic; Mr.

Vincent's other charge, their lack of interest in social

problems, appears a graver one. Admittedly, as I mentioned

at the beginning of Chapter 5, the academics have been

credited as pioneers of institutional reform by Mr. H.L.
1

Beales in his centenary tribute in Essays on Reform, 1967,

but I pointed out at that stage that I felt Mr. Beales had

tended to go rather too far in the other direction. I don't

want to repeat the arguments I used then, but to concentrate

on what in fact the academics meant by social reform, and

how this related to the distinct idea of social progress.

In his essay on 'The Opportunities and Shortcomings of
2

Government in England' Rutson wrote that,

For two or three generations the recognition
of the duty of social progress, and of the

Eossibility of furthering it by legislation,as been the basis of politics.

1. Op.cit., pp.8-9.
2. Op.cit., p.304.
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But seven years earlier G„C. Brodrick had, commenting on

Mill, referred to^

the error of attempting by political machinery
to accelerate social progress.

Now this apparent contradiction indicates several inter¬

pretations: Did the academics differ among themselves about

the role of government in society? Did their political

thought - and, on most issues, Rutson's opinions were much

the same as Brodrick's - undergo a change in the direction

of collective action between 1859 and 1867? Or, analysing

the two statements, was there a difference between 'social

progress9 and 'the duty of social progress'? I think that

by concentrating on the third interpretation, and studying

how 'social progress' related to the action of government,

we can approach closest to the logic which underlay their

social thought.

The academics related 'social progress' to represent¬

ative government in a way analogous to the distinction

Goldwin Smith drew in his Inaugural Lecture between the

'social sciences' - political economy and jurisprudence -

2
and the study of history. The 'social sciences' constitu¬

ted the legitimate basis of human behaviour, historical study

accounted for its distinctive national and institutional

developments. Another valid comparison would be with

1. Brodrick, 'Review of Mill', p.153.
2. Goldwin Smith, 'Inaugural Lecture', p.17.
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Brodrick's separation of political science* from "the art of

polities'?" When Brodrick described Mill's political studies
2

as more the work of an economist than of a politician, he

did not detract from his own estimate of the importance of

economics, but simply insisted that the political community

was something larger than an economic entity, a point I

attempted to reinforce when, earlier in this chapter, I

discussed the academics* awareness of the role of custom and

obligation in politics.

But this does not alter the fact that the basis of

social life was to them the scientific working of economic

laws - in other words unreconstructed 'classical'

economics. The business of government was not to intervene

in the economy - at least in any manner which distorted its

'scientific* operation - but to enrich social life with a

further dimension. Good government ought both to protect

the 'scientific' basis of social life, and by educating

those involved in it, further secure it and elevate them.
3

Smith included in his Inaugural an elaborate paean to

the most beautiful and wonderful of the natural
laws of God, through their beauty and their
wonderful wisdom they, like the other laws of
nature which science explores, are not without
a poetry of their own. Silently, surely, without
any man's taking thought, if human folly will
only refrain from hindering them, they gather,
store, dispense, husband, if need be, against
scarcity, the wealth of the great community of
nations.... To buy in the cheapest and sell in
the dearest market, the supposed concentration
of economic selfishness, is simply to fulfil the

1. Brodrick, op.cit., p.152.
2. Ibid., p.141.
3. Goldwin Smith, op.cit., p.33.
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command of the Creator, who provides for the
wants of his creatures through each other's
help; to take from those who have abundance,
and to carry to those who have need. It would
be an exaggeration to erect trade into a moral
agency; but it does unwittingly serve agencies
higher than itself, and make one heart as well
as one harvest for the world.

Though Smith's language is extravagant, and though

economic thought is actually rarely referred to in academic

liberal productions of the 1860s, 'classical' economics were

implicitly accepted as the basis of social life. 'We all

assumed individualism as obviously and absolutely right 8,

wrote Bryce to Dicey fifty years later,

We were not indifferent to the misfortunes of
the poor, but looked on them as inevitable,
and did not feel the restless anxiety to remove
them, even in defiance of economic laws, which
burns in the breasts of modern youth.

The attitude of Henry Fawcett, Leslie Stephen, Brodrick and
2

Sidgwick, was virtually identical.

3
However, as I remarked earlier, the function of govern¬

ment was not to be limited to securing the operation of such

laws. You will remember the distinction Brodrick drew

1. Bryce MSS: Bryce - Dicey, November 14, 1913.
2. Leslie Stephen's chapter on 'Political Economy' in his

Henry Fawcett (pp.136-74) is, I think, probably the best
account of the economic beliefs held by Fawcett's gener¬
ation. See also G.C. Brodrick, 'The Socialistic Tenden¬
cies of Modern Democracy' in Macmillan's Magazine, March
1886 (vol.liii). Henry Sidgwick, latterly prepared to
make heretical suggestions about government control of
large areas of the economy, nevertheless insisted that
he did so on accepted economic principles, and, on the
same grounds, found it very difficult even to accept the
distortion of the market implied by the operation of the
Poor Law. (Sidgwick MSS: Sir Louis Mallet - Sidgwick,
April 8, September 16, 1886, July 14, October 5, 1887,
and Sidgwick - Mallet, July 23, 1887; also papers pre¬
pared for the Political Economy Club and the Charity
Organisation Society during the 1870s and 1880s.)

3. See my p. 335.
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between governments constituted with reference only to the

material well-being of their subjects, and those which were

'good* in the sense of the term the academics recognised.

His description of the latter gives, I feel, the definition

of the role of government most of his contemporaries accepted:

The other system considers the process of govern¬
ment, as a means of moral training, not less
valuable than the immediate results to be produced
by it. It denies the title of "good government*
to policies in which the noblest faculties of the
citizens are left unemployed. All free opinions
it accepts as contributions to the public treasury
of wisdom. It places no bound to the aspirations
of political society, except where the rights of
individuals, or of other societies, would be
infringed. It regards the individual members of
a state as moral beings, engaged in a common search
for their highest attainable condition, and the
national assembly as the place in which the various
results of the enquiry are compared..."The dignity
of government depends on the dignity of the governed"
is a sentiment worthy of its author; and of this
dignity, whether it consist in character or in mental
cultivation, mere possession of property is no fit
criterion. Well would it be for the happiness of
mankind, if more thought was bestowed on those upon
whom the fabric of society ultimately rests, if the
language of politics were borrowed from the moral
rather than from the economical world, and if the
interests of citizens in the common weal were meas¬

ured less by their financial investments - for who
can stake more than his all - and more by their
appreciation of the grand and enduring benefits
conferred by a wise government on an intelligent
people.

Linked to this was the principle that political institu¬

tions were a projection of the social realities of their time,
2

that

a political system or form
is nothing, and acquires a
regarded as the result and

of government by itself
meaning only when it is
efflux of national life.

1. Brodrick, The Principles of Popular Representation, pp. 17t-8„
2. Bryce, 'The Historical Aspect of Democracy®, p.239.
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This implies that the academics looked at government

from a different position from that of Mr. Vincent, or for

that matter of most modern observers. 'The result and

efflux of national life* they interpreted as indicating a

general tendency in the direction of material, mental and

moral progress, which it was the business of government -

recognising the duty of social progress* - to accord with.

Periods of reform only became necessary where government

delayed this accommodation, and had to catch up, a process

which might entail a brisk but temporary interventionist

campaign. Such a campaign had had to be undertaken in the

years after 1830, since then 'improvement' had been accepted

'as the general law in public affairs*"'" but the time was now

2
ripe for a further accommodation, and a further campaign.

Reform became necessary when social circumstances had changed

to make government unrepresentative of the new situation.

Danger threatened when the social groups which the last

settlement had represented in government, their power set at

risk by the march of progress, attempted to use the institu¬

tions of government in their own interest.

I referred earlier to Brodrick's and Leslie Stephen's

consciousness of the power of the aristocracy in British

society. In statistical terms, this supremacy was adequately

demonstrated by John Boyd Kinnear's essay on 'The Redistri¬

bution of Seats' and by Bernard Cracroft's 'The Analysis of

1. Brodrick, op.cit., p.140
2. Sir George Young, 'The House of Commons in 1833*, in

Essays on Reform, p.320.
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the House of Commons, or Indirect Representation9, Cracroft

concluding that ^

not less than five hundred Members in the
House of Commons are either County Members
or, if representing boroughs, either peers
or relatives of peers, or landowners or
under landowners9 influence, constituting
...one vast cousinhood.

Such an unbalanced reputation could only distort the nature

of the representative body and its legislation. As Rutson
2

wrote to Lord Houghton when soliciting his support,

The following papers are intended to show
what have been the shortcomings of our
Legislation and Government in respect of
the subjects that are mentioned; that the
shortcomings arise from the constitution
of the House - from its representing only
a part of the nation, and that part from its
own circumstances the most contented with
things as they are, and the least sensible
of the need for change in matters affecting
the mass of the people - from the pre¬
dominance in it of prejudices or of inter¬
ested motives such as obstruct legislation
on Education, the Universities, the Army &c.,
from want of public spirit and of a sense
of responsibility owing to the circumstances
of so many members, either representing
boroughs where there is no real opinion
upon, or interest in, the national policy,
or having got into parliament by means of
bought votes.

In Sir George Young's essay, this situation was seen as

the result of the ebbing of the political momentum of the

early 1830s, and the moral drawn from the process was a

fairly obvious one:^

1. Cracroft, op.cit., p.162.
2. Houghton MSS: Rutson - Houghton, January 15, 1867.
3. Young, op.cit., pp.321-3.
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If, then, we find one Parliamentary epoch,
the results of which can be regarded with
satisfaction, succeeded by a gradual relapse -

not, indeed, into the state of things, but
into the rate of progress, which was found
inadequate before - it may follow that a
repetition of the same process is desirable...
It may formerly have been believed that any
lowering of the suffrage would tend with fresh
impetus towards further change; that all use¬
ful business would begin to give place to agi¬
tation, and all fixity of institutions would be
lost for ever. If history ever taught mankind
a lession, the sequel of 1832 has shown the
vanity of these terrors. That movement was
strictly limited in scope to the expression
of prevailing national convictions. If the
movement of the present day be not wholly dis¬
similar, its results will also be bounded by
the prevalent convictions of the nation. We
recognise and admit no such dissimilarity.

Young explained this inertia partly in terms of failure

to utilise the machinery of government and extend it - failure

to tackle electoral corruption, to redistribute seats - even

in accordance with the realities of power which were recognised

in 1832. But, more fundamentally, he traced it to the rigid

nature of the 1832 settlement. While admitting the principle

of representation, it had been adapted to the interests and

fears of the groups then in the ascendant. Land had been

safeguarded by the enfranchisement of tenants-at-will and the

retention of the small boroughs; urban property by the ten

pound franchise."'" This may have balanced out in 1832; it

certainly did so no longer. And, the academics asked, should

any attempt now be made to so 'balance8 contemporary social

groups? Their answer was firmly in the negative. Dismissing

in 1859 Mill's argument for a cumulative vote on an educational
2

basis Brodrick wrote:

1. Young, op.cit., p.309.
2. Brodrick, op.cit., pp.149-50.
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the natural inequality of members of the same
body should not be directly recognised but
left to the unseen operation of laws pre¬
supposed by all political systems... Nothing
should be made the subject of a give-and-take
compromise that can be equitably adjusted
through the medium of a comprehensive principle.

A.V. Dicey went even further in arguing that a scheme of

representation designed to 'mirror1 classes - to give the

working classes, in other words, representation without

influence - would virtually be worse than no reform at all,

since their representatives would become the narrowest type

of class tribune. (As examples of class tribunes, he cited

the leaders of the parochial clergy in Convocation, and,

ominously, the leaders of the Irish party.)1 The only viable

alternative was 'the free representation in Parliament of
2

different portions of society'. 'We need' wrote Brodrick,,

no "concordat" between classes, as such, to
define the disputed frontier of their relative
power. It is better that it should remain
unsettled: and it is their own fault if the

advantage does not remain with those whose
superior wealth, leisure, and education must
give them something like a monopoly of polit¬
ical action, if not of political privileges,
and among whose claims to supremacy one only,
that founded on class interests, excites sus¬
picion and mistrust.

The academics wanted a straightforward reduction in the

franchise, along with such electoral reforms - redistribution

and effective action against corrupt practices - as would

make it effective in harnessing the demonstrable common-sense

of the working classes to the legislature to enable it to

clear up the backlog of reform inherited from the old regime.

1. A.V. Dicey, 'The Balance of Classes *p.83; see also Leslie
Stephen, 'On the Choice of Representatives', p.121.

2. Brodrick: op.cit., p.146; this was also echoed by
Leslie Stephen, op.cit., p.113.
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In a situation like this, they believed that a robust though

restricted programme of government intervention was necessary

to facilitate the free development of society.

VI

That the academics had no presuppositions in favour of

the principle of government intervention in the economy

follows from their conception of social progress. The prob¬

lem of how the collectivist movement had gained momentum was

one which puzzled Dicey, when he came, in the early 1900s, to

write his lectures on Law and Opinion. 'I have for a long

time been much perplexed*, he wrote to Henry Sidgwick's widow

in 1902,^

by the difficulty I found in satisfactorily
connecting the development of collectivism
in legislation during the last third of the
nineteenth century with the progress of
opinion.

His conclusion was that,

when Individualism was supreme, and, as my
memory can unfortunately tell me, Socialism
or Collectivism was generally discredited
among sensible people...laws which could
logically be defended only on more or less
Collectivist grounds had, under the pressure
of humane sentiment, preceded and to a great
extent caused the development of Collectivist
theories.

Then and later Dicey argued that , while franchise extension

had in fact accelerated the progress of such theories, in

1. Sidgwick MSS: Dicey - Mrs. Sidgwick, November 7, 1902.
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itself it did not imply any recognition of the principle of

collectivism."^ I think this opinion was generally shared by

his contemporaries during the 1860s, even by those like T.H.

Green whose social thought has been seen by some as sanctioning

intervent ionism.^

The role the academics allotted to positive legislation

is best seen within the context of the relation between

'social progress® and the national government. They saw that

this relation had been dislocated, and they called for such

legislation as would restore a proper harmony. Effectively,

it embraced three distinct but interlinked fields of action:

land, law and education.

The intense interest the academics took in land may well

seem odd, in view of the increasingly urban nature of British

society. The census of 1851 had disclosed that a majority of

the population now lived in towns, and, as early as 1835 the

problem of dealing with their growth had seemed to de
3

Tocqueville a major test of British government. Historians

of the mid-twentieth century, reassessing the contributions

of Chadwick and Simon - neither of whom are mentioned in

Dicey's Law and Opinion - and a host of lesser-known officials,

parliamentarians and municipal leaders, have shown that this

1. Law and Opinion, p.240, where Dicey distinguishes between
the 'democratic Benthamism' of the Chartists, and the
politically more moderate, but implicitly more collectivist,
demands of the trades unionists of the 1860s.

2. Cf. Harold Laski quoted by Melvin Richter in The Politics
of Conscience, p.267.

3. Alexis de Tocqueville, 'Manchester, July 2, 1835®, in
Journeys to England and Ireland (1958), pp.105-8.
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challenge was met. The fact that their paths rarely cross

that of Dicey might seem to imply that the generation Dicey

represented was far from understanding the true nature of

the problems government faced. This is Professor Vincent®s

charge, and there is substance in it. The academics did not,

by and large, come from industrial areas; they had not

therefore that sustained acquaintance with their problems

which could lead to the formation of an urban-orientated

polity.'" But we must not forget that urbanisation in Britain

was a rapid and (on the scale at which it happened at the

middle of the nineteenth century) an unprecedented phenomenon.

It had yet to be accepted as a stable and enduring situation.

In such circumstances the academics were less concerned to

cope with it than to explain it and, if possible, reverse it.

The academics" attitude to the large towns was, during

the 1860s, ambiguous. They saw in them a combination of

political opportunities and social problems. Much play was

made in Essays on Reform with their tendency to return to

Parliament members of high calibre, in contrast with the
2

small boroughs. Later, no doubt when they took a closer

interest in problems of poor relief and the Liberal party

suffered reverses in urban areas, they tended to regard

urban growth with disapproval, not to say fear. In his

American Commonwea1th, 1889, James Bryce was to write that,

in the United States, the growth of cities had been "among

3
the least fortunate changes® of the last hundred years and,

1. See Appendix 1 .

2. For instance, see Leslie Stephen, ®0n the Choice of Rep¬
resentatives®, p.110, and A„0. Rutson, "Opportunities and
Shortcomings®, p.304.

3. Bryce, op.cit., vol.i, p.628.
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a little later, Charles Pearson was to come to even gloomier

conclusions:^

Is it not unavoidable that the city type should
become more and more pronounced? Is it not prob¬
able that the type elaborated will not be so much
that of the mobile, critical, imaginative Athenian,
who was practically an aristocrat among slaves, as
of the Manchester and Bellevue operative, with an
inheritance of premature decrepitude, with a hor¬
izon narrowed to parochial limits, with no interests
except those of the factory or the Trades-Union;
with the faith of the Salvation Army, that finds
expression in antics and buffoonery, or with that
even more lamentable scepticism to which the bestial
element in man is the only reality?

But even in the 1860s W.L. Newman, in his essay on 'The Land

Laws1 in Questions for a Reformed Parliament, articulated

what was really a fundamental conviction among the academics,

that an urban Britain was probably dangerous, and possibly

avoidable.2

The very misery of agriculture has intensified
the flight from the country to the towns, and given
a wild energy to manufacturing progress. A gigan¬
tic wages-receiving class fills the cities, and
stands against an equally powerful organisation of
capitalists.... We stand in danger, in one respect,
of the fate of the ancient Greek States, where the
antagonism of rich and poor made all excellence of
political constitution fruitless and nugatory;
where the social weakness overpowered and neutral¬
ized the political advance.

Underlying their disquiet at the development of urban

society was, as Newman's statement implies, a distrust of

capitalist industry itself. Since they were formally

committed to individualism this might appear paradoxical,

1. Charles Henry Pearson, National Life and Character (1893),
p.265.

2. Op.cit., p.119.
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yet it was general to intellectual liberals of their gener¬

ation. In his Political Economy of 1848 John Stuart Mill

argued that, by itself, machinery in industry had done

nothing to elevate the living standards of the working class:

economic theory as well as the experience of forty-odd years

of cyclical depressions and technologically-induced unemploy¬

ment pointed to this conclusion. While they adhered to

wages-fund economics, the academics could only conclude, in
2

Leslie Stephen's words, that

it was physically impossible that any
permanent rise in wages should take place
without a corresponding diminution of
profit.

A diminution of profit meant a decline in investment, which

in turn led to a decline in employment and ultimately to a

decline in wages.

Out of this squirrel-cage there was only one route -

the education of the working class in habits of prudence,

forethought and co-operation. The bulk of Mill's chapter

on 'The Probable Future of the Labouring Classes* was con¬

cerned with schemes calculated to achieve this end, which

were largely taken up with co-operative production and dis-
3

tribution. In this he was followed by those of the academ-
4

ics who studied economics in any detail. Fawcett wrote that:

1. Op.cit., p.439.
2. Leslie Stephen, Henry Fawcett, p.156.
3. Op.cit., Book IV, c.vii.
4. Leslie Stephen, op.cit., p.155.
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The crucial test of the value of all agencies
which are brought into operation to improve
the condition of the labouring poor is this:
Do they exert a direct tendency to make the
labourer rely on self-help?

By and large, the academics found (theoretically) that co¬

operation answered this problem. Involvement in the manage¬

ment of industry, like admission to parliamentary politics,

educated the worker in the laws of social progress. Henry

Fawcett and Henry Sidgwick were as enthusiastic in supporting

producers and consumers* co-operatives as they were in

policing the Poor Law - the Achilles* Heel of Victorian

individualism."'" The same could be said for many of their

colleagues.2

Co-operative ownership, however, lay in the future. For

the present the academics did not look complacently on the

growth of industry. An interesting instance of the way they

regarded its social consequences was the reaction of Goldwin

Smith in 1865 to the Great Western's plan to set up its

railway carriage works at Oxford. Alleging that the nearness

of large numbers of the working classes would have a deleter¬

ious effect on the studies and morals of the undergraduates,

Smith conducted an energetic lobby against the scheme - with

1. For Fawcett see Stephen, op.cit., p.163; for Sidgwick see
Sidgwick MSS: John Malcolm Ludlow - Sidgwick, July 13,
1869 (describing five co-operative workshops which would
welcome investment, in response to an offer of help from
H.S.); Edward Meads - Sidgwick, September 20, 1871 (A
letter from the Secretary of one of the five, the London
Co-operative Cabinet Manufacturing Society, appealing to
HoS. for a message of encouragement to the workers, as
the business was in difficulty and the men discouraged).

2. See, for instance, The Oxford Industrial and Cooperative
Society: An Historical Sketch, 1872-1909, for the involve¬
ment of academics in it; including Goldwin Smith, H„J.S.
Smith and A.H.D0 Acland; James Stuart at Cambridge tried
to link the cause of University Extension with that of
Cooperation (See Chapter 7, pW
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at least the tacit support of his academic liberal confreres

(as I have discovered no contrary opinions among them) -

until it was dropped, much to the chagrin of Oxford's Liberal

corporation.1 Later, in Canada, he recollected this as 'the
2

greatest fight of my life*. More seriously, the controversy

about the finite nature of Britain's coal reserves which

followed on the publication of Jevons' The Coal Question in

1864 made them conscious of the insecure nature of the

country's economic growth. Leonard Courtney was one of the

more expert economists at the universities: as his biographer,

G.P. Gooch, observes, his outlook at this time was far from

optimistic^

The real danger to British industry arises from
much deeper causes...he (Courtney) warns his
readers of the possible shrinkage of our natural
resources, and bids them prepare for recurring
depressions and growing emigration. The population
that can be sustained at any given time is limited
by a variety of causes, some of which are wholly or
partially beyond our control..."Much yet remains to
be done to improve the condition of the people by
the reform of our laws, above all those relating to
land; but if all that could be suggested were
accomplished, it would still remain with the people
themselves to determine their own condition."

The land question distorted the free working of the

economy, and by implication the ability of working men to

shift for themselves in it. As Newman implied, the well-

being, or lack of it, of the population on the land affected

the process of urbanisation. The landed classes' privileges,

1. Goldwin Smith, Reminiscences, pp.280-1, and flysheet dated
June 1, 1865 in Bodleian Library.

2. Arnold Haultain, The Life and Opinions of Goldwin Smith
(1913), p. 149. ~ ~~

3. G.P. Gooch, Lord Courtney, p.109.
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chiefly those governing bequest and entail, by inhibiting

the 'free sale* of land, prevented its efficient exploitation

and equitable distribution. The indictment, summed up by

T.H. Green in 1879, had been familiar enough to his colleagues

for a couple of decades:^

The whole history of the ownership of land in
Europe has been of a kind to lead to the
agglomeration of a proletariate neither holding
nor seeking property, wherever a sudden demand
has arisen for labour in mines or manufactures.
This at any rate was the case down to the epoch
of the French Revolution; and this, which
brought to other countries deliverance from feu¬
dalism, left England, where feudalism had previously
passed into unrestrained landlordism, almost
untouched. And while those influences of feudalism
and landlordism which tend to throw a shiftless

population upon the centres of industry have been
left unchecked, nothing till quite lately was done
to give such a population a chance of bettering
itself, when it had been brought together. Their
health, housing, and schooling were unprovided for.
They were left to be freely victimised by deleter¬
ious employments, foul air, and consequent craving
for deleterious drinks. When we consider all this,
we shall see the unfairness of laying on capitalism
or the free development of individual wealth the
blame which is really due to the arbitrary and vio¬
lent manner in which rights over land have been
acquired and exercised, and the failure of the state
to fulfil those functions which under a system of
unlimited private ownership are necessary to main¬
tain the conditions of a free life.

The academics saw in the privileges of landed society

the bane of a potentially sound market system. The free

market in American land, and the fact that 'the explosive

forces can always find an outlet in emigration to the West',

1. T.H. Green, Lectures on the Principlesof Political
Obligation, delivered 1879 (1921 ed.), pp.227-8; Frederic
Harrison's New Year address to the Positivist Association,
1880, shows that the Positivist line was much the same.
(Harrison, National and Social Problems, pp.250-1.)

2. Goldwin Smith, 'The Experience of the American Common¬
wealth' in Essays on Reform, p.218.
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figured much in the debate on Reform. Goldwin Smith argued

that the absence of such privileges in the U.S.A. meant that

there was greater freedom for individual and co-operative

initiatives and so, ultimately, less need for government.^
Such arguments could also be used by critics of democracy,

like Walter Bagehot, who argued that the flexibility of

American society was distinctive, and the democratic institu¬

tions it supported could not be translated into a British
2

context. But Bagehot merely found the academics entrenched

on their second line, arguing that if land were not free in

Britain it should be, and that such a situation would con¬

tribute to the stability of a reform settlement.

The academics wanted a "free land* programme - essentially

a campaign against the laws permitting primogeniture and

entail. They argued that 'free sale' would permit land to

play a proper role in the market, allowing the sensible

siting of industry and housing and the creation of what
3

Rutson called a 'rural middle class' of peasant proprietors.

Fawcett emphasised the value of such a class to the social
4

stability of the nation:

How much more powerfully would prudence be
stimulated, if a definite prospect were held
out, that a labourer might in the course of
time, by means of his saving, secure a small
landed property.* The value of such an
acquisition to the labourer is not to be
estimated by the amount of wealth with which

1. Goldwin Smith, The Civil War in America (1866), pp.27-9.
2. 'Mr. Goldwin Smith and the American Example for England'

in The Economist, March 23, 1867.
3. Rutson, 'Opportunities and Shortcomings', p.295; see

also G.C. Brodrick's extended study of land and the land
laws, undertaken for the Cobden Club, English Land and
English Landlords (1881); for a critique of the old
orthodoxy by a younger academic of collectivist leanings,
see C.A. Fyffe, The Land Question: a Lecture given at
the Oxford Reform Club, November 29, 1884.

4. Henry Fawcett, The Economic Position of the British Labourer,
(1865 ) . dd.40-1.
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it enriches him. It makes him, in fact, a
different man; it raises him from the
position of a labourer, and calls forth all
those active qualities of mind, which are
sure to be exerted when a man has the con¬

sciousness that he is working on his own
account.

His commendation was repeated in political terms by W.L.

Newman:^

The proprietor, however small, has the con¬
servative interests of a proprietor. His
stake in the good order of the country is
not, perhaps, greater - it is probably even
safer, and less liable to be affected by
civil disturbance, than that of the receiver
of wages; but it is more tangible. His
interest is stronger because it is less
mercenary, and more the result of tradition,
instinct and habit.

In Culture and Anarchy Matthew Arnold chided radicals

with lack of straightforwardness in their proposals for

limiting the freedom to bequeath property. If you intend

attacking the power of "the barbarians',he argued, be

explicit about it, don't attempt to disguise your intention

by appealing to another principle, that of fairness of
2

bequest between the various members of a family. This

charge cannot really be sustained against the academics.

They stated that they wanted to alter the terms of land

law for the explicit purpose of dispersing the property

which had accumulated in the hands of the great landed

families, and so curbing the political power the aristoc¬

racy derived from this privileged position and employed

1. W.L. Newman, 'The Land Laws', p.119.
2. Matthew Arnold, Culture and Anarchy, p.134.
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to impede reforms which would permit the 'scientific' and

stable functioning of the laws of social progress. To

Rutson in his reform essay, the power of the aristocracy

distorted British conservatism - properly the preserve of

industrial wealth."*" Until it was curbed, such a stable and

rational conservatism would be weakened by the domination

of British politics by the class interest of the territorial

aristocracy. The charm of land law reform, for the academics

was that, without suspending any of the principles of class¬

ical economics, it would remedy this anomalous situation.

Land law reform permitted the academic liberals to

employ profitably their accumulated legal and historical

expertise; I think that its accessibility, as well as its

relation to their individualist ideology, accounts for the

importance they placed on it as a component of social reform.

The schemes they adumbrated for the reform of law in general

likewise stemmed from close professional connections. At

the beginning of this chapter I referred to A.V. Dicey's

desire to justify the legal profession in a national context;

behind this, as with the agitation to 'nationalise' the uni¬

versities, lay a consciousness of the consequences of neglect
3

summed up in the case of the law by Macaulay's dictum:

People crushed by law have no hopes but from
power. If laws are their enemies, they will
be enemies to laws...

1. Rutson, 'Opportunities and Shortcomings', pp.298-9.
2. See my p. 315.

3. Quoted by Alan Harding, A Social History of English Law
(1966), p.334.
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Dicey articulated this explicit concern in a Fortnightly

Review article »The Legal Boundaries of Liberty1, published

in January 1868. In this he argued that the law regarding

associations and freedom of expression was much more res¬

trictive of individual freedom than was generally believed,

and, in deference to the conservative sentiments of the

governing classes, was being interpreted in an over-severe

manner. Unless it was rationally reformed, it would be
1

seen as class law:

...as long as the law is in theory either
intolerant or oppressive, our security for
the existence of practical freedom depends,
not (as it should do) on the maintenance of
laws which cannot be changed without due
deliberation, but on the permanence of a
condition of public sentiment which fluctu¬
ates from day to day, which has undergone
great changes, and which at any moment may
undergo changes still greater.

In other words, unless the

class might make it as explicit

tyranny as the aristocracy had.

law was reformed, the working

an instrument of class

As far as the law regarding associations was concerned,

the academics were concerned at the hostility shown by the

courts to the trade unions. When they turned to the unions

themselves, they recognised a potential divergence between

their own economic philosophy and their political position.

1. Dicey, op.cit., Fortnightly Review No.XXIII (January 1,
1868), p.8.
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Economically, as I mentioned earlier, they could see little

value in the unions' main purpose, the securing for their

members of a greater proportion of the fund of available

capital,^ but politically the unions were, by and large,

allies, and this sense of obligation must have influenced

the academics to put a favourable construction on their case.

Henry Fawcett granted the unions the value of forcing on the

attention of employers changes in the terms of trade which
2

made an increase in wages apposite; this view was shared

by the Positivist Godfrey Lushington who contributed to

Questions for a Reformed Parliament. Further, they saw no

equity in the sanction by the courts of associations of

professional men - like the legal profession itself - which

seemed every bit as much 'in restraint of trade' as the

unions, while the latter were subject to criminal prosecution.

The 'Master and Servant9 laws seemed an apt illustration of

Dicey's observation about the general political state of

Britain in the mid 1860s, 'John Smith qua John Smith cannot

be suppressed, but John Smith qua artisan can.'"'

Lushington's proposals in his reform essay were moderate

by Positivist standards, and would be accepted by the other

contributors. Enfranchisement would speed 'the social

1. See my p. 3 6 5.
2. Henry Fawcett, The Economic Position of the British

Labourer, pp.174-5.
3. Godfrey Lushington, 'Workmen and Trade Unions' in op.cit.,

p. 50.
4. A.V. Dicey, 'The Legal Boundaries of Liberty', p.6.
5. A.Vo Dicey, 'The Balance of Classes', p.72.
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incorporation of the working classes* and attach the trade

unionist to national institutions:"^

No longer will he see in his master the
representative of privilege, he will feel
himself secure of equal laws, and of a
fair hearing from the legislature and the
public.

This implied that the law regarding association be reformed,

simplified, and made equitable between master and man.

Nothing more. When the Trade Disputes Act of 1906 put the

unions in what the academics saw as a privileged position,
2

they were among its most severe critics.

Together with their desire to make the law socially

equitable went an even stronger desire to make it accessible.

*0ne grand purpose of all Law Reform,* wrote Sir George

Young,^

is to enable the people, without more specialised
training than may be given to every citizen, to
understand the law under which they live, and
under which their business is transacted. Liber¬
als believe that it is both possible and expedient
to do so. Our representatives at all events must
know the laws that exist, or at least must be able
to understand them when they are read, if they are
to do justice to their task.

This desideratum required that the law be digested, simpli¬

fied and systematised. If law was more straightforward and

accessible to the ordinary citizen, he would be induced to

conduct his affairs in accordance with the 'scientific*

1. Lushington, op.cit., p.56.
2. See the Times obituary of Lushington, February 6, 1907;

also Bryce MSS: Bryce - Dicey, November 24, 1908.
3. Sir George Young, *The House of Commons in 1833' in

Essays on Reform, p.319.
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economic and social laws which it predicated. This ideal

could be taken to extremes, as with the Liberal jurist,

Lord Bramwell, whom Sidney Webb later alleged wished to

reduce government intervention in the economy to simply

ensuring freedom of contract and enforcing the criminal

law,"*" but on the whole it complemented the academics' ideal

of the educational value of participation in government.

Many academics were to engross themselves in projects

of law reform and in the improvement of legal education.

Possibly the best description of the process and the phil¬

osophy behind it is given by Leslie Stephen in his biography
2

of his brother, Fitzjames. Although Fitzjames was very

much on the fringe of the academic liberal group, his activ¬

ities were appreciated by his contemporaries. The Positiv-

ists - who were on the far left of the group - attempted to

interest the Trades Union Congress in law reform in the

3
1870s, and actually managed to get Fitzjames to address them.

And, if there was co-operation between the extremes, there

was plenty of activity in the centre, with Dicey's work on

The Digest of the Law of England, Kenelm Digby and Sir

William Anson's productive tenure of the Vinerian readership
4

at Oxford, and Bryce's attempt to revive the study of Roman

1. Sidney Webb, 'The Basis of Socialism: Historic', in
Fabian Essays in Socialism (1889), p.65. (1962 ed. )

2. Leslie Stephen, Fitzjames Stephen, pp.376-81; see also
John Boyd Kinnear, 'Law Reform', in Questions for a
Reformed Parliament.

3. Royden Harrison, Before the Socialists, p.310.
4. Harding, A Social History of English Law, p.349 and A.V.

Dicey, 'Law Teaching, Oral and Written', in H.H. Henson
(ed.), A Memoir of the Right Honourable Sir William Anson,
(1920), pp.84-103.
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Law there from the Regius Chair of Civil Law. As Fitzjames

Stephen found, the project of modification, simplification

and digesting proved overwhelming, not simply because of the

government's lack of enthusiasm, but also because of the very

complexity of the task."1" The monument to the legal projects

of the liberal academics was to lie not in an efficient code,

but in the historical erudition of Maitland.

In considering the academics' proposals for education

we return to the point at which they began their inquiry

into British society. Earlier I stressed that their pressure

for university reform did not arise out of any comprehensive

education policy, but that elements of possible policies were

2
formulated as the main agitation as the Tests went on. By

the later 1860s their policy was better defined, where it

dealt with the areas they were best informed about: I have

already dealt with university reform; the problem of ele¬

mentary education provision arose from the political necessity

of producing a literate electorate once the franchise was

lowered. But between the two lay the significant area of

secondary education, and here I feel their grasp was less

sure.

The academics shared Robert Lowe's conclusion that it

would be 'absolutely necessary to compel our future masters

1. Leslie Stephen, loc.cit.
2. See my Chapter 3, p.190.
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to learn their letters.*1 In his essay on 'Popular Education*

in Questions for a Reformed Parliament, Charles Stuart Parker

commenced:^

...education prepares the way for the franchise,
which in prudence must be witheld where gross
ignorance prevails. For political power without
knowledge, when it means anything, means mischief.

Which seems, if anything, a more conservative opinion than

that of Lowe. But he then went on to argue that, in fact,

only a reformed parliament was likely to do anything about
3

extending elementary education on the scale required. The

element of political urgency in his essay is important, for

it explains why, in the case of elementary education, the

academics were prepared to suspend the laws of the market
4

and tolerate public intervention. Partly this could be

explained by their desire for a literate electorate which

could appreciate the proper function of representative

government, partly by their realisation that an educational

system which relied on local and voluntary organisation was

a prey to their old enemy, clericalism.^

By and large, however, elementary education was a pol¬

itical topic and tended to be dissociated from secondary and

higher education. Here, I believe, their unability to artic¬

ulate a rationale for the reform of higher education (see

1. Quoted in Asa Briggs, Victorian People, p. 262.

2. Op.cit., p.131.
3. Ibid., pp.177-84.
4. Loc.cit; see also Leslie Stephen, Henry Fawcett, p.163.
5. Parker, op.cit., p.165.
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Chapter 3, p. 190) was reflected in their handling of the

question of secondary education. Although a number of them

were concerned in the great inquiry into secondary education

of the 1860s, the Taunton Commission, their intervention in

this field, was piecemeal. T.H. Green and James Bryce, and

from Cambridge J. Lempriere Hammond and James Stuart, were

involved as assistant commissioners, and broadly speaking

seem to have agreed with the Commission's recommendations/
These consisted of two elements: the reallocation of endow¬

ments and the institution of a central ministry of education

with responsibility for the inspection and examination of

secondary schools. The first was analagous to what had been

done for the colleges of Oxford and Cambridge in the 1850s;

the second was an innovation which, had it been carried

through, might have altered significantly the development of

secondary education in England. The proposal of state-

control ran into opposition from headmasters (largely clergy¬

men), mainly those who were in process of turning former

grammar schools into ?publics schools, legislation was
2

delayed and finally dropped.

Despite this involvement, there is in fact no mention

made in either volume of the reform essays or in the later

Essays on a Liberal Education of the need for structural

reform of the secondary education system, and I can find no

reference in the correspondence of any of the academics

1. For Bryce, Green and Hammond see the D.N.B.; for Stuart
see Reminiscences, p.152.

2. See John Roach, Public Examinations in England (1971),
pp.230-5.
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involved in the Taunton Commission that suggests any real

concern to secure such a reform, absorbed though they were

by other apparently educational concerns, like Forster's Bill

of 1870, the Tests Bill and Gladstone's proposals for the

Irish universities."1" Several factors, I think, contributed

to this. The universities had themselves shown, in the

'local' or 'middle class' examinations they had conducted

since 1857 and 1858, that they could carry out certain of
2

the functions Taunton would have allocated to the ministry.

For Goldwin Smith this was a sufficient reason for the

3
government keeping away from secondary education. Then, the

specialised administration such a scheme would require, how¬

ever much they might approve of it theoretically, was not

likely to be favoured as a career by young men whose main

ambitions lay in the direction of parliamentary or academic

life. Finally, for men dedicated to resolving differences

between classes, Taunton's evidence and proposals must have

brought home the uncomfortable truth that Britain's society

was more rigidly divided than they had cared to think.

The Taunton Commission envisaged three grades of second¬

ary school, of which only the highest grade prepared its

pupils for university entrance, while the lowest, which pupils

quitted at fourteen, fitted them for life as 'small tenant

1. See my Chapter 7, sectfob V.
2. Roach, op.cit., p.236.
3. Goldwin Smith, 'The Oxford Reports on Universitv Extension',

Macmillan's Magazine vol.xv (January, 1867), p.227.
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farmers, small tradesmen, and superior artisans8. Only ten

children in every thousand were expected to attend these,

and of these eight would go to the lowest grade of school."'"
As I mentioned earlier, the academics believed that, in A„V.

Dicey8s words, 'the so-called working class is, like all

others, notoriously broken down into divisions.8 The work¬

ing class was only a class because government treated it as

a class; once incorporated within the nation it would break

up, as opportunities presented themselves to its members to
2

better themselves. The case of secondary education demon¬

strated statistically that such a picture was not just over-

optimistic but wildly improbable. Some academics, like T.H.

Green, James Stuart and Lyulph Stanley, envisaged step-
3

ladders extending from elementary school to university. But

the fact that most of their contemporaries did not seriously

consider the question shows, I think, how forlorn was the

hope of creating, without unprecedented investment by the

state, a system of secondary and higher education accessible

to the new electorate.

VII

With education, however, we are back at the starting

point of the academics' inquiry - the desire to provide a

national role for the universities. And, in a way, the very

1. Cited in Raymond Williams, 'Education and British Society8,
in The Long Revolution (1961), p.165.

2. A.V. Dicey, 8The Balance of Classes8, p.76.
3. For Green see Green MSS: 'The Duties of the Universities

to the State8, in Essay Book No. 1; for Stuart see
Reminiscences, p.177; for Stanley see Oxford University
Reform (1869), pp.18-9.
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the symbolic rather than the practical educational importance

of this 'nationalisation*. The university situation was, to

the young academics of the 1860s, a microcosm of the external

political scene, an institution which had been perverted, by

interests within it, from its true function. Those whom it

existed to serve were turning elsewhere; unless it could

again be made relevant to their needs it would appear to them

simply as an obstruction, to be got rid of as soon as they

were in power. Yet the institutions of the new classes,

created as a reflex of exclusion, were themselves imperfect -

more so than the old because they lacked tradition and exper¬

ience. Comparing the potential of a reformed Oxford or

Cambridge with the 'bread studies' of some Lancashire 'scien¬

tific academy', the reaction of the academics was roughly the

same as that produced by a comparison of the complex political

and legal apparatus of the constitution with the pretensions -

as they conceived them - of the emergent trade union and

labour movement to be an alternative governmental structure.

As the nationalisation of the universities was necessary to

preserve the values the liberals believed they stood for, so

too the nationalisation of government was necessary to pre¬

serve that individuality they had come to venerate against

the likely effects of government by an alliance of utili¬

tarian mechanism with the case-hardened grievances of the

hitherto unrepresented majority.

My aim in this chapter has been to show how the academics'

polity grew naturally from their social, institutional and
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political relationships. It was not an intellectual formu¬

lation from first principles. When we judge them we must use

the criteria of the time, and out of such an examination the

university liberals do not emerge badly. The claim that their

apparent indifference to welfare makes their opinions irrele¬

vant cannot be sustained, once we understand the dominant role

of market economics in the social calculations of the day.

Indeed, Professor Vincent himself seems to have retracted it

since writing The Formation of the Liberal Party. *To prefer
1

the criterion of welfare* he writes in his latest book,

is not only to neglect the extraordinary and
lasting nineteenth century achievement in the
deliberate total structural change of the
political society, but to foist a modern
Realpolitik of bread, on men who needed pol¬
itics chiefly to supply the circuses of their
lives.

Though the academic liberals saw politics as education rather

than as entertainment, the theme of restructuring was cardinal

to their thought. In this, with its linked assumption that

there was a political vertebra, they were more realistic than

the orthodox utilitarians, against whom Mr. Vincent*s charge

has more weight. Given a conception of society in which men

are all self-regarding atoms, the prospect of a violent change

following franchise extension was menacing. But such a threat

appeared improbable to men who had felt at first hand the

immobility of an entrenched institution, the vast inertia to

be overcome before the slightest forward move could be made.

1. John Vincent, Pollbooks: How Victorians Voted (1967) p.50.
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It is at this stage, however, that an inconsistency

which proved ultimately injurious to their political involve¬

ment, becomes apparent. Like Mill and the utilitarians they

believed that politics would educate, that an 'incorporated*

working class would have broader sympathies and more system¬

atic thought. To this end democratic politics were a nec¬

essity, and the participation of working men was conceived

as the motive power of change. They shared Mill's fear of

democratic excess, but where he responded by manipulating

politics to protect intellect and education, they relied on

the inertia of wealth and institutional power. The synthesis

of a debate conducted between such adversaries, they reckoned,

would be a moderate progress towards liberal goals. The

values of liberty, equality and fraternity would impell the

working classes forward, while their deference for wealth and

education would ensure that their leaders would possess for

the most part both - in other words the working class would

be content to delegate its power to the upper orders. But

what happened if the possessors of intellect or wealth employed

their advantages not to educate but, from a privileged position,

to mislead their followers? George Brodrick, reviewing his

political ideas of the 1860s, wrote in 1900:"'"

I assumed too easily that candidates of the
higher class would do their best to educate
the new constituencies, and, without rising
altogether superior to party bias, would
appeal to the better feelings and aspirations
of their hearers. Mr. Lowe's acquaintance
with demagogy in Australia had convinced him
of the very reverse. He knew that men of
ability and professing high principles would

1. G.C. Brodrick, Memories and Impressions, pp.222-3.
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not scruple to flatter the prejudices, pander
to the passions, and inflame the class anti¬
pathies of voters whom they might have
educated, for the sake of winning their sup¬
port. This is exactly what has occurred...

This was a post-Home Rule diagnosis by a fervent Unionist.

In the 1870s, however, BrodrickTs views would probably have

been the same, with the Duke of Marlborough in the place of

Gladstone. The electoral experience of the academics was to

demonstrate that wealth and institutional power were not

only a barrier against Jacobinism, but an obstacle to

rational politics. What had been a useful argument against

timid utilitarians was to become an impediment to their own

ideals of political reform.
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Practical Politics, 1868-1886

Is this the country that we dreamed in youth
Where wisdom and not numbers should have weight,
Seed-field of simpler manners, proven truth,
Where shams should cease to dominate
In household, church and state?

James Russell Lowell

I

The publication of the reform essays was followed in

the autumn of 1868 by a well-publicised descent of university

liberals on the hustings at the general election. Less than

a score of years later they appeared to make an equally

dramatic exit from Liberal politics over the issue of Irish

Home Rule. G.M. Trevelyan wrote of his father's milieu:"*"

The intellectual and literary society of London
and the Universities in which he had lived and
moved all his life had been mainly Liberal; it
now became mainly Unionist, nourishing hot
detestation of Gladstone and moral reprobation
of his followers.

Professor John Roach, in his article 'Liberalism and the

Victorian Intelligentsia' has seen this secession as evidence

of a general disillusion with liberal democracy and Gladstone
2

as, in Fitzjames Stephen's words, its leader

Trevelyan, Sir George Otto Trevelyan, p.124.
, op.cit. (in Cambridge Historical Journal,
J. n.71i
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...on the high road towards a destruction
of nearly everything which I for one and I
suppose many thousand others chiefly like
and value in English life and society.

Although Fitzjames Stephen and Sir Henry Maine, whose

opinions Roach relies on to build up his case, were from the

1870s very much on the fringe of political Liberalism, it is

true that the secession of the university liberals was as

sweeping as Trevelyan indicated. Of the twenty contributors

to the reform essays still alive in 1886 only seven remained

loyal to Gladstone, and eleven went Unionist.'3" But I do not

believe that this secession resulted from a fundamental dis¬

illusion with political democracy, as Roach argues; and in

the next chapter I will argue that it was really a political

miscalculation which most of the university liberals lived to

regret. It did not imply the discarding of liberal ways of

thought so much as their persistence as dogma in a situation

which required an awareness of the nature both of the problem

at issue - Ireland - and of the institutions of mass politics

in Britain. From this it follows that the period between

1868 and 1886 saw not the disillusion of university liberals

with democratic institutions but rather the breakdown of the

dialogue with them they had sustained during the 1860s.

The university liberals saw themselves participating in

politics as parliamentarians, as policy-makers and as political

educators. In this chapter, therefore, I want to consider

1. Gladstonian: Bryce, Rut son, Young, Lushington, Parker,
Harrison and Rogers.
Unionist: Brodrick, Hutton, Dicey, Leslie Stephen,
Kinnear, Cracroft, Pearson, Goldwin Smith, Hill, Townsend
and Ludlow.

Politics not known; Newman and Hooper.
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their experiences in each field, how these related to each

other, and how they affected both the political role and the

group-consciousness of the academics.

II

The academics placed a high value on the political life.

To James Bryce in 1913 it was still 'the finest career to

which a man of activity and ambition could devote himself.8"^
In saying this he spoke for many of his contemporaries, but

he was not simply articulating a personal ambition. He was

emphasising, in individual terms, the necessity for a rep¬

resentative parliament to have a membership of intellect and
2

abi1ity.

A respectable number of academic liberals put their

ideals into practice by standing for parliament. Of the

seventy-eight Oxford men at the Freemasons' Tavern meeting

in 1864, twenty-four had stood or were to stand for parlia¬

ment , and of these fifteen were associated with the academic

liberal group in the sense of being members of it rather than
3

parliamentary allies. All stood as Liberals, at least until

1886. I have discovered twenty-eight Oxford and twenty

Cambridge men similarly connected with the teaching bodies

of their universities who stood between 1868 and 1886, and

1. James Bryce, extract from speech to students of McGill
University, Toronto, 1913, quoted in obituary in The
Scotsman, February 23, 1922.

2. See my Chapter 6, p.319.
3. See Appendix 1.
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have drawn up a list of them, distinguishing successful from

unsuccessful candidates.1 The results of their various con¬

tests are given below (by-elections not included):

General
Number of candidates Successful candidates

Election

Oxford Cambrid ge total Oxford Cambridge total

1868 11 8 19 4 5 9

1874 8 7 15 4 4 8

1880 16 9 25 11 5 16

1885 14 11 25 7 11 18

1886 13 12 25 5 6 11

Considering that in 1867 Bernard Cracroft discovered that

there were 136 Oxford and 110 Cambridge men in the House of
2

Commons (most of them admittedly leaving with a pass or poll

degree or not graduating at all), the number is not large.

But it does indicate, in very general terms, the relation¬

ship between the academics* performances at elections and

the course of party politics.

In 1868, when the Liberal party seemed set fair to win,

the academics intervened in some strength; in 1874, when the

Liberals faced defeat, their number dropped, to rise again

with the prospect of Liberal victory in 1880. Thereafter,

in the elections of 1885 and 1886, the number contesting

remained stable, falling off at the later contests of 1892,

1895 and 1900. Of the years of Liberal victory, the academ¬

ics* most successful was 1885, when they won eighteen of the

twenty-five seats contested.

1. See Appendix 10.
2. Cracroft, *The Analysis of the House of Commons* in Essays

on Reform, p.177.
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But in this section I intend to concentrate on the

general elections of 1868 and 1874. Although the academics®

interventions in these were less successful than their later

contests, their consciousness as a group was stronger then,

and was recognised as such by political commentators, espec¬

ially in the election of 1868. By the time of the Liberal

victory of 1880 not only had this consciousness weakened - I

will discuss the reasons for this at greater length in sub¬

sequent sections - but, even had it persisted, it would have

been subordinate to the greater elaboration of Liberal party

organisation by that time. As it was, I think their failure

in 1868 highlights certain of the difficulties they had to

contend with in practical politics, and may supply a partial

explanation of the failure to penetrate to high office of

those of their number who eventually got into parliament.

Disraeli dissolved parliament on November 11, 1868.

The move had been anticipated for several months, after the

success of Gladstonefs resolutions on the disestablishment of

the Irish Church at the end of March demonstrated the unity

of the Liberal party.^ Throughout the summer the campaign

got under way, impressing commentators more with its placidity

than with any evidence of a repetition of the agitation which
2

had characterised the passage of the reform bill. Leslie

Stephen, for instance, writing in July in The Nation, could

see little evidence of change in the constituencies or of the

1. Hanham, Elections and Party Management, p.211.
2. Op.cit., p.212.
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emergence of working class candidates:

The new candidates are...for the most part men
who can afford to spend £1500 or £2000 a year
for being member of parliament. They are gen¬
erally middle-aged merchants who have made a
fortune in a large town and are ambitious of
the magical letters M.P.; and it is becoming
daily more difficult for a poor man to enter
into that paradise.

Possibly he was echoing July's Fortnightly where John Morley
2

had been even more emphatic:

There has already been experience enough to
show that a new kind of man has hardly a
chance of being heard, much less of being
pitched upon, as the candidate of the party.

Morley's forecast of the result of the election was gloomy

in the extreme. 'A second impotent and do-less legislature,

a worn-out aristocracy, a rich middle-class without courage,

or true sagacity' would be the masters of the new situation.
3

Given another economic breakdown like that of 1866, and

the peaceful and orderly solution to which all
good men are looking might be seriously hindered.

Stephen oscillated politically between euphoria and

depression; only a month before he had been welcoming the
4

explosive possibilities of the Reform Bill. Morley's sub-

1. The Nation, vol.vii (August 8, 1868), pp.109-110.
(Written July 18.) Fawcett's opinion was similar; see
Fawcett - J.E. Cairnes, August 23, 1868, quoted in Leslie
Stephen, Henry Fawcett, pp.238-9.

2. The Fortnightly Review, vol.iii, New Series, (July 1, 1868),
p.112.

3. Op.cit., p.114.
4. See my Chapter 5, p.311.
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sequent actions were such as to put in question the sincerity

of his Fortnightly leaders.^ But on the whole the attitude

of university men to the election campaign of 1868 was far

different from the mixture of enthusiasm and apprehension

with which they had greeted the Bill a year earlier. Goldwin

Smith, who a year earlier had demanded constitutional safe-
2

guards against any precipitate action by the new electorate,

and throughout the summer campaigned energetically for most

of his colleagues who were standing, left for America on

October 27, before the poll, remarking to Frederic Harrison

that the power of wealth in the election seemed greater than
3

it had ever been.

What caused this pessimism about the ability of the new

constituencies to alter the character of their representation

(which in the case of the academics was to prove well founded)?

I think that a reason for this is provided by the difficulty

the academics found in adapting to the mores of the mid-

nineteenth century electoral system.

In the first place elections were expensive, especially

in the sort of constituencies the academics hoped would be

changed in character by the enlargement of the electorate,
4

the medium-sized and larger towns. Leslie Stephen, who had

1. See this chapter, p.408.
2. See my Chapter 5, p.308.
3. Goldwin Smith - Frederic Harrison, October 26, 1868, in

Arnold Haultain (ed.), The Correspondence of Goldwin Smith
(1913), p. 13. ~ ~~— -

4. Hanham, op.cit., pp.252, 262; the most corrupt boroughs
tended to be of medium size.
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helped manage Fawcett's 1864 campaign in Brighton and who

had considered a proposal to stand as a companion candidate

in 1865,^" noted that the expense of borough contests had been
2

increasing in recent years. James Bryce was favourably con¬

sidered for the nomination at York late in 1867, but, as his
3

York correspondent, Joshua Girling Fitch, pointed out to him,

the candidate should not only be a sound
liberal and a good speaker, but should also
have money to spend, especially as he may
be called on to fight his opponent on an
election petition. I said that I feared,
though I did not know, that you did not
fulfil this last requirement...

A year later A.O. Rutson was brought forward as a 'purity of

election' candidate in the same constituency but, disgusted

at4

the degradation of the party, which has handed
over the constituency to the dominion of sol¬
icitors and of the rich and nearly always ignor¬
ant men - their clients

and at the chicanery of his own backers, the Rowntrees, he

withdrew.

The situation in county constituencies was little

different. George Brodrick, who had been on the look-out

for a seat since 1865,^ found them 'too expensive for

1. Maitland, Leslie Stephen, pp.106-7.
2. Stephen, The Nation, vol.vii, pp.109-10.
3. Bryce MSS: Joshua Girling Fitch - James Bryce, n.d. (1867).
4. Harrison MSS: A.O. Rutson - Frederic Harrison, September

3 and 4, 1868.
5. Brodrick, Memories and Impressions, p.147.
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candidates of small means but prepared for hard work.'1
Freeman and Auberon Herbert, who stood respectively for Mid-

Somerset and Berkshire, had to be 'carried' by the other

liberal candidates, a situation both came to resent, but
2

could do little about. Charles Robarts, in Mid-Surrey,

was similarly, but more amicably, accommodated by the banker,
3

Julian Goldsmxd. In Denbighshire, George Osborne Morgan was

supported by the Liberation Society, but this implied a deg¬

ree of commitment to a sectarian policy which few of his
4

colleagues were prepared to accept.

In the larger boroughs some candidates connected with

the university liberals seemed to stand a good chance of

success - Goschen in the City, Sir William Harcourt at

Oxford, and Charles Dilke in Chelsea. But in the case of

Goschen the university connection, always subordinate to

that with the financial world, was weakening, and as I noted

on p.4, Harcourt could scarcely be claimed as an academic

liberal. Dilke, on the other hand, though little involved

with the academics up to 1868, was, as we shall see, sub¬

sequently to play an important role in their activities.

1. Ibid., p.198.
2. Bryce MSS: Freeman - Bryce, November 22, 1868; S.H.

Harris, Auberon Herbert, Crusader for Liberty, pp.85-6.
3. The Times, September 19, 1868.
4. See article on Morgan in D.N.B. Supp.i.
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His claim to Chelsea was, however, underwritten by his

father's considerable wealth."1" Fawcett was the only can¬

didate who tackled an urban constituency on the sort of

income available to most of his colleagues. His contest in

1865 had cost nine hundred pounds, nearly all of which was

2
met by the members of his committee. But his was a unique

case: both Leslie Stephen and George Brodrick noted that

he was an instinctive politician, capable of a cool realism
3

which obviously jarred on his biographer's sensibilities,

and Brodrick shrewdly observed that 'his infirmity was not
4

an unmixed disadvantage to him.8

In the event several of the academics were driven to

contesting the seats whose existence they had hoped to see

ended by the Bill, the rural boroughs. Brodrick came for¬

ward at Woodstock, the 'nomination borough* of the Dukes of

Marlborough, George Young at Chippenham, Godfrey Lushington

at Abingdon, Charles Roundell at Clitheroe, and Charles

Milnes-Gaskell at Pontefract. Such boroughs, according to

1. Dilke dropped out of academic liberal society after the
Crawford divorce case in 1885. He was expelled from the
Ad Eundem (Jackson MSS: Sir George Young - Henry
Jackson, June 12, 1907), and from various remarks of
Bryce and Trevelyan it is evident that he was subsequently
regarded with intense hostility. Donald Crawford, the
'injured party' was a friend of Bryce and T.H. Green; one
imagines that Dilke's intrigues with Mrs. Pattison and
Mrs. Crawford were construed as an assault on the mores of
the group. (Bryce MSS: Bryce - G.O. Trevelyan, February
4, 1918.)

2. Leslie Stephen, Henry Fawcett, p.216.
3. Ibid., pp.195-6. In Stephen's MSS of the biography (Trinity

Hall, Cambridge) there is an interesting series of annon-
ations by Mrs. Fawcett in which, usually successfully, she
attempts to tone down the instances of her husband's pol¬
itical acumen.

4. Brodrick, op.cit., p.264.
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Professor Hanham, had at least the merit that, because they

were 'close', they were not venal."'" They would at least be

cheap to fight, and it was possible that an enlarged

electorate might produce an independent element sufficiently

large to carry a >purity» candidate. Ironically, on the

other side of this argument were George Otto Trevelyan and

Edmond Fitzmaurice, both of whom could count on powerful

family influence. Trevelyan had taken Tynemouth in 1865

through his family purchasing an estate to influence its

tenantry; spurning this direct influence in the Border

Burghs in 1868 he could still count on his position as a

2
Border landlord. Fitzmaurice simply inherited the Lansdowne

seat from, of all people, Robert Lowe.

The academics attributed their failure to be nominated

in favourable seats before the 1868 election to the power of

money. By and large this explanation is, I think, correct.

Professor Hanham has, in Chapter 12 of his Elections and

Party Management, detailed the charges that candidates would

have to meet at a contest and the greater charges they would

have to meet to win. Sums like £3,011 for a county contest,

3
£988 for a borough (the average direct expenses in 1868),

the expenses of keeping up the register (from £150 a year

4
in counties to £300 a year in boroughs) and the costs of

an election petition (Counsel at 500 guineas plus a hundred

a day)^ give an adequate reason why electioneering would be

1. Hanham, op.cit., p.40.
2. G.M. Trevelyan, Sir George Otto Trevelyan, pp.72-3.
3. Hanham, op.cit., p.250.
4. Ibid., p.252.
5. Ibid., p.258.
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difficult for a lawyer practising with indifferent success

and living on a fellowship of about £300 a year. The fact

that a small borough only cost about £350 to contest was

more or less the only thing to be said in its favour, but it

was a compelling argument.

It could be argued that their aloofness from the reform

agitation, which I discussed in Chapter 5, counted against

the academics when they came to look for suitable contests.

Could a closer identification with the Reform League and its

local branches not have put more of them in the position of

Fawcett - with a popular organisation footing much of their

expenses? Certainly the League's secretary, George Howell,

was eager to please, and Fawcett (who had in fact no direct
2

connection with it) received the benefit of its endorsement.

Howell also attempted to forward the candidacy of Lyulph
3

Stanley and, at a local level, the Oxford Reform League
4

wanted to put Thorold Rogers up for Oxford. He was debarred

as a clergyman, and, although he wrote an article for Fraser's

to prove to his own satisfaction that clergymen were entitled
5

to sit in the Commons, he had to wart until the passage of

the Clerical Disabilities Act to resign orders and stand.

But, on the whole, the academics were in much the same situa¬

tion as the members of the League - including Howell himself -

who stood. The Times aptly concluded, once the results had

1. Ibid., p.252.
2. Royden Harrison, 'The Reform League and the General Election

of 1868' in Before the Socialists, p.174.
3. Ibid., p.182; Hanham, op.cit. p.330.
4. Oxford Chronicle, May 18, 1867.
5. 'The Exclusion of the Clergy from the House of Commons'

in Fraser's Magazine, vol.lxxv (June 1867).
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come in, that the old order had been preserved, and that the

academics were to be classed along with the Reform Leaguers

as disruptive elements rightly spurned by the new electorate.

The election campaign was a lengthy and energetic one.

It was well under way by the beginning of August, and the

last results were not in until the first week of December.

Throughout the academics fought hard and distinctively. Early

in September the Spectator, admittedly favourably disposed

anyway, contrasted the addresses of Herbert, Brodrick and

Leicester Warren, 'the young Whiglings8, with Lord Hartington's
2

pedestrian declaration of loyalty to Gladstone:

these young men are doing a good thing,
throwing aside the Whig faith in favour
of a newer, more lively and more earnest
creed.

Two months later it expanded its list to include Freeman,

Roundell and Robarts and, in general, 8 the young Radicals
3

from the Universities 8 :

They have appealed to the electors on grounds
almost altogether new, and perhaps they
represent the nearest approach to a veritable
representation of the working class interest
that the election of this year will furnish.
They belong, at all events, to a new school,
and their recognition of rights in the elec¬
tors is, apart from the speeches of a very few
men like Mr. Gladstone, among the clearest and
most certain political sounds of the year.

1. The Times, November 18, 1868.
2. The Spectator, September 5, 1868.
3. Ibid., November 14, 1868.
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Since their financial circumstances ruled out the trad¬

itional legal methods of electioneering - influencing the

composition of the register and paid canvassing, the academic

candidates had to devise new approaches. They seem to have

relied on three main activities: personal canvassing, the

encouragement of voluntary political organisation, and fre¬

quent public meetings, and in all of these they involved

their university colleagues.

On August 4 Charles Roundell wrote to James Bryce that

he had been canvassing from house to house through his

Clitheroe constituency (technically a borough but in fact a

substantial tract of northern Lancashire) from 10 a.m. to

10 p.m. for a week, riding back through the night to break¬

fast at his home, Gledstone Hall:

...no joke, but amply repaying me in the
practical experience which I gain... every¬
thing promises well, the working men are
heartily with me, and their wives and child¬
ren too. In fact I seem to have made friends
with the entire population, which is a great
thing. They are bent on extirpating Toryism
and they identify their cause with mine.

In the next few weeks The Times reported energetic canvassing
2

by the candidates at Chippenham, Abingdon and Woodstock. In

the last Brodrick held meetings in the villages and at Bladon,

which had been assumed to be totally under the influence of

Blenheim Palace, was hauled triumphantly through its streets

by labourers who took the place of the horses between the

1. Bryce MSS: Roundell - Bryce, August 4, 1868.
2. The Times, August 12, 15 and 23, 1868.
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shafts of his carriage/ In Mid-Somerset Freeman was adopted

late, on October 19, but threw himself energetically into the
2 3

fray. 'Three days glorious stump!' he wrote to Bryce,

I am not sanguine, but I believe we really
have a chance, which at first I doubted.
We shall at least not be beaten ignominiously.
The enthusiasm after thirty years bondage is
wonderful. The railway people come out to
bless us, like Arnold's description of the
march of Livius and Nero.

Where academics stood they seem to have attempted to

get the liberal constituents to organise themselves. Thus

they would stand firm against the concentrated power of

Tory landlords and avoid the organisation of liberal politics
4

by solicitors which Rutson had condemned at York. At

Chippenham, where the Reform League agents sent out by George

Howell on behalf of the Liberal whips reported that little or

no Liberal organisation had existed, Sir George Young emplo¬

yed the momentum gained by an initial meeting to found a

Liberal association. Other Reform League agents found that

at Woodstock Brodrick had made places for working men on his

committee and that an Agricultural Union was being formed
7

among the Liberal voters. In Mid-Somerset, which had had

no contest for thirty years, Freeman was busy founding branch
3

associations throughout the constituency.

1. The Times, September 23, 1868.
2. Ibid., October 20, 1868.
3. Bryce MSS: Freeman - Bryce, October 25, 1868.
4. Harrison MSS: Rutson - Harrison, September 4, 1868.
5. Howell MSS: Constituency Reports: Chippenham.
6. The Times, August 24, 1868.
7. Howell MSS: Constituency Reports: Woodstock.
8. The Times, November 3, 1868.
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The Reform League agents who visited Woodstock reported

that the need of the constituency, which the Liberal candi¬

date appeared to by supplying, was for 'political education

in simple language.^ Certainly, to judge by the reports in

The Times, 'political education* was what the Woodstock

voters got. His adoption was proposed on August 18 by

Goldwin Smith; on October 9 Henry Fawcett and William

Sidgwick spoke for him, on October 18 Auberon Herbert, on

October 23 Kenelm Digby, R.E. Williams, a Fellow of Merton,

ToH. Green and Thorold Rogers, on October 28 William Sidgwick,

Charles Roundell and William Harcourt, on November 2 Roundell

again, on November 6 Williams and Rutson, and, on November 16
2

on the eve of poll, Green, Williams and Rutson. Brodrick

was, of course, connected with The Times, so he could be

assured of a better coverage by that paper than most of his

colleagues. But such evidence as exists indicates that he

was by no means unique in the amount of help he got from his

university contemporaries. Sir George Young helped Auberon
3

Herbert in Berkshire, Roundell helped Yates Thompson and
4

Gladstone in South-East Lancashire as well as Brodrick,

Bryce and Dicey went to Freeman's help via Abingdon and

Chippenham, and ended up speaking from the same platform as

Bagehot, the local banker, at Langport.^ Was such a com¬

bination of constitutional theorists ever to be seen again

1. Howell MSS: Constituency Reports: Woodstock.
2. The Times, August 19, October 10, 19, 24, 29, November 3,

7, 17.
3. The Times, October 1, 29.
4. The Times, October 1.

5. The Times, November 7; Bryce MSS: Freeman - Bryce,
October 31, November 22, 1868; Sir George Young - Bryce,
February 12, 1892.
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at a county election? Until his emigration, Goldwin Smith

was well-nigh ubiquitous,^ and Thorold Rogers flitted from

constituency to constituency in the enforced but convenient

guise of ®a clergyman speaking in favour of the disestablish-
2

ment of the Irish Church®.

Charles Roundell attempted to broaden this cooperation.

In his letter of August 4 he replied to a suggestion of

Bryce's by proposing a series of 'Electoral Tracts, or Tracts
3

for the People®:

We might put Temple to deal with no.1 (the
Irish Church). G. Smith would doubtless
help. Could we not get assistance from
Dicey, C. Bowen, Davey, Miall, H. Smith,
Sir G. Young, Westlake, Dean of Canterbury,
Kinneir (sic.), Brodrick, Rutson, M. Arnold,
Jowett, Berkley, Probyn, Dr. Hook, Courtney?
Or some of them?

The 'Tracts' amounted to a simplified version of the reform

essays:

I have confined myself to the Irish Church.
There would also be - The Reformed Parlia¬
ment :

a. The change made by the Reform Act, 1867,
in the character of the House of Commons.

b. The Great Measures

esp. Education
Expenditure
Civil Departments* Reform
Army Reform, etc.

which have to be dealt with.

1. He was particularly active in Sheffield, where he promoted
A„Jo Mundella's candidature, and in Marylebone, where he
supported Dr. Humphry Sandwith. (The Times, August 19, 21;
the article on Smith in the D.N.B., Supp.II; and Howell
MSS: Letter-book for 1868.)

2. The Times, October 1, 24, November 14.
3. Bryce MSS: Roundell - Bryce, August 4, 1868.
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c. The measures especially concerning
the working classes, e.g.

(Sunday Closing Bill
(Permissive Bill
Eight Hours Labour Bill
(Artisans in Towns
(Dwellings Bill
Poor Law, Pauperism,
Trades Unions

d. Contrast between Tory and Liberal
parties in legislation since 1832.

e. Contrast between Gladstone and

Disraeli, especially during 1865-
68. Gladstone8s measures affecting
working classes, e.g. Post Office
Savings Banks, Government Annuities.

f. Need of sending the best men to
Parliament - mischief done by the
Adullamites.

g. What representatives working men
should choose - showing the Pluto¬
crats and bad men.

There might also be a broadsheet stating
short telling statistics about financial
extravagance of Tories: - cost of Armed
Peace in Europe, of our Army and Navy.
Cost of Pauperism - value of Educational
Endowments.

I have found no evidence that any of the tracts were

actually published. The scheme evinces that same touching

faith in the invincibility of the rational appeal Graham

Wallas noted in Bryce's attitude to democracy.1 Inapposite

though such an approach was to an inexperienced and barely

literate electorate, it was understandable that the academ¬

ics, new to this kind of campaigning, should reach for the

weapon which came most easily to hand.

1. See my Chapter 1, p.29.
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But the problems they had to deal with were real enough.

Roundell,s scheme was devised because he was under pressure

in Lancashire from militant Protestant organisations: 'The

Parsons', he wrote, 'are playing the very devil with the

women'According to Hanham this systematic intervention
2

was virtually confined to the north-west, but elsewhere the

influence of squire and rector made itself felt more and

more during the campaign on the Tory side. At Chippenham

Young announced early on that more than half of the electors
3

had said they would vote for him 'if they could*, and the

Reform League agents noted that local landowners were exert¬

ing themselves to direct the votes of their tenantry against
4

him. At Woodstock they found ample evidence of coercion in

the villages, but not in the little town itself. At Stones-

field a hundred voters had promised both ways, but two-thirds

were expected to vote for the Tory. The villagers were frank

about intimidation: they were compelled to vote for Barnett,

the Tory, 'but wished Mr. Brodrick to be successful.

That this sort of pressure was noted during the campaign

itself proves that the accusations of intimidation of voters

most of the academics made At the declaration of poll were by

and large substantiated, and were not simply sour grapes.

1. Bryce MSS: Roundell - Bryce, August 4, 1868.
2. Hanham, op.cit., p.215.
3. The Times, August 24.
4. Howell MSS: Constituency Reports: Chippenham.
5. Howell MSS: Constituency Reports: Woodstock.
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Freeman summed up the nature of the intimidators when he

told Bryce of rustics voting for 'Farmer Vowles - Farmer

Barnard - The Paason', an example which could be multiplied.1
But he also came across phenomena which were less explicable.

At Wedmore he was nearly lynched by a Tory mob which seemed
2

to represent the sense of the whole area. He commemorated
3

the 'Men of Wedmore' in quite creditable verse:

The Yellow men may preach,
with their gabble and their speech,

But we know how to answer with a

shout of "Blue, Blue, Blue;"
The Yellow men may reason,

but 'tis sadly out of season,
When our singlesticks can cut them

short, with a cry of "Blue, Blue, Blue!"

'Of my friends who were trying for Parliament', T.H.
4

Green wrote to his sister at the end of November,

(except C.S.P(arker)) all have failed, not
because they were philosophers, but because
being unknown and without local connections
they were trying, on "purity principles",
for boroughs either corrupt or virtually
close.

The Times, with evident satisfaction, had earlier recorded

that:

1. Bryce MSS: Freeman - Bryce, December 9, 1868. See also:
Charles Robarts' declaration speech in Mid-Surrey (The
Times, November 27); Sir George Young's at Chippenham
(The Times, November 21); Brodrick, Memories and Impres¬
sions , pp.151-2.

2. Bryce MSS: Freeman - Bryce, November 2, 1868.
3. W.R.W. Stephens, Life and Letters of Edward Augustus

Freeman, vol.i, p.354.
4. Green MSS: Green - Charlotte Symonds, November 29, 1868

(from R.L. Nettleship's notes for Green's life).
5. The Times, November 18, 1868.
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The younger members of the Universities,
principally of Oxford, who issued forth
to take the world by storm, have been
defeated without a single exception...
(They)...have not discovered the secret
of winning seats...The experience of
yesterday... happily discredits those
who trusted to turn it into an instru¬
ment of Government through the vices of
a residuum and the dreams of a wild

democracy.

While Morley allowed himself a long jeremiad on 'The

Chamber of Mediocrity', concluding,1

At any rate, the composition of the new
house will prevent us from resorting to
the old taunt against the Americans,
that they excluded the best men of the
country from Congress.

The implications of the academics' failure were, I

think, to be greater than they realised at the time. These

had two main aspects: one affecting their political con¬

sciousness, the other their subsequent political careers.

For the first, it couldn't really be said that their elec¬

tion experiences, gloomy as they were, constituted a valid

introduction to the realities of the new democracy. They

stood in rural boroughs and counties, which were unrepresent¬

ative of the new mass urban electorate. They contended

against familiar enemies - the squire and the parson - and

this tended to confirm their existing view of politics rather

than develop it. To my view, the most interesting statement

about the 1868 election came not from any of the contestants

1. The Fortnightly Review, vol.iii, (December 1, 1868), p.
692.
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but from J»R. Green, who was at that time a clergyman in the

East End. Green had supported Edmond Beales, the Reform

League chairman, in his fight for Tower Hamlets, and had

expected Beales to win.1 He attributed his defeat to the

support given to Samuda, a right-wing Liberal, by the upper

ranks of the artisans - the 'labour aristocracy1. Three-

quarters of Samuda's votes, he calculated, would have gone

2
to the Tory if it had been a straight fight with Beales.

Reviewing Essays on Reform a year earlier, he had argued

that the essayists were wrong in arguing that divisions

among the working classes were good insofar as they dis¬

sipated class feeling. He maintained that such divisions

might simply result in the assimilation of the 'labour aris¬

tocracy* to the middle classes, to the neglect of 'mere
3

Demos' and the weakening of radicalism. In 1868 he believed

he saw this happening. Now Green's conclusion was a debate-

able one, but it arose from the fact of an expanded urban

electorate, and concerned an important aspect of that elec¬

torate's behaviour. It was unlikely that such perceptions

could be obtained in rural backwaters like Abingdon and

Woodstock.

Secondly, although they could not be expected to know

it at the time, their defeat in 1868 was to exclude most of

them from parliament until 1880. The implication of this

1. JoR. Green - Edward Denison, September 21, 1868 quoted in
Leslie Stephen, The Letters of John Richard Green (1901),
p.201.

2. J.R. Green - Edward Denison, November 19, 1868, in op.cit.,
p.205.

3. The Saturday Review, vol.xxiii (April 6, 1867), p.438.
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was that their entry on an active political career was delayed,

and their chance of high office proportionately lessened. For

instance, if we calculate the average age of GladstoneTs

cabinet in 1880, we will find that it was fifty-seven; this

might seem to give the academics some time in hand, since at

that date most of them were between forty and fifty. But the

average age at which Gladstone's ministers had entered parlia¬

ment was thirty-one, while the average age of entry of the

academics listed in Appendix 10 was forty-two. While, in

his subsequent cabinets, Gladstone drew on men with briefer

parliamentary careers - the age of entry to parliament rose

to thirty-three in the 1886 and thirty-six in the 1892

cabinets - length of parliamentary experience was still an

important factor in determining selection for high office.

When the academics reached parliament they had to learn its

rules, and by that time they were middle-aged men. Wealthy

contemporaries like Dilke or Trevelyan, or men like Joseph

Chamberlain who could count on a well-organised external

pressure group unavailable to them, had a head start.

Ill

However, the election results brought some compensations.

With Trevelyan, Dilke, Fawcett and Parker returned, the

academics were not without contacts in parliament; Auberon

Herbert got in at a by-election in 1870. George Young wrote

to him:"*"

1. Sir George Young - Herbert, February 23, 1870. Quoted in
S.Hutchinson Harris, Auberon Herbert, Crusader for Liberty,
p. 98.
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You are the first of our lot in parliament:
you have fairly earned it, and may you long
continue the first, in work, in worth, and
in honour.

And James Bryce hoped that

before long some more of our common friends,
members of what we venture to call the party
of faith and enlightenment, will follow you
into the House.

For the present, moreover, the academics could expect some

patronage from a Liberal government: in 1869 Gladstone gave

the Regius Chair of Modern History at Cambridge to J„R.

Seeley and, a year later, the Regius Chair of Civil Law at

Oxford to Bryce. Commission work also came their way:

Frederic Harrison served on the Statute Law Commission,

1869-70; Sir George Young on the British Guiana Emigration

Commission, 1870; George Brodrick on the Commission into

the allegations of ill-treatment made by Fenian prisoners

in 1870; Charles Bowen and Fitzjames Stephen on the

Bribery Commissions after the election; and Charles Bowen,

Alexander Craig-Sellar and R.S. Wright on the Truck Commis¬

sion of 1870. C.S Roundell became an unpaid private secre¬

tary to Gladstone, trusted with negotiations on the Irish

(loc.cit )
1. James Bryce - Herbert, February 25, 1870./ In March 1869

John Morley attempted to get in for Blackburn at a by-
election. He campaigned on a 'moderate liberal' address,
wildly at variance with the impatient radicalism of his
Fortnightly line, but in character with his enduring
enthusiasm for the game of politics. He lost heavily.
(See F.W. Hirst, The Early Life of John Morley, vol.i,
pp. 132-54. ) ~ ~ " " "
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Church question, and in 1871 became secretary to the Cleveland

Commission on University finances.

Patronage, and the passage of the Tests Abolition Bill,

mollified the academics for the first two years of Gladstone's

administration. However, by mid-1871 it became evident that

the impetus of reform was running out. The brawling over the

Education Act in 1870 was succeeded by even greater disquiet

over the Irish Universities Bill of 1873. I will deal with

both issues later when I discuss the university men and

liberal policy: they emphasised their increasing alienation

from the government and ensured that they approached the
2

dissolution which became likely in 1873 with little optimism.

Gladstone remained in office until January 1874. On the

23rd, without warning, he dissolved parliament. The campaign

that followed was quiet and brief, most results were in by

February 10, and the Conservatives seemed likely to have a

3
majority of about fifty seats. As can be seen from Appendix

10, fewer academics fought; they also fought with little

hope of success, and with little opportunity of developing

any of the tactics they had used in the election of 1868.

1. Most of the details here are taken from the D.N.B., with
the exception of those on Brodrick (Memories and Impressions,
p. 162), Bowen (Cunningham, Lord Bowen, pp.118-9) and
Roundell (Gladstone MSS: Roundell - Gladstone, December 20,
1868 and January 7, 1869, B.M. Add. MSS.44418, and December
27, 1871, B.M. Add. MSS.44432).

2. 'The first of our lot', Auberon Herbert soon wearied of
parliament and resigned his Nottingham seat in 1874 to
devote himself to the propagation of his extreme individ¬
ualist view of government (Mill MSS: Herbert - J.S. Mill,
May 29, 1872; S.H. Harris, Auberon Herbert, p.144).

3. The Times, February 10, 1874.
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George Brodrick was still pledged to fight Woodstock but had

been cultivating the more promising seat of Evesham, and

thought it likely that, given time to select a new candidate,

his Woodstock committee would release him from his pledge.

Gladstone's sudden dissolution frustrated this,^ and he had

to return to Woodstock, to fight a dispirited campaign

against the full forces of Blenheim Palace arrayed behind
2

Lord Randolph Churchill. Moreover, he found that the local

liberals were disunited. Joseph Arch's Agricultural Labour¬

ers? Union had, over the preceding two years, made many

recruits among the local labourers. Rather embarrassingly,

it threw its weight behind him - he held Arch in high regard

as a 'prudent' unionist - and this had the effect of alien¬

ating 'many farmers, small tradespeople, and non-Unionist
3

labourers' from his cause. He was heavily defeated by 160
4

votes. In 1868 the margin had been 21.

Divisions within the Liberal party also appeared in

three other contests in which academics took part. Thorold

Rogers - now out of orders - stood against a Liberal at

Scarborough, as did James Bryce in the Northern Burghs and

Leonard Courtney at Liskeard. Hanham has noted that the

election was marked by disputed candidacies and tension

1. Brodrick, Memories and Impressions, p.152.
2. Winston Churchill, Lord Randolph Churchill (1906), vol.i,

p. 55.
3. Brodrick, op.cit., p.154.
4. Ibid., pp.152, 154.
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between the various sections of the Liberal party. In a

sense this was inevitable: since the prospect of capturing

seats from the Conservatives was not promising, one workable

alternative was to take on right-wing Liberals who received

implicit Conservative backing. Rogers' opponents at Scar¬

borough, which was a two-member constituency, consisted of
2

a Tory and two local Liberal landowners; Bryce and

Courtney had straight fights with other Liberals. The last

two both fought on the spur of the moment, although they had
3

been sounding out constituencies for several years. Bryce

had considered the Northern Burghs - a 'grouped' constituency

of a type peculiar to Scotland, consisting of Dingwall, Tain,

Wick, Thurso and Kirkwall - at a by-election in 1871, but

withdrew when a local candidate, Samuel Laing, announced that

he would stand against the 'money-bag' Liberal John Pender,

an energetic telegraph financier who had lost Totnes when
4

allegations of bribery were proved against him.

Thereafter Bryce tried various constituencies; he was

suggested as Radical candidate for Kilmarnock against

Bouverie, the former ally of the academics, who had moved to
5

the right, and Edward Caird tried to persuade him to stand

1. Hanham, Elections and Party Management, p.222.
2. McCalmont's Parliamentary Poll Book; Burke's Landed

Gentry.

3. The Glasgow Herald, January 28, 1874, reported that Bryce
was expected to come north 'to see how the land lies'.
For Courtney see G.P. Gooch, Lord Courtney, p.119.

4. Bryce MSS: J.Annan Bryce - Reuben John Bryce, January 1,
1872.

5. Bryce MSS: Alexander Douglas - Bryce, April 21, 1873.
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for Glasgow and Aberdeen Universities."*" In late 1873 he was

2
considering an Irish seat. Again the problem was cash.

3
Kilmarnock would be an expensxve contest, even the University

4
seat would cost more than £1,000. However, by the end of

1873 he calculated that he could just about afford the outlay,

and could attempt the gamble.^ In Courtney's case the dec¬

ision was even more sudden. On January 29 he learned that

the Liskeard radical candidate had been adopted for Leicester;

on the following day he travelled down to Cornwall and came

forward against the old Adullamite Edward Horsman.^

Both Bryce and Courtney fought hard against unscrupulous

opponents. Among the scattered small towns which made up

Bryce's constituency he could count on the loyalty of Wick

and Thurso; the southern burghs - Dingwall, Dornoch and

Tain - 'bond-slaves of the slaves of the Duke of Sutherland'

7
were a lost cause. The contest pivoted on Kirkwall, where

the former candidate, Laing, exerted influence as provost.

Bryce had the report of the Totnes Bribery Commission reprinted

and circulated in the constituency. Pender counterattacked

ferociously: Bryce was a Communist, a Republican, a Carpet-

Bagger, a Failed Barrister, worst of all a disciple of
3

Goldwin Smith:

1. Bryce MSS: Edward Caird - Bryce, n.d. (1874).
2. Bryce MSS: Bryce - Alexander Douglas, November 28, 1873.
3. Bryce MSS: Alexander Douglas - Bryce, April 21, 1873.
4. Bryce MSS: Edward Caird - Bryce, n.d. (1874).
5. Fisher, James Bryce, vol.i, p.147.
6. Gooch, Lord Courtney, p.119.
7. Bryce MSS: Bryce - Freeman, March 22, 1874.
8. The John o'Groats Journal, February 9, 1874.
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My opponent belongs to a small school
at Oxford who profess these opinions,
and who send out their members on such
missions as my opponent is now engaged
in.

Considering that Bryce was scarcely one of the glowing

successes of the Inns of Court, professed republican views

and revered Goldwin Smith, his 'indignant denials' of Pender's

charges were somewhat disingenuous.^ But what counted was

not the mudslinging but the fact that Pender bought over

Laing and the Kirkwall vote. The provost was mobbed by

Bryce's supporters when he was tactless enough to take the
2

same coach south as Bryce after the declaration, but by

that time Pender had won, 857-730. 'You stood at the end',
3

Freeman wrote to him m consolation,

the one coal that was left, and so
to be quenched. It is too bad.

Courtney's clash with Horsman at Liskeard was no less

violent, and the columns of The Times carried accusation and

counter-accusation by the two candidates for some time after

the declaration, when Horsman gained the seat by the narrow

4
margin of five votes. By this time Parker had lost Perth¬

shire and Fawcett Brighton."' 'We are in a state of total

1. The Caithness Chronicle, February 9, 1874.
2. The Glasgow Herald, February 12, 1874.
3. Bryce MSS: Freeman - Bryce, February 14, 1874.
4. Gooch, Lord Courtney, p.122.
5. Fawcett got back in for Hackney in April 1874 in a

campaign run by Dilke and supported financially by many
of his university colleagues. (Dilke MSS: Edmond
Fitzmaurice - Charles Dilke, March 12, April 18 and 22,
May 1, 1874.)
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collapse in London, indeed all over England, so far as

politics go.» Bryce wrote to Freeman as he surveyed the

wreckage,

Scotland is still faithful, in the main, to
Liberalism, but in England six years must
pass, or the Tories make many blunders,
before we can regain a majority. The fact
is we have no policy, and what are liberals
without a policy? We can't exist merely as
a party, as the Tories or the two parties in
America, nor indeed is it desirable.

However, such gains as the Liberals did make in 1880

owed more to increased party organisation than they did to
2

any developments in policy. Although a greater number of

academics stood - many for urban constituencies - and were

successful, there was little joint action. The main reason

for this seems to have been that the reorganisation of

Liberal politics made such action increasingly subordinate

to the relations between the candidate and his constituency

organisation. The 'caucus' and the mechanism of the selec¬

tion conference were taking the initiative away from the

candidate. This divided the academics. Some accepted it,

like T.H„ Green whose involvement in Liberal party affairs

in Oxford increased steadily and was only halted by his
3

early death xn March 1882. Others, like George Brodrxck,

while approving the role of the caucus system in increasing

local interest in politics, deprecated the effect it had on

1. Bryce MSS: Bryce - Freeman, March 22, 1874.
2. Hanham, Elections and Party Management, p.230; J.P.

Mackintosh, The British Cabinet, p.197.
3. Green's last speech was a call for an Oxford caucus on

the Birmingham pattern. Green MSS: Notes for speech
of March 15, 1882.
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the freedom of action of candidates,^ and attacked the

attempt to make central Liberal organisation answerable to
2

the caucuses through the National Liberal Federation:

Although it is highly improbable that govern¬
ment by Queen, Lords and Commons will give
place to government by a council of state
nominated by the National Liberal Federation,
no Liberal can afford to ignore the mischief
that might be done by an ill-advised move
towards an end so absolutely unconditional.

James Bryce, admittedly, tried to take the initiative in

forming a popular Liberal organisation in 1879, when, along

with George Howell and Henry Broadhurst, he founded the

National Liberal League, which was intended to bring work¬

ing men and middle class radicals together in a programme

substantially based on the anti-imperialist sentiment which
3

had been generated by the Eastern Question agitation.

Broadhurst became secretary and William Morris treasurer.

The preliminary work Bryce did for the League seems to have

commended him to the Tower Hamlets, who, in March 1879,
4

asked him to stand. The following year he did, and was

sufficiently well-supported both by local working men and

by Gladstone to beat off a challenge from Benjamin Lucraft,

a former member of the International."' The League, however,

seems to have played little part in securing the sweeping

Liberal victory, and went out of existence in 1882.^

1. Letter in Manchester Examiner and Times, April 19, 1880.
2. Letter in Manchester Examiner and Times, April 24, 1879.

Auberon Herbert, on libertarian grounds, was violently
opposed to the caucus system (Harris, Auberon Herbert,
p.180).

3. Leventhal, Respectable Radical, p.200.
4. Bryce MSS: Bryce - Freeman, March 23, 1879.
5. Bryce MSS: Gladstone - Bryce, March 23, 1880.
6. Leventhal, op.cit., p.201.
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These examples merely serve to emphasise points I will

be making elsewhere in this chapter: the academics who had

fought the 1868 election as a conscious group were by 1880

divided not only in opinion but in life-style. At the same

time the organisation of the Liberal party had progressed

from the primitive to the sophisticated. In 1868 the uni¬

versity men were distinctive in an otherwise formless sit¬

uation; by 1880 they had to come to terms, as individuals,

with highly organised Liberal bodies, locally and nationally.

Although more of them were successful, and those who were

elected continued to the best of their ability to keep up

their academic relationships, the prospect of an academic

liberal group, 'a party of faith and enlightenment®, as an

influential component of the House of Commons had gone.

The political contests of the university liberals

resulted also in a divergence between those who had an

aptitude for the political game, and those who had not.

The latter tended consequently to stage a ®principled»

withdrawal. It*s obvious from Leslie Stephen®s biography

of Henry Fawcett that his friend*s lenience towards ®the

ordinary code of political morality® in his election con¬

tests distressed him.1 In 1917 Dicey recollected a con-

2
versation with him about politics:

1. Leslie Stephen, Henry Fawcett, p.196.
2. Jackson MSS: Dicey - Henry Jackson, February 21, 1917.
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I remember once saying to him about
some political transaction, "Isn't it
rather a mean affair?" and getting the
answer, "Isn't politics always rather
a mean pursuit."

•I sometimes wonder1 Dicey concluded gloomily, 'whether I

ought not to have laid these words more to heart than I

have.' And even Bryce, whose endorsement of the political

life prefaced this section, came to distrust and fear the

growing power of the political party:"'"

Organisation and discipline mean the command
of the leaders, the subordination and obed¬
ience of the rank and file; and they mean
also the growth of the party spirit which is
in itself irrational, impelling men to vote
from considerations which have little to do
with a love of truth or a sense of justice.

IV

Bryce ascribed the Liberals' downfall in 1874 to the

party's lack of a policy. In a sense he was implicitly

admitting that he and his academic colleagues had been

unsuccessful in their attempt to influence Liberal policy

along 'scientific' lines. For the attempt was made, and

its failure reflected changes in the cohesion of the

academic liberal group as well as the effect of the govern¬

ment's actions. I want in this section to argue that, from

attempting positive intervention in Liberal party policy¬

making, the academics came simply to react to political

situations as they were presented by the party leadership,

1. James Bryce, preface to Mosei Ostrogorski, Democracy and
the Organisation of Political Parties (1902), vol.i, p.
xlv.
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to pursue local reforms and agitate single-issue campaigns.

The effect of this was partly conservative, but more import¬

antly, to cut them off from the political mainstream and

further weaken their sense of identity. In this section I

intend to deal with the attempt of liberal intellectuals to

institutionalise collaboration between radicals in and out¬

side parliament, through the Radical Club of 1870. In the

next two I shall discuss how the academics* concern with

education and foreign policy involved them in Liberal party

affairs during the 1870s, and how these experiences affected

their attitude to the development of Liberal politics during

that decade.

The Radical Club had its genesis in an informal radical

group founded by Henry Fawcett on his election in 1865 and

dignified by the adhesion of John Stuart Mill,"^ but must also

have owed a great deal to the precedent of the Century Club

and inherited some of the ideals of Howell*s *Adelphi* on

2
its decease. Its inaugural meeting was attended by six

MoP.s - Henry Fawcett, Sir David Wedderburn, McCullagh

Torrens, Peter Taylor, Walter Morrison and Sir Charles

Dilke - and nine * laymen* - Mill and his proportional

representation crony Thomas Hare, John Morley, Leslie

Stephen, Frank Harrison Hill and Leonard Courtney represent¬

ing *enlightened* journalists, William and Henry Sidgwick

1. Gooch, Lord Courtney, p.109.
2. Leventhal, Respectable Radical, p.102.
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representing Oxford and Cambridge, and John Elliot Cairnes

the Irish universities."*" The meeting elected a committee,

with Dilke as secretary, and framed a constitution. This

allowed for half the membership being drawn from parliament,

and the other half from outside. In deference to Mill and

Fawcett, women were to be eligible. The Club was to meet
2

each week during the parliamentary session.

Fairly soon the Club had about forty members, including,

among the parliamentarians, Edmond Fitzmaurice, Auberon

Herbert and George Otto Trevelyan, and among the laymen and

women, T.H. Huxley, F.W. Chesson, who had been secretary of

the Jamaica Committee, Mrs. Fawcett and Miss Harriet Taylor,

Mi 118s stepdaughter. George Odger, the shoemaker trade

unionist who had stood against Dilke at Chelsea in 1868, was

3
also brought in, to represent the unions. The Club,s meet¬

ings usually seem to have taken the form of a Sunday evening

dinner at an inn in London or along the Thames, where a

paper was read by a member on a current political topic or

likely field of action, and then debated by the members
. 4

present.

However, from the beginning, the Radical Club ran into

difficulties. These were partly ideological: the ®lay*

members embraced a wide spectrum of beliefs, and these

1. Stephen Gwynn and Gertrude Tuckwell, The Life of Sir
Charles Dilke (1917), vol.i, p.100.

2. Ibid.

3. See Appendix 11.
4. Dilke MSS: Frederic Harrison - Dilke, July 7, 1870;

February 8, 1872; Mrs. Fawcett - Dilke, February 12,
1871.
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increasingly clashed. Sir Louis Mallet, formerly Cobden's

private secretary, a passionate believer in 'free exchange'

and an individualist of the old school, wrote to Dilke in

February 1871:

I am less and less in harmony with the
prevailing opinions of the body. If
Russell, Cartwright, Huxley and Beaumont
leave us - George Young and you will be
the only members with whom I should prob¬
ably have any sympathy, and some, such as
Torrens, Odger, Fawcett, F. Harrison, are so
opposed to my form of radicalism as to make
it almost absurd that our names should be on

the same list.

There was as much divergence among those Mallet conceived

as his opponents. Ten days later Frederic Harrison was

2
writing to John Morley:

I was especially struck at the Radical Club
the other night...with the inherently meta¬
physical and impotent nature of modern
Radicalism. I am struck with it most in
its concentrated form in J.S. Mill.

Harrison went on to deliver a philippic against the undue

predominance of 'the politics of Rights - wrong from top to

bottom' and concluded by appealing to Morley to 'come out

of that barren and parched wilderness.® But even Mill could

not be said to represent orthodoxy. At the Club in April

1870 he had put forward his proposal for the taxation of

unearned increment in land values, for the political reason

that he wished to commend his Land Tenure Reform Association

1. Dilke MSS: Sir Louis Mallet - Dilke, February 10, 1871.
2. Harrison MSS: Harrison - John Morley, February 20, 1871.
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to a working class increasingly preoccupied with the notion

of land nationalisation.^ And this action had the effect

of upsetting those, like John Boyd Kinnear, who had looked

to simple measures of succession law reform to aid the
2

dispersal of landed property.

The political events of 1870 and 1871 impinged on the

Club in ways which divided its membership. The Franco-

Prussian War found the Positivists on the side of the French,
3

Mill on the side of the Germans, and this divergence may

explain Harrison's hostility to Mill 'the Origin of Evil* in
4

his letter to Morley. The controversy over Forster's

Education Act split the adherents of the programme of the

Birmingham-centred National Education League - like Dilke -

from the more doctrinaire individualists like the Fawcetts.^

Although many if not most of the Radicals were republicans,

the controversy of 1871 divided the Club between those, like

Dilke and Herbert, who were prepared to put their case in

1. Gwynn and Tuckwell, Sir Charles Dilke, vol.i, p.100;
Royden Harrison, Before the Socialists, p.255.

2. Mill - John Boyd Kinnear, July 22, 1870, in H.S.R. Elliot
(ed.), The Letters of John Stuart Mill (1910), vol.ii,
pp.263-4.

3. Royden Harrison, Before the Socialists, pp.231, 274; Mill-
Taylor MSS: Mill - Fawcett, July 26, 1870. Outside the
Radical Club, the only other pro-French voice I can find
was Charles Henry Pearson (Stebbing, Charles Henry Pearson,
p.182), although Dilke and Herbert, who had started on the
Prussian side, were later drawn to support a republican
France (Roy Jenkins, Sir Charles Dilke, A Victorian Tragedy
(1958), p.66). Freeman, Goldwin Smith and Bryce, though
latterly with some misgivings, were pro-Prussian through¬
out. (Bryce MSS: Bryce - Freeman, September 26, 1870;
Bryce - G.O. Trevelyan, June 9, 1919; Goldwin Smith - Max
Muller, July 18, 1870, in Haultain, The Correspondence of
Goldwin Smith, p.23. )

4. Harrison MSS: Harrison - Morley, February 20, 1871.
5. Dilke MSS: Dilke - Mrs. Fawcett, January 24, 1871; Mrs.

Fawcett - Dilke, January 27, 1871. Though Dilke, as a
secularist, disapproved of the sectarianism of the N.E.L.
(see Jenkins, Sir Charles Dilke, p.56).
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public, those whose courage failed them,1' and those, like

Fawcett, who tried to disassociate themselves once the

steam had gone out of the republican cause by attacking its

leaders.

Added to differences in policy were differences in

life-style among the Club's members. Sundays were conven¬

ient for M.P.s, but less so for lay members, who might want

to be at Oxford or Cambridge or, as they came to marry, with

their families. When Frederic Harrison finally withdrew

from the Club, in February 1872, he gave this as a reason,

3
and concluded,

The dinner is a function which cuts us

(or rather you) off from the working men
on the score of expense and from domesti¬
cated animals like me on the score of time.

4
Since the Radical dinners cost two pounds per head - almost

double a skilled artisan's weekly wage at the time - one

wonders how Odger managed to attend at all. Certainly, it

doesn't appear to have sustained for long the comprehensive

membership originally envisaged. Both of the Sidgwicks seem

to have dropped out fairly early - William, in the 1860s the

more notable of the two, had a nervous breakdown in 1872^ -

Mill died in November 1873, Leslie Stephen drifted away from

politics, and the Club which, according to Roy Jenkins,

1. Jenkins, op.cit., pp.69-76. (George Otto Trevelyan
attacked the Queen's revenue anonymously.)

2. Ibid., p.76.
3. Dilke MSS: Harrison - Dilke, February 9, 1872.
4. Dilke MSS: Auberon Herbert - DilkQ, January 31, 1873.
5. Mark Pattison MSS: Emilia Pattison - J.R. Thursfield,

March 24, 1873.
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•never attained quite the influence which was anticipated

by its founders®,"'" became a mainly parliamentary organisation
2

run by Dilke, Fawcett and Fitzmaurice.

A further reason for the flagging vitality of the Radical

Club was the arrival of a new and dynamic radical force in

the person of Joseph Chamberlain. The National Education

League had been created not merely to secure a specific

reform but to reconstruct provincial middle class radicalism,

to resurrect the Anti-Corn Law League. Chamberlain saw him¬

self as its Cobden and, like Cobden, applied himself to the

business of carrying out an agreed programme. Where the mem¬

bers of the Radical Club had tried to frame policies which

accorded with 'sound* liberal philosophy, and in so doing

came to disagree, Chamberlain used settled policies to cement

his radical organisation. In 1873 John Morley, hitherto the
3

acolyte of Mill and Harrison, made his acquaintance. Almost

immediately he was proclaiming him as 'decidedly a leader for
4

an English progressive party*. The next year Morley brought

him down to London and introduced him to Fawcett, Courtney

and Harrison at dinner. »The three*, he noted, 'differed

quite as much from one another as they did from Birmingham.*^

1. Jenkins, op.cit., p.52.
2. Gwynn and Tuckwell, Sir Charles Dilke, vol.i, p.159.
3. John Morley, Recollections, vol.i, p.147.
4. Harrison MSS: Morley - Harrison, July 17, 1873.
5. Morley, op.cit., p.157.
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The meeting was not a success and there seemed little basis

for common action. Morley, however, 'came out of the wilder¬

ness '. An argument with Harrison in 1875 over the policy of

the Fortnightly distanced him from the Positivists.^ A year

later he was writing of the necessity for radicals to identify
2

themselves with the fthird party' of Chamberlain.

V

Policy divergences were most acute where they affected

areas of particular interest to the academics, like education.

I noted in Chapter 3 the coolness with which they regarded

Gladstone's attitude to the universities. In the parliament

of 1868-74 their concern was not limited to the Tests

Abolition Bill: other educational controversies, notably

those surrounding Forster's Education Act of 1870 and

Gladstone's Irish Universities Bill of 1873, were to demon-
the

strate the reality of^sectarian claim on the legislature, a

claim which they had hoped the extension of participation in

government would lessen. Both issues, moreover, emphasised

the ambivalence of the Liberal leader to the sort of rational

liberalism the academics represented.

The controversies over elementary education, higher

education in Ireland and foreign policy which academic

liberals intervened in during the 1870s meant that they had

to examine the small print of the political agreement they

had reached during the 1860s, once the action of governments

1. Harrison MSS: Morley - Harrison, November 9, 1875.
2. Harrison MSS: Morley - Harrison, August 23, 1876.
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brought it to the head of the agenda. The results put both

their political beliefs and their internal cohesion under

strain.

In 1867 the academics agreed in seeing elementary educa¬

tion as a problem that would speedily be despatched by a

reformed parliament. This, and their broad commitment to

political reform, were sufficient to ensure that they did

not demur at Charles Stuart Parker's proposals in his essay

on 'Popular Education' in Questions for a Reformed Parliament.

Although Parker made the ritual denunciations of the academic
1

enemy,

the apathy and whims of landowners and the
conscientious scruples of certain among the
clergy, are the chief immediate causes of
bad schools and bad teaching,

he endorsed the moderate bill introduced the same year by

H„A. Bruce and W.E. Forster which, although it proposed free

and compulsory education under local control, allowed Church
2

schools to continue as part of the system. Such a concession

to the 'privileges' of the Church provoked reaction from the
3

nonconformists and the bill was thrown out. Plainly, the

course of any bill would be determined by religious rather

than educational considerations, and behind the immediate

controversy would loom the greater problem of the future of

the established Church.

1. Op.cit. , p.165.
2. Ibid., p.196.
3. James Murphy, The Education Act, 1870; Text and Commentary

(1972), p.28. " "" " ~ " " ~
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In 1867 Henry Sidgwick anticipated that^

if the Liberals come in next year they
will not only settle the Irish Church
but dispose of education without partic¬
ular regard for the ecclesiastical
obstacles that are generally in the way.

The consequence of this he accepted as inevitable, that the

principle of establishment itself was doomed. However,

three years later, when the Liberal government was under

attack from radicals in parliament, including some of his
2

friends, for the concessions to the Church of England

involved in Forster's Bill, he came to : Us defence. He
3

wrote rather facetiously to a friend:

Well, perhaps you will not be surprised to
learn that I have become a Liberal Conserva¬
tive. I believe in Forster's Bill and in
administration generally. I don't want the
English Revolution and don't believe in it...

Sidgwick was not alone in thinking that the government bill

was preferable to no bill at all. Leslie Stephen, a dedicated

opponent of the established Church, considered that speedy

and decisive action on the matter was of more importance than
4

the satisfying of the non-conformist conscience. From the

tone of his despatches to the Nation in 1870, the incessant

wrangling over the issue plainly depressed him, and probably
contributed to his 'growing indifference to wearisome politics.

1. Sidgwick MSS: Henry Sidgwick - Roche Dakyns, August 5, 1867
2. GoOo Trevelyan resigned from the government over the Bill.

Gladstone took a long time to forgive him. (G.M. Trevelyan,
Sir George Otto Trevelyan, p.91. )

3. Quoted in A.S. and E.M.S., Henry Sidqwick, a Memoir, p.254.
4. The Nation, July 9, 1870 (written on June 24, 1870).
5. The Nation, July 23, November 26, 1870 (written on July 8

and November 11 respectively); F.W. Maitland, Leslie
Stephen, p.235.
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Stephen admitted that opposing the Bill on secularist

grounds made sense; insisting that there be religious

instruction but that it be 'unsectarian' was simply"*"

an attempt to throw a sop to the prejudices
of the British public...(this) is felt to
be rather unsatisfactory and has to a cert-
ain extent a rather hypocritical appearance.

The nonconformists then embarked on a militant campaign

against the Act in 1872, centred on opposition to a clause

permitting School Boards to pay the fees of indigent pupils

attending denominational schools (thus indirectly subsidis¬

ing such schools). They had allowed this to pass in 1870

with little comment. The 1872 campaign was a major compon¬

ent of the reconstruction of provincial radicalism which

was, before the end of the decade, to produce the National
2

Liberal Federation and Chamberlain as a major public figure.

To men like Morley, who accepted it on its own terms, the

radical renaissance was an important development. But to

academic liberals concerned to implement the political agenda

of the 1860s the rancour of the nonconformists seemed a

dangerous irrelevance. Writing to Lord Houghton in January

1872 about possible legislation in the new session, Albert

Rutson, who was private secretary to Henry Austin Bruce,
3

the Home Secretary, predicted that

1. The Nation, June 27, 1870 (written on June 10, 1870).
2. See J.W. Derry, The Radical Tradition (1967), p.311.
3. Houghton MSS: A.0. Rutson - Lord Houghton, January 28,

1872.
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The Nonconformists will destroy the
Gladstonian majority at the next General
Election because they will have alienated
so many churchmen and people who dislike
fanaticism, without having given Mr.
Gladstone the support of working men.

And a Broad Church academic liberal, William Berkley, wrote

to The Times on the eve of the 1874 election to protest against

the nonconformists' arrogation to themselves of the title of

•Liberals *:^

Is it right to compel a religious parent,
if we can help it, to send his child to a
non-religious school? Liberals can hardly
answer except by a direct negative. But
Nonconformists have a theory of liberty
which is their own.

Behind their actions Berkley saw the desire to destroy the

National Church. His response, which some of the academics

shared, was a restatement of the Broad theology of Maurice

and Arnold a generation before, which had conceived of a

2
Church whose undogmatic creed embraced the whole nation.

Others, like Stephen, wanted the total removal of all

religious implications from areas like education. Few were

attracted by the apparent desire of nonconformists to put

confessional matters before the securing of a tolerable

educational system.

Irish university reform demonstrated further the limit¬

ations of 'rational' liberalism, and anticipated future

1. The Times, February 6, 1874.
2. See my Chapter 1, p.52. T„H. Green, who had considered

entering the nonconformist ministry in the 1860s, had by
1880 moved back to accept the principle of establishment,
subject to a broad-based theology and democratic partici¬
pation by congregations. Green MSS: 'Notes for a Speech
on Church Reform', Merton College, December 7, 1881.
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conflicts between the academics, Gladstone, and Irish

Catholicism. In his essay on *Ireland8 in Questions for a

Reformed Parliament, Frank Harrison Hill had argued that the

catholic desire for their own educational system was the

result of the privileges of the Establishment. Remove these

and a 8 liberal and enlightened laity8 would emerge among the

catholics which would favour unsectarian education."'' This

argument was very similar to the one employed by the academi
2

in encouraging the 'incorporation' of the nonconformists.

However, after the disestablishment of the Irish Church,

Catholicism showed little sign of moderating its educational

demands. James Bryce wrote to Freeman in May 1872 after a

3
vxsxt to Ireland that he found

people there very excited and bitter on the
Irish educational question - the Papalini
cock-a-hoop, the Protestants cursing
Gladstone's supposed willingness to play
into Cullen's hands, and evident unwilling¬
ness to break with the ultramontane members.
It seemed to me they were too hard on W.E.G.
who is rather in a tight place, as the
Yankees say, but we long to declare war to
the knife on the priests.

On March 20, 1872 Gladstone spoke against a Bill intro¬

duced by Henry Fawcett to abolish tests at Trinity College

Dublin, promising a more comprehensive settlement of the

Irish university question. A year later, on February 13,

1873, he introduced his Irish University Education Bill.

1. Hill, op.cit., pp.15-16.
2. See my Chapter 6, p.323.
3. Bryce MSS: Bryce - Freeman, May 1, 1872. (Cardinal

Cullen was the Primate of all Ireland.)
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This provided for a University of Dublin, a teaching as well

as an examining body established on •undenominational* lines

to which, at the discretion of the University*s Council,

denominational colleges could be affiliated. The catholics

had wanted a direct endowment for their faltering Catholic

University; to mollify the hostility which the secularism

of the 'godless colleges1 at Galway and Cork had engendered,

Gladstone laid two restrictions on academic freedom at the

new institution. The first amounted to the proscription of

religious controversy, and was akin to Lord Salisbury's 1870

amendment to the Tests Abolition Bill. The second prohibited

the teaching by the university of theology, modern history

and mental and moral philosophy, although it did not restrict

the freedom of colleges to teach such subjects.1

Such 'gagging clauses' inevitably drew the fire of
2

academic liberals. They came, as Morley observed,

at a moment when in spite of the special-
isation of research, the deepest questions
in the domain of thought and belief...
inevitably thrust themselves forward within
common and indivisible precincts.

Henry Fawcett became the Bill's most resolute opponent in

the Commons, allying himself with its Irish catholic oppon¬

ents. The alliance was purely tactical: the Irish objected

to the absence of direct endowment; Fawcett opposed the

1. John Morley, William Ewart Gladstone, vol.ii, pp.33-5.
2. Morley, loc.cit.
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gagging clauses, backed outside the house by Leonard Courtney

and John Elliot Cairnes."*" He construed the Bill as a whole¬

sale assault on liberalism in higher education. If studies

of contemporary importance were excluded, what would the

university teach? If no controversial matters were to be

contested, how could students be examined? If tests on

opinion were to be imposed, how could staff be recruited?
2

He ended in defiance:

If the Prime Minister could succeed in
introducing these clauses into English
Universities he (Fawcett) should feel
that he could not conscientiously hold
his professorship for a single hour.

The Bill was lost and Gladstone tendered his resignation,

but Disraeli refused to form a ministry, and allowed the

Liberals to 'stumble out of office9, though they took the

rest of the year to accomplish this. The failure of the Bill

was not the work of Fawcett but of the Irish and the Conserva¬

tives. Most British Liberals thought the Bill the best settle¬

ment that could be got, although they accepted that it diverged
3

widely from the ideal. For the men who had fought during the

1860s for the cause of free enquiry at the universities and

who had in 1867 agreed with Hill9s diagnosis of the Irish

education problem, it must have seemed a retrograde step which

put their loyalty to the Liberal government severely under

strain. Fawcett was incapable of any such adjustment; his

almost total isolation later in 1873 indicated what being a
4

doctrinaire cost in terms of political advancement.

1. Gooch, Lord Courtney, p.112; the Daily News under Hill's
editorship, also opposed the Bill. (See Justin McCarthy,
A History of our Own Times, vol.i, p.401.)

2. Gladstone MSS: Report of Fawcett9s speech, March 11, 1873.
(B„M. Add. MSS.44156.)

3. Morley, op.cit., p.39.
4. Ibid., p.53.
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VI

The major issue agitated by the Liberal party during

its years in opposition, 1874-1880, involved not domestic

but foreign policy, and in this academic liberals played a

conspicuous role. Their participation in the agitation over

the Bulgarian Atrocities can be illustrated by the fact that,

of the platform party at the great St. James fs Hall demonstra¬

tion on the Eastern Question, held on December 8 and 9, 1876,

academics made up a fifth. The group included George Otto

Trevelyan, Sir George Young, James Bryce, E.A. Freeman,

Charles Roundell, Mark Pattison and Henry Fawcett.^ Freeman's

propaganda for the Eastern Christians made him a national and
2

controversial figure, and Bryce and Sir George Young became

the organisers of the Eastern Question Association, which

sustained the agitation and tried to extend it into a critique
3

of Tory foreign policy as a whole.

In a characteristic essay Mr. A.J„P. Taylor has brushed

aside the contribution of academics to the agitation. In

doing so he manages to get most of the details about them

wrong, chiefly by concentrating on the specific response of
4

historians, but his overall estimate of their impact is

perceptive, and is shared by Dr. R.T. Shannon in his defin¬

itive study Gladstone and the Bulgarian Agitation: it is

that while the 'agitators' raised the moral head of steam on

the issue, Gladstone took the train pretty much where he

wanted to go, which was back into office in 1880 on his own

terms, with radical support but with the freedom to manufac-

1. The Times, December 9, 1876.
2. WoR.W. Stephens, Edward Augustus Freeman, vol.ii, pp.110-124.
3. James Bryce, 'J.R. Green' in Studies in Contemporary Bio¬

graphy , p.141.
4. A.J„P. Taylor, 'Gladstonian Foreign Policy* in The Trouble

Makers (1957: Panther 1969 ed.), p.71.
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ture a Whig cabinet.1 In the process both radicals and

academics were left out in the cold, but whereas the radicals

could fall back on their own organisation, the National

Liberal Federation, which Gladstone blessed by his patronage
2

in 1877, the academics were further isolated.

Taylor states that the academics were ignorant of Balkan

politics, and were really goaded into action as 'secular
3

missionaries* whose faith was under attack. While the

second statement is valid enough, the first is open to

question: Freeman was not alone in being personally acquain¬

ted with the area; Bryce and Rutson, who published two of

the earliest enalyses of the situation in the Fortnightly in
4 5

1876, had both travelled that year in the Middle East and

the academics as a group could count on the expertise of

acquaintances whose knowledge of Turkey and the Balkans

extended over many years, like Humphry Sandwith, Donald

Mackenzie Wallace, Sir George Campbell and 'that amazing

creature Burton at Trieste who surely once was a Mussulman

and still calls himself a Conservative'The two forces,

personal involvement and moral conviction, converged in much

1. Taylor, op.cit., p.64; Shannon, op.cit. (1963), p.273.
2. Shannon, op.cit., p.269.
3. Taylor, op.cit., p.71.
4. James Bryce, 'Russia and Turkey' and A.O. Rutson, 'Turkey

in Europe', in The Fortnightly Review, vol.xx.
5. Fisher, James Bryce, vol.ii, p.314; Houghton MSS: Rutson -

Lord Houghton, January 10, 1876.
6. Bryce MSS: Freeman - Bryce, November 23, 1876.
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the same way that they had done in the case of Italian

unification and the American Civil War."*" The nature of the

moral impulse was similar: the 'classes' were perverting

'national8 institutions to their own ends: the nation had

2
to be led to declare against them.

Nevertheless, the academics looked at the relations

between the democracy and foreign policy with some unease.

3
In the reform essays, R.H.Hutton had argued that:

The artisan class...is probably almost the
only one in England, which might be trusted
to judge English policy abroad almost as
impartially as it would judge American,
French or German policy, and to hold back
its sympathy even after we had engaged in
a struggle, if the policy of England seemed
to be selfish and wrong.

Nevertheless Disraeli's initiative in the 1867 reform bill

upset their forecasting. Bryce noted that Disraeli believed

he had, by this measure, destroyed the political power of
4

middle class nonconformity:

The Conservative victory at the election of
1874 confirmed him in this belief, and made
him also think that the working classes were
ready to follow the lead of the rich. He
perceived that the Liberal ministry of 1868-
74 had offended certain influential sections

by appearing too remiss or too unenterprising
in foreign affairs, and fancied that the bulk
of the nation would be dazzled by a warlike
mien, and an active, even aggressive, foreign
policy.

1. Stephens, Edward Augustus Freeman, vol.ii, p.106.
2. Bryce, Modern Democracies, vol.ii, pp.414-5.
3. R.H. Hutton, 8The Political Character of the Working

Class8 in Essays on Reform, p.33.
4. James Bryce, "Benjamin Disraeli, Earl of Beaconsfield8

in Studies in Contemporary Biography, pp.52-3.
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The agitation against Disraelian foreign policy can thus be

seen as an affort to keep the working class "sound® on this

issue. Bryce thought the campaign ultimately successful,1
but the victor was a personality, Gladstone, and not the

coalition between intellect and labour the academics had

recognised in the 1860s.

Although a majority of academic liberals supported the

agitation, there was no unanimity on the issue: the Positiv-

ists and Broad Churchmen generally took the government side.

Dr. Shannon argues that the Broad Churchmen's hostility to

the High Churchmen who backed the Eastern (Orthodox) Christ¬

ians on theological grounds and their growing identification
2

with a "national® role, explains the attitude they took.

As for the Positivists, their attitudes had been explicit

enough in the 1860s, when the distinctive tenets of Positiv-

ist foreign policy, with its exaltation of Bonapartist France

and detestation of "the barbaric legions of Russia", were

expounded in Essays on International Policy in 1866 and in

Frederic Harrison's contribution to Questions for a Reformed

3
Parliament a year later. That such a policy did not cause

dissension among the other contributors testifies more to

the solidarity of the academics at the time on the central

issue of reform than to their interest in foreign policy;

it's not surprising that when it moved to the forefront they

should come to disagree.

1. James Bryce, op.cit., p.53.
2. Shannon, op.cit., p.182.
3. Frederic Harrison, 'Foreign Policy" in Questions for a

Reformed Parliament, p.256.
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Just before Disraeli*s foreign involvement reached its

climax at the Congress of Berlin, Oxford graduates went to

the polls to elect a new burgess to succeed Gathorne Hardy,

the victor of 1865, who had been elevated to the peerage.

The liberal residents selected Henry Smith as candidate

although he was known to be sympathetic to the government's

Eastern policy:^ nevertheless the support of convinced

opponents of government policy like Gladstone, Bryce and

Goldwin Smith was forthcoming, and the poll-books of the

election (open voting persisted at the universities after

1872) are as good a record of the liberal party at Oxford
2

as can be got. Smith carried the teaching staff and

residents 440-259, but was badly beaten by the Tory, J„G.
3

Talbot, 2687-989. The election is significant xn showing

how the institutional connection could still ride out ser¬

ious divergences over external politics; but many academics

must have agreed with Goldwin Smith that to maintain academ-
4

xc unxty too many concessxons had been made.

Looking back on the Eastern Question towards the end of

his life, James Bryce saw it as signalling the first sub¬

stantial defections of property from the Liberal Party;""
Dr. Shannon has also detected a secession of university men,

citing in particular Benjamin Jowett's 'intellectual convic-

1. 'Note by Mr. Alfred Robinson' in The Collected Mathematical
Papers of H.J.S. Smith, vol.i, p.lv.

2. The Poll for the Election of a Burgess for the University
of Oxford (1878).

3. 'Note by Mr. Alfred Robinson*, p.lviii.
4. Goldwin Smith - Emma Winkworth, May 20, 1878, in Haultain

(ed0) Goldwin Smith's Correspondence, p.63.
5. Bryce MSS: Bryce - Dicey, May 9, 1921.
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tion of its inadequate conception of the national idea'"*" but

does not go so far as Professor John Roach in seeing this as

2
an early stage of the general secession of the intellectuals.

My own contention is that none of these interpretations

adequately appreciate the tension which existed between the

two life-styles of academic liberals. The agitation made

different sense to people in different situations, and it

made most sense to the academics with a foot in the camp of

party liberalism and another in the universities. Men like

Bryce could appreciate its value in terms of the political

perceptions they had retained from the 1860s. This political

framework was no longer visible to men who had settled into

university society: from there the agitation appeared

eccentric and irrelevant. To Dilke and Chamberlain at the

other end of the spectrum, the agitation was interpreted as

a factor in the internal conflicts of the party and was

supported only insofar as it advanced a radical takeover.

Gladstone appreciated their strategy and made use of it for

his own ends. In this situation the wholehearted commitment

of the 'political* academics to the agitation was compromised

by the necessity to maintain contact with their 'resident*

colleagues. Despite their strenuous efforts on behalf of the

agitation, its aftermath left them weakened and increasingly
3

isolated from the course of liberal politics.

1. Shannon, op.cit„, p. 213.
2. John Roach, 'Liberalism and the Victorian Intelligentsia',

p.71.
3. Despite his energetic criticism of Disraeli's policy,

Freeman was not adopted by any constituency, which saddened
him (Freeman - Henry Allon, April 29, 1880, in W.R.W.
Stephens, Edward Augustus Freeman, vol.ii, p. 201).
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In each of the conflicts I have discussed, issues on

which the circumstances of the 1860s forced agreement became

the subject of contention, both among the academic liberals

and in their relations with other components of the Liberal

party. Unity on matters of policy was weakened, but as

events like the Oxford election demonstrated, cohesion per¬

sisted. I have noted how this continuing loyalty may have

retarded the absorption of the more 'political' element into

the structure of politics. But I don't want to imply that

the 'residents* were rejecting political involvement, rather,

that the nature of their political involvement led to dif¬

ferent political relationships, which ultimately became

difficult to reconcile with 'party' liberalism.

VII

Professor Hanham has noted that the failure of the

Liberal ministry of 1868-74 to sustain a momentum of reform

caused many Liberal supporters to secede to single-issue

causes, like the National Education League, or Mrs. Josephine

Butler's agitation against the Contagious Diseases Acts.1
2

While this affected the university liberals as a whole, it

was particularly significant in the university towns, where

it combined with changes in the society of the university

1. Hanham, Elections and Party Management, p.220.
2. Several academics, notably James Stuart and A.O. Rut son,

were active in Mrs. Butler's National Association.
(Stuart, Reminiscences, p.166); the same tendency can
I think be observed in the absorption of the Positivists
both in trade union affairs and in their own religious
organisation in the mid~1870s (Royden Harrison, Before
the Socialists, pp.315-7) and, indeed, in the growing
involvement of men like Bryce and Freeman in the rights
of the subject races of the Turkish Empire.
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residents, who were coming to occupy professorships and

headships, marry and set up house, and in so doing play a

much greater part in local affairs.

The result of this was a series of enthusiastic attempts

to put liberal principles into practice on a local scale.

The support given by university men to cooperative projects

was reinforced by their wives and sisters;1 university men

and women took an increasing part in temperance and public
2

health movements, in creating organisations for liberal
3 4

political education and on the school boards. Generally

speaking, the effect of their intervention appears to have

been marginal, but in one critically important area, poor

relief, they were dramatically successful. The consequences

of this, however, were to show a divergence between their

political ideas and those of popular liberalism.

I discussed the academics' individualistic attitude to

poor relief in Chapter 6 (p.365). It followed from this

that they became, on the whole, enthusiastic supporters of

the Society for Organising Charitable Relief and Repressing

Mendicity - the Charity Organisation Society - when it was

1. See Chapter 6, p.366.
2. T.H. Green, George Rolleston and Thorold Rogers were active

in the Oxford Temperance Association (see Report of the
Association, No.6, 1874, p.5); Rolleston, according to the
D.N.B. 'wasted much energy in municipal polities', chiefly
to do with public health; Jowett devoted a great deal of
energy during his Vice-Chancellorship, 1882-1886, to muni¬
cipal reforms.

3. Henry Sidgwick, Mrs. Fawcett and James Stuart were among
those who founded a Reform Club with this purpose in
Cambridge in 1872. (See Cambridge Reform Club Essays,
1873.)

4. See Oxford School Board pamphlets in Bodleian.
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founded in 1869. The programme of the C.O.S. was the co¬

ordination of private alms-giving with the poor law to

eliminate the increasing tendency of the latter authority

to give out-door relief. The Society's historian, the late

Professor Mowat, wrote that this ideal of collaboration was

never achieved, but he was making use of evidence almost

wholly confined to the metropolitan area/ Had he studied

Oxford and Cambridge in the early 1880s he would have found

that in both university towns the ideal of the C.O.S. had

been realised. From 1878 at Oxford under the aegis of Arnold

Toynbee and from 1875 at Cambridge under Henry Sidgwick, the

poor relief system was reformed, outdoor relief curtailed,
2

and the workhouse test enforced.

The unique effectiveness of C.O.S. principles at the

university towns stemmed from the special representation

granted the universities on the local Boards of Guardians

after the reforms of the 1850s. At Oxford the University

Guardians accounted for thirteen members of the Incorporation
3

of thirty-five. The local C.O.S, members, mainly members of

the universities and Liberal voters, were able to build on

this base and capture the Boards when, from the 1870s on,

1. Charles Loch Mowat, The Charity Organisation Society (1961),
p.23. The one parish in which, according to Mowat, C.O.S.
ideals enjoyed a temporary triumph during the 1870s was St.
George's, Hanover Square, where the vicar was an Oxford
liberal, the Rev. W.H. Fremantle.

2. L.R. Phelps, The Administration of the Poor Law in Oxford
(1900), p.2; obituary of Henry Sidgwick in the Charity
Organisation Review (October 1900), p.256.

3. Phelps, op.cit., p.2; The Administration of Poor Relief
in the Oxford Incorporation (pamphlet of 1900 in Bodleian).
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they were supported by university householders.^ The decline

in collegiate income and the rise in the poor rate consequent

on the economic depression of the 1870s, may also have promp¬

ted greater university intervention. And to good effect. At

Oxford expenditure on out-relief fell from £2,500 in 1869 to

£1,100 in 1880 and £350 in 1900.2 Over the period 1879-1900

the inmates of the St. Aldate's workhouse rose a hundred per-

3
cent from 46 to 96 in any one week, and the poor rate

declined from 2s. 3d. (12p) to 8-§d. (4p) between 1870 and

1900.4

However, the application of liberal principles to poor

relief did not improve the health of party Liberalism at

Oxford or Cambridge. In 1885 the Liberals lost the Cambridge

seat, and Henry Sidgwick attributed this to working class

hostility caused by the Liberal Guardians® refusal of out-
5

door relxef. Later on at Oxford the same policy caused a

split between town and university Liberals.^

The academic liberals took their responsibilities as

Guardians seriously, and enforced the rigour of the poor law

not from any hostility to the working classes but because

1. I established this by comparing lists of Guardians from
the reports of the Oxford Incorporation and the Oxford
C.O.So with the poll-book for the 1878 election.

2. Phelps, op.cit., p.3.
3. History of the Oxford Incorporation of Guardians (1910),

p. 8.
4. Reports of the Oxford Incorporation, 1870-1910.
5. AoS. and E.M.S., Henry Sidqwick, p.430.
6. A Letter to Heads and Bursars of Colleges who elect

Guardians to the Oxford Union (1900); and Phelps, op.cit.
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they saw outdoor relief as a threat to the independence of

the individual and a distortion of the working of market

economics."^ Yet although the most active C.O.S. partisans,

Henry Sidgwick, Arnold Toynbee and Bernard Bosanquet were

more sympathetic to working class ideals than most of their

colleagues, and in fact increasingly questioned economic
2

orthodoxy, their activities distanced the academic community

from a working class whose response to the problem of poverty

was necessarily direct. For the workman unemployed through

no fault of his own, and his friends, the situation was seen

in an altogether different light; if the C.O.S. was 'the

enemy' in Beatrice Webb's London, how much more repellent
3

must its effective rule at Cambridge or Oxford have seemed.

The academics could have little confidence that the growing

working class movement would share their 'scientific'

approach to the alleviation of poverty; Henry Sidgwick

wrote in 1888 that ^

the increasing power which the growth of
democracy places in the hands of manual
labourers is not unlikely to be used in
the direction of diminishing the deterrent
character of our poor law administration.

1. See Chapter 6, p.365.
2. See, for instance, Henry Sidgwick, 'On the Economic

Exceptions to Laissez Faire' in Miscellaneous Essays and
Addresses; Alfred Milner, Arnold Toynbee (1890), pp.15-
16; Helen Bosanquet, Bernard Bosanquet (1924), pp.97-9.

3. For a socialist view of the C.O.S. see Beatrice Webb, My
Apprenticeship (Penguin ed., 1938), pp.221-34.

4. Sidgwick, preface to P.F. Aschrott, The English Poor Law
System (1888), p.viii.
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Three years earlier Sidgwick had remonstrated with his

brother-in-law, Arthur Balfour, about the Conservative leader¬

ship's support for the extension of the franchise to the

recipients of medical relief:^

I think this is the kind of question on which
Tories - and indeed any sensible ministry -

should yield reluctantly, and only the very
minimum they are forced to yield, if they
yield at all...Practical philanthropists are
against it. They have been trying hard for
fifteen years to teach the poor thrift, and
now the moral weight of the legislature is
to be thrown into the other scale,..Soon all

paupers out of the workhouse will be enfran¬
chised in the unseemly competition for pop¬
ularity.

If there was any one issue which prompted university liberals

to have grave doubts about the effect of democratic govern¬

ment on the laws of social progress, it was poor relief. In

1902 Dicey wrote to Bryce after re-reading Thomas Mackay's
2

History of the English Poor Law:

The reflections the book causes are mainly sad.
We were right in maintaining that there were
some tasks for which one needed a reformed or

democratic Parliament but most of us forgot
that there were tasks for which an unreformed
or middle-class parliament was much better
suited than a democratic parliament and carry¬
ing the reform of the Poor Law to its legiti¬
mate and logical results was one of them.

Yet Dicey, too, could state the deeper dilemma behind

the academics 9 attitudes; after reading a novel of George

3
Gissing m 1897 he wrote:

1. A.S. and E.M.S., Henry Sidqwick, pp.418-8.
2. Bryce MSS: Dicey - Bryce, September 30, 1902.
3. Dicey - Mrs. R.B. Litchfield, October 10, 1897, in Rait,

Albert Venn Dicey, p.142.
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I doubt whether those who have habitually
lived among well-to-do people and have only
slightly, if at all, felt the dread of
poverty can form an idea of what it means...
The conviction is forced upon me that I and
people like me do live in great luxury. By
luxury...I do not necessarily mean something
blameable. I use it as a word to express a
state of ease in money matters.

It's difficult not to see this same sense of guilt behind

the activities of men like Sidgwick and Toynbee. Beatrice

Webb characterised the C.O.S. as a middle class sect devoted

to terrorising working people:1 but it would be more correct

to see the university men as trapped between their devotion

to market economics and their political ideal of common

action with working people. For those involved in national

politics the conflict was muted by other common causes, like

foreign policy, but in the university towns the dilemma was

patent, and must have accelerated the disassociation of the

residents from national Liberal politics which became appar-

2
ent in 1886.

VIII

The difficulty of reconciling the 'scientific* with the

popular conception of government, demonstrated by the Liberal

ministry of 1868-74, drove many university liberals away from

active party politics. Noel Annan has written of Leslie
3

Stephen:

1. Beatrice Webb, op.cit., p.230.
2. See my Chapter 8, p.511.
3. Annan, Leslie Stephen, p.60.
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The Reform Bill of 1868, however, and the
legislation of Gladstone's first adminis¬
tration, sated his appetite. The crudity
of reformers repelled him; by 1874 he
found Fawcett's optimism unbearable. He
lost interest in politics because he saw
that the principles which he had applied
with such zeal in the 1860s, had degener¬
ated into formulae and that he lacked the

ability to give them meaning. Liberal
principles were merely pretexts for acting
in a convenient way...

In relation to Stephen's subsequent career, Annan's indict¬

ment is fair; John Morley wrote of him that:"*"

his interest paled and he saw nothing
useful and practical for him to do. His
philosophy did not harden him, as sensible
philosophy should, against the creaking
and slow grinding of political machinery.

However, I think Annan may have brought too far forward

Stephen's lapse from politics. While the failure of the

Liberal administration certainly provoked him to reconsider

his position, he didn't lose faith in liberalism, instead

he attempted to discover other options for the liberal

intellectual, when the directly political field was closed

to him.

In 1875 Stephen contributed two essays on politics to

Morley's Fortnightly Review. While 'Order and Progress' -

a review of Frederic Harrison's book - and 'The Use of

Political Machinery* both demonstrate his irritation with

the actuality of democratic politics they can also be taken

1. John Morley, Recollections, vol.i, p.121.
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as a call to liberal intellectuals to reconsider their own

role in society. In content they are a restatement of

Stephen's political analysis of the 1860s, with its attack

on Mill's theory of representative government, a qualified

endorsement of the Positivist ideal of the leadership of an

enlightened elite, and a call to intellectuals to answer

the question:"''

How can a rational authority be erected on
the shifting sands of modern democracy?

As I observed at the end of the last chapter, the

academics saw the 'occult and unacknowleged' conservative

forces in British society as a providential brake on precip¬

itate democratic change rather than a buffer stop. After

1874 the latter simile was uppermost in their minds, and the

essence of Stephen's essays is concerned with the problem:

what was wrong with radicalism, that made it so easy to

check? His analysis - the rejection of Mill's mechanistic
2

conception of politics - was preserved from the 1860s, but

to this was added two lessons. The second reform bill had

not been the product of appropriate political adaptation,

but of popular agitation combined with the once useful but
3

now 'distinctly perplexing* theory of the 'rights of man*.

This political reform by itself was not enough to weaken the
4

forces of conservatism: There had to be both a more satis-

1. Leslie Stephen, 'Order and Progress' in The Fortnightly
Review, vol.xvii (July 1875), p.828.

2. Ibid., p.824.
3. Ibid., p.823.
4. Ibid., p.826; see also Leslie Stephen, 'The Value of

Political Machinery* in The Fortnightly Review, vol.
xviii (December, 1875), p.839.
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factory explanation of the way

had to be conveyed to the mass

society functioned,

of the electorate:^
and this

For a solid reform therefore we must look to
the gradual infiltration of sound beliefs
through the whole social organism, which must
end by bearing the fruit of an intelligent
loyalty to trustworthy leaders. The change
must be inward before it can be outward; no
shuffling of the cards can make them all turn
up trumps; it is a new force that is required,
not a new machinery; and all constitution
mongering is thrown away till a new spirit has
been breathed into the dead bones.

Stephen's analysis predicated three main areas of con¬

cern for liberal intellectuals: the provision of educated

political leadership, the extension of political education,

and the necessity of enquiry into the nature of modern
2

society. He concluded:

Philosophic reasoners, freed from the
necessity of proposing immediate reforms,
may co-operate most usefully by stimulat¬
ing the growth of sounder opinion. With¬
out their aid the mechanical changes would
be mere waste of labour.

The concerns Stephen articulated were, I think, common

to many university liberals during the 1870s. Although he
3

himself was by 1875 deeply alienated from university life,

many of his contemporaries resident at Oxford or Cambridge

addressed themselves to this problem. In the sections that

1. 'Order and Progress', p.827.
2. Ibid., p.834.
3. Leslie Stephen - R.C, Jebb, May 12, 1875, quoted in Mary

Reed Bobbitt, With Dearest Love to All (I960), p.133.
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follow I want to concentrate on three ways in which university

men attempted the task of political education: the education

of the political leadership, the university extension move¬

ment and the enquiry into society. I am aware that each,

taken by itself, could sustain much more detailed treatment,

but in the context of the history of the liberal group a

brief account should prove adequate to demonstrate my main

argument, that the break-up of the liberal group itself

weakened the drive of each movement, or caused it to be

redirected to a different goal.

IX

The call for the universities to become seminaries for

the leadership of the new democracy was made frequently

enough during the 1860s, yet, as I have noted, it was not

really related to any specific proposals for university

reform until the tests crisis was over. By that time the

links which bound the resident to the politician and the

London journalist were breaking down, as each developed his

own life-style. So at this stage it could make sense to

consider the influence of individual teachers, as Melvin

Richter did in his study of T„H. Green, The Politics of

Conscience. However, I think it's possible to take a gen¬

eral view of the relationship between the teaching of poli¬

tics at the universities and national political leadership

by studying the reaction of their elders when the under¬

graduates of the seventies became the generation which

wielded political power in the Liberal ministry of 1906.
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The university liberals were not on the whole enthusias¬

tic about the younger university men who participated in

government after 1906: their ideas on social progress were

not sound; they were susceptible to external pressure; they

were attracted to politics by motives of financial gain."'"
This criticism was also extended to the heads of the civil

service. In 1916 Bryce wrote to G.O. Trevelyan of the death
2

of Kenelm Digby,

a fine specimen of a type of public servant
less adequately represented now than it was
in the generation of Lingen, Jenkyns, Welby,
Spencer Walpole, T.H. Farrer, Robert Herbert,
Louis Mallet, Pauncefote...

Much of this was, no doubt, the valetudinarian gloom of a

passing generation, but it was still a generation which

believed that the universities had an important role to

play in^

giving to men whose gifts fit them for leader¬
ship that power of distinguishing the essential
from the accidental and of being the master
instead of the servant of formulas which it is
the business of philosophy to form, and that
comprehension of what the Past has bequeathed
to us by which History helps us to envisage the
Present with a view to the Future.

The 1905 Liberal cabinet contained out of nineteen

4 5
members, erght Oxford and five Cambridge men. Melvin

1. See, for instance, Bryce MSS: Goldwin Smith - Bryce,
April 10, 1905 and February 6, 1908; Bryce - Dicey,
December,1910 and May 9, 1921; Dicey - Bryce, July 23,
1911; R.St.J. Parry, Henry Jackson (1926), p.203.

2. Bryce MSS: Bryce - G.O. Trevelyan, April 29, 1916.
3. James Bryce, Modern Democracies, vol.i, p.87.
4. Robert Reid (Lord Loreburn), H.H. Asquith, Sir Edward

Grey, Herbert Gladstone, Lord Tweedmouth, The Earl of
Elgin, John Morley, James Bryce.

5. Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman, The Earl of Crewe, Earl
Carrington, Augustine Birrell, Sydney Buxton.
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Richter has noted in The Politics of Conscience that four -

Reid, Asquith, Grey and Elgin - attended Balliol, but he

refrains from drawing from this any conclusions about T.H.

Green's influence on Liberal policy.1 This is wise because

with the exception of Morley, Bryce and Reid, who were of

the academic liberal generation of the 1860s, none of the

members of the cabinet appear to have been deeply influenced

by university liberalism. Grey and Tweedmouth left without
2

taking their degrees; Herbert Gladstone and Asquith hel-d

college posts, but the first subscribed to his father's
3

high-church religious views, and taught at Keble, while the

second, although a fellow of Balliol, believed himself influ-
4

enced neither by Jowett nor by Green. The university car¬

eers of the remainder were undistinguished."' Only Haldane,

the one minister who attended a university other than Oxford

or Cambridge, could claim to be deeply influenced by the

academic liberals of the 1860s, in his case by Green.^

What were the reasons for this lack of influence?

Partly they were educational, the result of changes in the

organisation of the universities and in the ideologies which

prevailed there. Partly they reflected changes in the Liberal

party itself.

l.Op.cit., pp.294-5.
2. Grey was sent down for 'incorrigible idleness* in 1884.

(See G.M. Trevelyan, Grey of Fallodon (1937, Longman's
cheap ed. of 1940), p.17); for Tweedmouth see D.N.B.
Supp.II.

3. See D.N.B. 1922-1930.

4. Roy Jenkins, Asquith (1964, Fontana ed. of 1967), pp. 21^.2.
5. See D.N.B.

6. R.B. Haldane, An Autobiography, pp.7, 214.
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For the first, academics who set themselves goals of

political education found it more difficult to maintain the

sort of contact with students they had had during the 1860s

and before. The transformation of the fellow of a college

from a discontented senior scholar into a professional teacher,

and the creation of a collegiate ethos, converted the relation¬

ships of fellow and scholar into those of master and pupil.

Institutions which united teachers and taught in a common

enquiry, like the Essay society and the Old Mortality, dis¬

appeared, in their place appeared specifically undergraduate

political and sporting organisations, which fostered under¬

graduate self-consciousness. In due course the undergrad¬

uates developed political enthusiasms and ideals which were

not shared by their seniors.

University reform in the 1870s was effectively a hands-

down win for collegiate instruction and the traditional

curriculum, yet the ideal of the university itself being the

teaching body and the modernisation of the curriculum appealed
2

to many of the university liberals of the 1860s. Besides,

getting a chair was until 1882 one of the few ways they could

stay on at Oxford or Cambridge and marry. Yet as college

instruction improved, the role of the professors declined in

relative importance. The position is dramatically exempli¬

fied by the contrast between Henry Jackson, from 1866 assist¬

ant tutor and Henry Sidgwick, from 1869 praelector in moral

1. See Rothblatt, The Revolution of the Dons, c.7, and my
Chapter 2, p.102.

2. See my Chapter 3, p.191.
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science at Trinity, Cambridge. Jackson, as Rothblatt points

out, was instrumental in reinvigorating Trinity, but despite

his political radicalism, he carried through his reforms in

the interest of college instruction and classical studies."'"
Sidgwick, who became Knight^bridge professor of moral phil¬
osophy in 1883, attempted to foster modern studies and was

a resolute supporter of university teaching, yet, at the

end of his Cambridge career, remained bitterly disappointed
2

with what had been achieved.

Ample illustration of this is provided by the results

of the 1880 Triposes. Of the sixty-one first classes awarded,

only one was in moral sciences, against thirty-three in math-
3

ematics and sixteen in classics. Four years later Alfred

Marshall attacked Sidgwick for his lack of success, contrast-
4

ing the 'handful of men' his Trinity lecture room,

bolting down what they regard as useful for
examination, with that of Green, in which a
hundred men, half of them B.A.s - ignoring
examinations - were wont to hang on the lips
of the man who was sincerely anxious to teach
them the truth about the universe and human
life.

Angrily, Sidgwick appended to his journal a quotation from

Walter Bagehot's essay on Arthur Hugh Clough which, he wrote,

"represents my relation to T.H.G. and his work*:"'

1. Rothblatt, op.cit., pp.215-6.
2. A.S. and E.M.S., Henry Sidqwick, p.511.
3. Cambridge University Calendar, 1881.

4. Sidgwick MSS: Journal-letter to J.A. Symonds, December
22-26, 1884.

5. Ibid.
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He saw what it is considered cynical to see -

the absurdities of many persons, the pompos¬
ities of many creeds, the splendid zeal with
which missionaries rush on to teach what they
do not know, the wonderful earnestness with
which most incomplete solutions of the uni¬
verse are thrust upon us as complete and
satisfying.

But this picture was out of date by the time of Green's

death. James Bryce, himself the occupant of a chair which,

despite his efforts, remained decorative,1 noted that, after

Green's election to Whyte's moral philosophy chair in 1878,
2

the influence he had enjoyed as a college tutor declined.

When Mrs. Humphry Ward's celebration of Oxford virtue,

Robert Elsmere, appeared in 1888, with its characterisation

of Green as the messianic Professor Grey, Sidgwick wrote

that it described the Oxford situation of his own generation,
3

not that of the present one.

Into this void came new political and intellectual

ideals, and new preachers. In 1869 Ruskin returned to

Oxford as Slade Professor of the Fine Arts. He had no

4
intention of confining his lectures to art criticism:

1. Fisher, James Bryce, vol.i, pp.132-5; Dicey, who made a
determined attempt to raise the level of Oxford legal
studies while Vinerian professor (1882-1909) confessed
himself, on his retirement, disappointed at their neg¬
lect. (Bryce MSS: Dicey - Bryce, January 16, 1910.)

2. James Bryce, Studies in Contemporary Biography, p.95.
3. Sidgwick MSS: Journal-letter to J.A. Symonds, August

6, 1888.
4. G.W. Kitchin, Ruskin in Oxford (1904), p.40.
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he set himself to teach and influence the lads.
At the close of his Modern Painters he had
written that "Competition and Anarchy are Laws
of Death; Government and Co-operation are Laws
of Life", and this was his text throughout.

Dean Kitchin, one of the few liberal dons who was sympathetic,

noted that "the graver world" of the seniors "was often angry"

with him."'" At best they saw him, in Leslie Stephen's words,
2

as:

...a man of genius, placed in a pillory to be
pelted by a thick-skinned mob,...urged by a
sense of his helplessness to utter the bitter¬
est taunts that he can invent.

At worst they saw him as the reactionary bigot who had sup¬

ported Governor Eyre, the perverse critic of political econ¬

omy, the sentimentalist who attacked the appointment of John

Burdon-Sanderson, "the virtual founder of the Oxford medical
3

school' on the grounds that he was a vivisector. Ruskin
. . 4

recognised their hostility:

During seven years I went on appealing to my
fellow-scholars, in words clear enough to
them, though not to you (the working men)
had they chosen to hear; but no-one cared
nor listened, till that sign sternly given
to me that my message to the learned and
rich was given and ended.

1. Op.cit., p.43.
2. 'Mr. Ruskin's Recent Writings' in Eraser's Magazine (June,

1874) quoted in E.T. Cook, The Life of John Ruskin (1911),
vol.ii, p.323. For a more sympathetic view, but one which
nevertheless comes to the same conclusion, see Frederic
Harrison, 'Fors Clavigera' in Realities and Ideals, pp.
364-8.

3. Goldwin Smith, Reminiscences, p.358; Stephen, op.cit.;
Kitchin, op.cit., p.49.

4. John Ruskin, Fors Claviqera, (1871-1884) No.CIV, p.362.
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But on many of the younger men Ruskin had an impact

comparable only to that of J.H. Newman two generations before.

H.W. Nevinson, who was at Christ Church between 1875 and 1879,

remembered:

how in that last course he so overwhelmed us

with solemn awe, that when he closed his book
no-one moved or spoke. We sat there abso¬
lutely silent. We no more thought of the
usual thunder of applause than we should have
thought of clapping an angel's song that makes
the heavens be mute.

Ruskin did not influence students towards specific doctrines

but, like Carlyle with the preceding generation, he produced
2

a general unsettlement of mind. Arnold Toynbee, J.A. Hobson

the economist, E„T. Cook the editor, Alfred Milner and

Michael Sadler the educationist, as well as Nevinson, were

all in varying degrees affected by his appeal 'to bring some-

3
where the conditions of fine art into existence*. But while

Carlyle*s assault on accepted values had coincided with the

flood-tide of utilitarian liberalism, Ruskin attacked while

Liberalism was on the ebb in national politics and while

industrial and agricultural depression and unrest were demon¬

strating its limitations. It is a tribute to party Liberal¬

ism's resilience at the universities that it incorporated

the social concern of the younger men. But they were not as

prepared to accept the 'scientific liberalism* of their

elders. What was 'inexplicable perversity' to Leslie Stephen

I. Cook, op.cit., p.176.
2. See Chapter 1, p.57.
3. For Toynbee, Cook and Milner see Cook, op.cit., p.187;

for Hobson see JcA„ Hobson, Confessions of an Economic
Heretic (1938), p.42; for Sadler see Michael Sadleir,
Sir Michael Sadler, A Memoir (1949), p.37.
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in Ruskin's economics was, for J..A, Hobson,

the basic thought for my subsequent economic
writings, viz., the necessity of going behind
the current monetary estimates of wealth, cost
and utility to reach the body of human benefits
and satisfactions which give them a real mean¬
ing.

Not surprisingly, he found organisations like the London

Ethical Society, dominated by Stephen and agnostic individ-
2

ualists of his generation,

committed so strongly to the stress upon
individual and progress as to make it the
enemy of that political and economic dem¬
ocracy which I was coming to regard as the
chief instrument of social progress and
gust ice.

The Ruskin episode did not imply an overall reinterpre-

tation of politics at the universities, although comparable

reactions against classical political economy occurred at
3

Cambridge in the 1870s and 1880s. Rather, it was evidence

that, when the pressures of the 1860s were taken off, a

wider range of political options became available to the

younger men. Differences of interpretation, submerged in

the 1860s for the sake of cooperation, surfaced in the next

decade. These affected university studies like philosophy

which, during the earlier period, had impinged closely on

politics, producing both greater ideological distinction

1. JoA. Hobson, loc. cit.
2. Ibid., p.50.
3. Alfred Marshall wrote that up until about 1879 he accepted

the forecasts of socialists about the future of society as
inevitable. (Marshall, Industry and Trade (1919), p.664;
see also Edward Carpenter, My Days and Dreams (1916), pp.
60-1. Henry Sidgwick noted in 1886 of a book by his nep¬
hew, A.C. Benson, that it lacked 8the prevailing social¬
istic enthusiasm' of the undergraduates. (A.S. and E.M.S.,
Henry Sidqwick, p.440.)
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between various schools of thought and also, within them, a

greater concern with research and scholarship as opposed to

political involvement. The battle between idealist and

utilitarian was joined. Henry Sidgwiclc's observations on

T.Ho Green reflect the degree to which such issues could

separate men whose similar predicament in the 1860s had led

to close cooperation."1" But, in the eyes of many of the

younger idealists, *Bethnal Green* himself was more philan-
2

thropic than professional.

Such institutional and ideological factors affected the

graduates of the universities. Those who went into politics

found a Liberal party which was itself changing in a way that

made their prospects of high office less certain. It was in

the early twentieth century, more than it had ever been

before, a coalition of disparate groups. Goldwin Smith com-

3
plained m 1909:

What policy can be consistently pursued by a
body calling itself a party but made up of
five sections - Liberals, Radicals, Labour
men, Socialists and Home Rulers? each section
striving to get its own special object by
playing on the balance.

Such groups had to be accommodated in the construction of

Liberal ministries and although, the Liberal Cabinets them¬

selves tended to be fairly traditional, with a majority of

1. For the unity of the two on the issue of free enquiry see
Sidgwick MSS: Green - Sidgwick, May 27, 1867 and December
28, 1868.

2. Lewis Farnell, the future Rector of Exeter, took this view
of Green and Caird, revered instead William Wallace, Cook
Wilson and F.H. Bradley, and revelled in the complexity
of Hegelian philosophy. (Farnell, An Oxonian Looks Back
(1934) , p. 44. ) '

3. Bryce MSS: Goldwin Smith - Bryce, August 13, 1909.
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Oxford and Cambridge graduates, the junior ministers were on

the whole men from nonconformist and provincial business

backgrounds/ Only eight out of the twenty-five in 1905 were

from the old universities. In this way one channel to high

office for young men from the universities was blocked.

Admittedly, given the changes in the party as a whole, the

predominance of Oxford and Cambridge men is a remarkable

achievement, but it was a social predominance, not the int¬

ellectual one that the liberals of the 1860s had hoped for.

And as a social phenomenon it was a hardy survivor from an

earlier era rather than a force for the future.

In some ways the Conservative government of 1905 showed

greater evidence of the academics4 efforts; Arthur Balfour,

the premier, was Sidgwick's pupil and brother-in-law, his

brother, Gerald, a fellow of Trinity and, according to James
2

Stuart, in his day an energetic academic reformer. The

Marquess of Lansdowne, Edmond Fitzmaurice *s twin brother,

was Jowett*s pupil, and Austen Chamberlain and H„0. Arnold-

Forster demonstrated the fulfilment, to some extent, of the

academics* desire to see the provincial political leadership

educating its sons at the old universities.

In Modern Democracies James Bryce regretted the passing

of vthe old "country gentlemen" who used to form more than

half the House of Commons, and from whom many brilliant

1. Details of ministries from David Butler and Jennie Freeman,
British Political Facts, 1900-1967 (1968).

2. James Stuart, Reminiscences, p.148.
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figures came.'1 This was not simply sentimentality: it was

an admission that the social structure of British politics

had changed in ways that he had not foreseen. He and his

colleagues had attacked this class in the 1860s, but they

were closer to it than to any other class. They then wanted

to 'incorporate® the nonconformists in such a way that their

relations with the universities were to be analogous to

those of the existing clientele. For the institutional and

political reasons I have detailed, this did not happen, and

the result was, again, a gradual alienation from political

life.

X

In the last chapter I observed that during the 1860s

university liberals did not produce detailed schemes for the

reform of higher education, but limited themselves to

declarations of the need to open the old universities to the

nation. I noted that this omission was an admission of the

intensely hierarchical and class-based provision of higher

education which contemporary reforms of secondary education

merely reinforced, and which conflicted with the democratic
2

identification of the academics. Nevertheless, the exten¬

sion of higher education was not a problem that could be

pigeon-holed, and the fate of the Liberal government made

more urgent the duty of imparting 'sound philosophy' to the

new democracy. The papers delivered by liberal academics to

1. James Bryce, Modern Democracies, vol.ii, p.367.
2. See Chapter 6, p.380.
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the Cambridge Reform Club in late 1872 and early 1873 are

largely concerned with the necessity of supplementing the

political participation of the ordinary voter with an intell¬

igent grasp of the laws of social development."'" Giving the

vote without giving such *primary political education* was,

according to John Fletcher Moulton, like teaching students

the properties of drugs by letting them loose in a labora-
2

tory. It was out of this sort of concern that the univer¬

sity extension movement of the 1870s, in which Cambridge

took a leading role, came into existence.

3
James Stuart, the orxginator of the Cambridge project,

defined the task of the extension movement as:

how we might afford assistance to the higher
education in great towns of those classes who
are inevitably debarred from residence at our
University.

The term itself had been current in the 1860s, when Oxford

appointed committees to report on University Extension, but

their mandate was the expansion of numbers at the existing

university by means of new colleges, halls of residence and
4

non-collegiate students. A committee under Goldwin Smith

did go further, and recommended affiliating institutions of

higher education like Owen's College, Manchester, but Smith*s

1. Cambridge Reform Club Papers, especially nos. 1-3.
2. Ibid., p.6.
3. Stuart, Reminiscences, p.171.
4. University Extension: Reports of the Sub-Committees (1867).
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sights were still fixed at a middle rather than a working

class clientele:^

Nobody would wish to throw cold water on any
efforts to assist poor men of merit; but it
must be borne in mind that the class now

knocking for admission to places of liberal
education are not objects of charity; they
are people well-to-do, though not rich enough
to afford the present expenses of Oxford life.

The attitude of the Oxford liberals to extension during the

1860s was also muted by their insistence that the 'previous

question' of the Tests be cleared up first. They suspected

that the clergy's enthusiasm for the education of needy
2

scholars stemmed from a desire for more ordinands, and their

suspicions were confirmed by the initiation of the Keble

College scheme in 1866 which provided, under an authoritar-
3

ian constitution, for cheaper board and instruction. The

liberals' reply to this was to allow men to live out of

college for part of their period of residence, and to matric-
4

ulate as 'non-collegiate' students. Balliol took the initia¬

tive in this, and T.H. Green was appointed in 1867 the first

warden of Balliol Hall; a year later the university accepted

the principle of students living in lodgings and of non-

collegiate students.^ But this simply meant that Oxford was

1. Goldwin Smith, 'The Oxford Reports on University Extension',
p.226.

2. W.R„ Ward, Victorian Oxford, p.263.
3. Mallet, A History of the University of Oxford, vol.iii,

pp.426-7.
4. Ward, op.cit., pp.267-268.
5. Ibid., p.269.
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now in the same situation as Cambridge, where student lodg¬

ings had long been allowed.^ Ultimately it became merely an

expedient to make the supply of university places match the

demand; granted this situation, little effective reduction
2

in cost was possible.

Moreover, especially at Oxford, there was tension

between the claims of university extension and endowment of

research. Balliol, the college most identified with the

extension movement of the late 1860s, and prepared to go

furthest along the lines suggested by Smith's committee,

was also the strongest proponent of teaching rather than
3

research at Oxford. These varrous currents and counter-

currents of opinion seem to have held Oxford's hand. At

Cambridge, however, an entirely different tradition of

university teaching, catering, initially, for a different

demand, created the components of the extension movement

proper which was, by 1889, to be examining 46,000 part-time
4

st udent s.

The first moves came as the result of efforts to secure

better education for middle class women. Anne Jemima Clough,

sister of the poet, founded in 1867 the North of England

1. ibid., p.267.
2. Costs at Keble were computed at £80 p.a.; in 1900 the

minimum cost of a year's residence was £100 p.a. In the
same year Ruskin Hall was set up; its costs were £52 p.a.
(Mallet, op.cit., pp.430, 473, 479.)

3. Ward, op.cit., p.285.
4. Oxford established an extension delegacy in 1878, but it

was only effective after 1885; in 1875 both universities
combined with London to launch, under Goschen's presidency,
the London Society for the Extension of University Teach¬
ing. (R„D. Roberts, Eighteen Years of University
Extension (1891), pp.1, 97-103. )
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Council for Promoting the Higher Education of Women in

Liverpool. This received the support of James Bryce, T0H.

Green, Henry Sidgwick, Charles Pearson and James Stuart, who

elaborated the courses by introducing examinations, 'sylla¬

buses® (abstracts of lectures, not programmes) and lists of

prescribed reading."^ Stuart also started to lecture to work-
2

men at Crewe and to cooperators at Rochdale and with Sidgwick

in 1871 formally approached the Cambridge Senate with memor¬

ials from the Rochdale Pioneers, the Crewe Mechanics® Insti¬

tute and the Corporation of Leeds which asked for the lectures
3

and associated activities to be made official. A Syndicate

was authorised to enquire into the proposal, with Stuart as

secretary, and after its favourable report official courses

began in Nottingham, Leicester and Derby in the autumn of
4

1873.

Stuart, in 1867 a twenty-four year old fellow of Trinity,

was the son of a linen manufacturer in Fife."' He had atten¬

ded St. Andrews, and was there impressed with the democratic

1. M.E. Sadler and H.J. Mackinder, University Extension, Past,
Present and Future (1891), p.18; Stuart, Reminiscences,
p.162.

2. Ibid., p.166. Stuart owed his introduction to the Rochdale
Pioneers to A.O. Rutson, who had been associated with them
through Mrs. Josephine Butler's various campaigns for women's
rights.

3. Ibid., pp.170-1; see also A.S. and E.M.S., Henry Sidqwick,
p.271: ®I am considering a scheme for educating the whole
country, at least as far as it is willing to be educated,
and has left school.®

4. Ibid., p.173.
5. James Stuart, Reminiscences, p.57. Despite his distinguished

Cambridge career as Professor of Mechanism, 1875-1889, and
subsequent political career as a Liberal M.P. and Privy
Counsellor, he lacks a notice in the D.N.B.
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intake of the Scottish universities. Many of his fellow-

students were the sons of artisans or small farmers, who

would do manual labour through the summer vacation, to sus¬

tain themselves during term in lodgings, at a cost of under

£10 a session. Moreover, many of them came, not from second¬

ary schools, but from village schools where, in the hope of

his pupils gaining a bursary to the university, the school¬

master would also teach elementary Latin and Mathematics.^
The Scottish experience seemed to indicate that a link could

be created between the products of the elementary school and

the university which by-passed the social gradations imposed

by the secondary school system, an educational parallel to

the link liberal academics advocated in politics.

Stuart and the other supporters of the new mode of

extension did not want a wholesale reconstruction of the old

universities on the ascetic Scots model - although a trans¬

formation as drastic was suggested by Pattison in his
2

Suggestions on Academical Organisation. But they hoped that,

by decentralising teaching, Oxford and Cambridge would grad¬

ually become institutions for research and postgraduate

studies. In this way extension would come peacefully to
3

coexist with the endowment of research.

1. Ibid., pp.132-3. The ratio of university students per head
of population in Scotland 1875-1900 was 1:1000 compared
with 1:2600 in Germany and 1:5800 in England; of the 882
students in the first year of the Arts course at the four
Scottish universities in session 1866-67 20% were sons of
artisans and labourers, and over 20% came from parochial
schools. (Newman A. Wade, Post-Primary Education in the
Primary Schools of Scotland (1939), pp.25-33.

2. Pattison, op.cit., pp.160, 326.
3. Sadler and Mackinder, op.cit., p.74.
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The social groups the Extension movement wished to cater

for were defined by the Cambridge memorialists as:^

1. Ladies and persons at leisure during the day
2. Young men of the middle classes, clerks, and

others engaged in business who have only the
evenings at their disposal

3. Artisans

It was assumed that the first two would prove relatively

easy to cope with, and the third would present more problems.

Nevertheless, in the eyes of the liberals, the third was the

most important. In the earliest treatment of the movement,

written by R„G. Moulton, Fletcher Moulton's brother, in

1885, six pages are devoted to the problems of attracting
2

artisan students, as opposed to two for other groups.

Progress here was initially slow, not only among artisans

but among potential students from ,middle class* occupations.

But there were indications that a demand existed and could

be developed. It must have been especially gratifying to

the organisers to see Sheffield steel-workers, who only six

years before had been linked in the public mind with 'trade

outrages', paying for their apprentices to attend classes

in political economy.^

The cost of running a course of twelve lectures and

associated classes was high, and was expected to be met out

of revenue. Stuart realised that this would militate against

1. Roberts, op.cit., p. 12.
2. R.G. Moulton, The University Extension Movement (1885),

pp.15-21.
3. Roberts, op.cit., p.17.
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artisan involvement so he advocated a form of cross-subsidy:

local societies would charge what the market would bear for

afternoon lectures, chiefly to well-off ladies, and use the

profits thus gained to lower the fees for evening lectures/
Ingenious though this was, it soon ran into difficulties. A

fee of 6s. Od. (30p) a course was still a difficult lump sum

for an artisan to meet out of a weekly wage of not much over

£1, and it meant that local organisation was in the hands of

middle class people with whom artisans were reluctant to

associate, and whose desires were often for courses which had
2

little relevance for a working class audience. It was only

when control of the classes was put in the hands of 'artisan

committees' that recruiting among working people was effec-
3 ...

tive. This characterased what the Cambridge extensiomsts

claimed as their greatest success, the spread of interest

in higher education among the pitmen of Northumberland and

Durham after 1879. By 1881 lectures were being given in

five centres to 1300 pitmen, in English History, Geology,

Mining, Chemistry, Physiology, Physical Geography and English
4

Literature.

The pitmen's courses grew throughout the early eighties.

This was the heyday of 'conciliation' between masters and

men on the coalfield, associated with Thomas Burt's leader¬

ship of the miners, his election to parliament as Liberal

1. Roberts, op.cit., p.13.
2. Ibid., p.26. Roberts calculated that an acceptable fee

for a working man was Is. 6d. (7-|p).
3. Ibid., p.55.
4. Ibid., p.22.
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member for Morpeth in 1880, and the agreement to relate wages

to coal prices by the 'sliding scale*. Between 1883 and

1886 the extensionists attempted to get the union to take the

project under its wing, and employed arguments which derived
2

from this favourable situation:

Should the Trades Unionists decide to support
the lectures from their funds the scheme will
become a national system of education... Trade
organisations have secured the settlement of
trade disputes by conciliatory methods. The
energy that used to be spent in industrial
quarrels is now free to be spent in educational
work. The elementary schools and Science and
Art classes are preparing the way for higher
education. If the Universities do not supply
sound education some other kind will be sup¬
plied from another source.

This was, in fact, a development of a scheme adumbrated by

Stuart to the Cooperative Congress in 1879, for a

'Cooperative University* to be financed by diverting a

3
proportion of societies* profits from the dividend.

The appeal to the unions was critical: the pitmen's

courses were uneconomic, and were subsidised by the univers¬

ity to the tune of £300 a year. The university sustained

this until 1885, and then withdrew the subsidy. Although

sympathetic dons collected £150, the pitmen*s courses were

already declining when in 1887 the Northern coalfield was

1. Geoffrey Best, Bishop Westcott and the Miners (1966),
pp . 8-15 .

2. Roberts, op.cit., p.60.
3. Ibid., p.75; Stuart, Reminiscences, p.166.
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riven by a strike which lasted four months.1 The effect was

disastrous. Although the number of students increased

nationally, such penetration of a working class community

was not achieved for two decades. When Ruskin Hall was

founded in Oxford in 1900, its magazine, Young Oxford, con¬

demned the extension classes of both universities as genteel
2

recreation for middle class ladies. Edward Carpenter,

Leslie Stephen's successor as Goodbehere Fellow of Trinity

Hall, who organised Cambridge extension classes at Leeds,

Nottingham and Sheffield between 1873 and 1880, found that

this was, by and large, the case even in the early days.

His students were 'mainly of the "young lady" class* with
3

'a very small sprinkling of manual workers.®

It would be wrong to see the University Extension move¬

ment as running into the sands of gentility. One reason for

its irregular contact with the larger provincial towns was

the fact that the years 1871-1884 saw the founding of eleven
4

higher education institutions throughout the country# Stuart

claimed that the colleges at Nottingham and Sheffield were the

1. Roberts, op.cit., p.65. Stuart attempted to get Trinity
to allocate fellowships to extension lecturers, but
failed. Trinity also refused to allow extension lectur¬
ers to retain their fellowships. (Stuart, Reminiscences,
p.174. )

2. Young Oxford, vol.ii (December 1901), p.458.
3. Carpenter, My Days and Dreams, p.81. This was also evi¬

dent to the economic historian William Cunningham, at that
time a Liberal, who taught at Liverpool (Audrey Cunningham,
William Cunningham, Teacher and Priest (1950), p.31.

4. Roberts, op.cit., p.99.
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direct result of the extension classes/ Certainly the

movement drew to the provinces many young dons like Michael

Sadler and Halford Mackinder who were subsequently to make
2

their careers in the new institutions. Partly this was the

result of internal developments at the old universities.

Matriculations had doubled since 1860. (They levelled off

in the early 1880s as the agricultural depression began to
3

make itself felt in college revenues.) The first gener¬

ation of lay, professional academics were in post with lengthy

careers ahead of them. The cash did not exist to fund further

posts at Oxford and Cambridge, so the younger men had there-
4

fore little alternative but to get out. The extension move¬

ment provided a channel by which the old universities were

able to service the new.

The provincial colleges came to cater for the vocational

and professional studies of middle class students, the

extension classes for middle class women. In the process,

however, the goal of working class education was lost sight

of. Considering that the £300 a year necessary to keep the

pitmen,s courses going amounted to one thousandth of the

annual revenue of the Cambridge colleges in 1886 (the

1. Stuart, Reminiscences, p.174.
2. Sadler was Professor of Education at Manchester, 1903-1911.

Mackinder was Principal of Reading College and later
Director of the London -School of Economics, whose first
Director, W.A.S. Hewins, was also an Oxford extension
lecturer.

3. See Appendix 4.
4. Mallet, The University of Oxford, vol.iii, p.469.
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smallest college, Magdalene, had an income of £4,929),"^ the

scorn which radicals like William Morris and Thomas Hardy,

who had had close relations with academic liberals, directed
2

at the universities in News from Nowhere (1890) and Jude
3

the Obscure (1895), is understandable.

To Stuart, Sidgwick, and many of the younger men, who

recognised that the extension movement could affect both

national politics and the character of the universities, its

fate was bound up with the increasing polarisation of the
4

positions of university and mass society. Other liberals,

like Lewis Campbell and Henry Jackson, were indifferent.^
Such divergences, in their turn, reflected changes in the

nature of university studies which, in some ways, distanced

the universities yet further. I want to conclude by examin¬

ing these.

XI

But perhaps the most serious condemnation of the univers¬

ity liberals that can be made is that they failed to develop

their group-consciousness and political experience into an

interpretation of their role in society, and, through this,

1. Statistics taken from Whitaker's Almanac, 1886.

2. Quoted in Asa Briggs (ed.), William Morris, Selected
Writings and Designs (1962), p.243.

3. Op.cit. (St. Martin's Library Ed., 1957), pp.125-7;
After his rebuff by the Master of Biblioll College, Jude
Fawley chalks on the College wall 81 have understanding
as well as you; I am not inferior to you: you, who
knoweth not such things as these?' - Job xii.3.

4. Stuart, Reminiscences, p.166; A.S. and E.M.S., Henry
Sidqwick, p.380.

5. Lewis Campbell, Nationalization, p.270; R. St. John
Parry, Henry Jackson, p.88.
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of the nature of society itself. A recent Marxist attack on

Britain's alienation from the European sociological tradition,

Perry Anderson's 'Components of the National Culture', sees

a nascent enquiry into the totality of British society at the

mid-century aborted by the desire of the bourgeoisie to merge

with rather than overthrow the landed aristocracy.^ The safe

and domesticated university intellectuals, personified by

'the grey and ponderous figure of Henry Sidgwick (brother in
2

law, needless to say, of Prime Minister Balfour)' connived

at the wilful neglect in Britain of classical sociology 'the

great intellectual achievement of the European bourgeoisie

at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the
3

twentieth centuries.'

Anderson's charges, and those of other contemporary
4

commentators, are, at the level of work actually produced,

valid. Although the university liberals of the 1860s wrote

much on contemporary society and its problems, and although

the old universities produced monuments of liberal historical

scholarship like the Oxford English Dictionary (1884-1921),

the Cambridge Modern History (1901-1912) and (substantially)

the Dictionary of National Biography (1886-1901), neither

Oxford nor Cambridge played any substanial role as centres

1. Perry Anderson, op.cit., in Alexander Cockburn, ed.,
Student Power (1969), p.226,

2. Ibid., p.228.
3. Ibid., p.219.
4. See also Noel Annan, 'The Curious Strength of Positivism

in English Political Thought', and Gareth Stedman Jones,
'The Pathology of English History' in New Left Review,
No.46, November - December, 1967.
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of enquiry into the nature of modern society and its culture

until the twentieth century. That task was left to foreign

scholars - Ostrogorski, Lowell, Halevy, Mantoux^ - and the

products of other traditions of education within Britain -

2
Charles Booth, the Webbs, Graham Wallas and Patrick Geddes.

University men did make pioneering contributions to political

studies, social and economic history, like James Bryce's

The American Commonwealth, A.V. Dicey's Law and Opinion, and

Thorold Rogers* History of Agriculture and Prices in England,

but these were individual tours de force, admittedly compar¬

able with the achievements of 'lay® scholars, but owing little

to the sort of coordinated enquiry to be expected in a

university situation.

However I feel that Anderson's attribution of the

universities1 failure to an academic desire for accommodation

with the political establishment overestimates the academics'

1. Mosei Ostrogorski, Democracy and the Organisation of
Political Parties (2 vols., 1902).
A. Lawrence Lowell, The Government of England (2 vols.,
1908).
Elie Halevy, La Formation du Radicalisme Philosophique
(3 vols., 1901-1904); Histoire du Peuple Anglais au
XIXe Siecle (5 vols., 1912-1932).
Paul Mantoux, La Revolution Industrielle au XVIIIe Siecle
(1906). " " " "

2. Charles Booth, Life and Labour of the People in London
(17 vols., 1892-1903).
Sidney and Beatrice Webb, The History of Trade
Unionism (1894); English Local Government from the
Revolution to the Municipal Corporations Act (8 vols.,
1906-1929).
Graham Wallas, Human Nature in Politics (1908).
Patrick Geddes, City Development (1904); Cities in
Evolution (1915).
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freedom to make such a choice. And to select Henry Sidgwick

as an archetype of academic capitulation demonstrates a lack

of understanding of the relationship between the university

liberals and the structure of the universities, as Sidgwick

personified not blind acceptance of an allotted role but

the attempt to establish such an enquiry at the universities

and its failure.

In the late 1860s Sidgwick, prompted by his own crisis

of conscience over the tenure of his fellowship, began what

he intended as an enquiry into the social context of moral

judgements. He concluded, on reading Aristotle, that:1

what he gave us was the Common Sense Morality
of Greece, reduced to consistency by careful
comparison: given not as something external
to him but as what "we" - he and others -

think, ascertained by reflection...Might I
not imitate this: do the same for our moral¬

ity here and now, in the same manner of
impartial reflection on current opinion?

At the same time, from a different philosophic standpoint

but with a rather similar programme in view, T.H. Green

began an examination of the accepted social morality in his
2

essay on Popular Philosophy and its Relation to Life.

However, Sidgwick's Methods of Ethics indicated only tenta¬

tive modifications to his acquired utilitarianism, and Green

deflected his attack on the society which had 'taken sides

with wilfulness' in 'the great struggle with social right'

1. Sidgwick MSS: 'Professor Sidgwick's Account of the
Development of his Ethical View', pp.10-11.

2. R.L. Nettleship, 'Memoir of T.H„ Green', p.xliv.
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across the Atlantic to engage with the 'philosophy based on

feeling' which he believed had led it there."'" Both enquiries

were ultimately contained within the orthodox framework of

philosophical debate. But the circumstances under which

they originated, and the fact that other reform-minded aca¬

demics were during the 1860s contemplating extended studies

of contemporary society - Leslie Stephen, James Bryce and

A.0„ Rutson all intended to write treatments of democratic

2
government - leads me to believe that, given favourable

circumstances, an attempt at a general social enquiry might

have emerged at the universities.

By citing these examples, however, I don't want to imply

that such an inquiry was then in any sense general or co¬

ordinated. In fact, the opposite was really the case. The

1860s were sanguine years when, as I hope I have shown, the

academics believed that a democratic society could be

instructed in 'sound doctrines' by participation in politics.

Their own role, as political teachers, was essentially one

3
of involvement. Even when this prospect had receded, by

1874, the necessity of inquiry into society was implied

rather than stated. In Leslie Stephen's 'Order and Progress'

essay of 1875 the description of 'the power of the governing
4

classes' whrch

1. Op.cit. (1868), p.117, and Richter, The Politics of
Conscience, p.175.

2. For Stephen see Maitland, Leslie Stephen, p.171; for
Bryce see Fisher, James Bryce, vol.i, p.226; for Rutson
see Houghton MSS: Rutson - Lord Houghton, January 9, 1876.

3. See my Chapter 6, p.383.

4. Op.cit., p.832.
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does not depend on the political machinery
alone, or principally, but upon a whole
series of social, intellectual and moral
conditions, upon prejudices deeply rooted
in the mind of the nation, upon the dis¬
tribution of wealth and education, and a
thousand complicating causes.

predicates the necessity of a sophisticated social enquiry.

Yet the insistence throughout the essay that a stock of

•sound philosophy8 already exists, which has only to be
1

communicated to the democracy, vitiates this appeal. The

academics8 religious attachment to the ideal of a democracy

instructed through a simple political code here conflicted

with their growing awareness that any 'sound philosophy8

for a democratic society could only be gained through an

analysis of its institutions which would necessarily be

protracted and complex.

•Until 1875 I was fighting man rather than administrator8
2

recollected Henry Jackson. During the 1860s liberal academ¬

ics thought of the universities as battlegrounds and of their

crisis as an analogue of the national political position.

Constructive proposals for reform came late, and divided in
3

opinion those who had been united on the Tests issue, yet

drastic reform of teaching and studies was essential if

the universities were to interpret as well as instruct the

nation. Earlier in this chapter I noted the fate of the

professoriate whose position the reforms of the 1870s was

1. Ibid., p.834.
2. R. St. John Parry, Henry Jackson, p.19.
3. See my Chapter 3, p.192.
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supposed to enhance, and the continuing primacy of the

traditional curriculum."'" For instance at Balliol, in 1878

the most radical politically of the Oxford colleges, seven

out of the ten fellows were classicists and Jowett demon¬

strated by his treatment of T.H. Green and A.C. Bradley, who

wanted respectively to advance philosophy and English liter¬

ature as alternative options to the traditional Greats, that
2

he was determined to maintain this position.

The contributors to Essays on a Liberal Education in

1867 made the dethronement of classics a central issue.

Henry Sidgwick, in his essay on 'The Theory of Classical

Education1, gave his subject no quarter. The essay is a

brilliant statement of the case for wholesale reform,

tracing J.R. Seeley's complaint in his 'Liberal Education

in Universities' in the same volume, of the shallow, unspec-

ialised and over-competitive orientation of Cambridge teach-
3 .

ing back to its source in the 'unmeaning linguistic exer-

4
cises ' of a classical public school education. While

confining himself to secondary education, Sidgwick agreed

with Seeley that its end ought to be to fit the student to

5
study philosophy, conceived in very broad terms as

1. See p.452.
2. Richter, op.cit., pp.148-57.
3. Op.cit., p.164.
4. Ibid., p.129.
5. Ibid., pp.140, 170.
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the sustained effort to frame a complete
and reasoned synthesis of the facts of
the universe.

The claims of a classical education both to exercise the

cognitive faculties and to impart literary discrimination

were both dismissed; for the first Sidgwick proposed natural

science, 'the completest instrument of thought in the world' /
2

and for the second modern European literature:

The branch of this study which seems to have
the greatest utility, if the space we allot
to it is limited, is surely that which explains
to us (as far as is possible) the intellectual
life of our own age; which teaches us the
antecedents of the ideas and feelings among
which, and in which, we shall live and move.

Sidgwick's proposed reforms were limited to preliminary

measures, yet they merely served to emphasise the inhibiting

dimensions of the task of renovating the higher education

curriculum. Classics (mixed with ever greater devotion to

games) remained dominant at the public schools for the rest
3

of the century. Although the 'modern side' developed from

the despised activities of 'extra masters' and 'army classes'

it was virtually restricted to boys who did not intend to
4

proceed to university; the survival of 'compulsory Greek'
5

at both Oxford and Cambridge ensured this. Seen from this

1. Op.cit., p.123.
2. Ibid., p.103.
3. T.W. Bamford, The Rise of the Public Schools (1967), p.63.
4. Ibid., pp.63, 116-9.
5. Ward, Victorian Oxford, pp.288-9; for Cambridge see A.S.

and E.M.S., Henry Sidqwick, p.511.
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perspective, therefore, the frustration experienced by the

new professoriate appears understandable.

New disciplines required staff, students, scholarships,

library facilities, periodicals. The endowment of chairs

could not by itself create these conditions, and on the

whole the experience of their occupants showed that, without

a major reform of university teaching, it was never likely

to. Until the end of the century this was especially true

of disciplines like history, philosophy and economics, whose

secure establishment was a necessary preliminary to any sus¬

tained social enquiry. If Green's struggle with Jowett high¬

lighted philosophy's problems, then Thorold Rogers* expulsion

from his Oxford chair in 1868 by clerical conservatives,1 and

the veto by the Cambridge Senate on Henry Yates Thompson's
2

project for a University Lectureship in American history,

showed that the other disciplines, too, had to struggle to

establish themselves. The position did not greatly improve

with the dying away of direct clerical antagonism. William

Stubbs, than whom no more orthodox Churchman could be found,

could make little of his position as head of the Oxford his¬

tory department, neither could his friend and successor

3
Freeman, while at Cambridge Seeley's broad historical

curriculum, which included political theory and economics,

was not backed up with sufficient research work - least of

all by the professor himself - to make it anything other than
a rather uninspiring didactic exercise for the dimmer under-

4
graduates.

1. D.N oB. Supp. I.
2. R. St. John Parry, Henry Jackson, p.81.
3. Bryce, Studies in Contemporary Biography, pp.287-90.
4. Audrey Cunningham, William Cunningham, pp.67-8.
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Progress in 'modernisation' seems to have been most

dramatic where marginal factors - a student body distinct

from the ordinary undergraduates, a close connection with

an external profession or pressure group - were brought to

bear on the university situation. Cunningham and Toynbee,

along with Thorold Rogers (who was also Tooke Professor at

King's College London, 1859-1891) the pioneers of the study

of economic history, lectured respectively to extension

students and Indian civilians.1 With Dicey, Anson and

Holland at Oxford, and Maine, Maitland and Kenny at Cambridge,

legal studies - a field in which teaching did not necessarily

affect research - thrived on the continuance of the London

connection, now 'professionalised' and shorn of the insecur-
2

ities of the 1860s. And in the natural sciences, prompted

by German example, the universities proved receptive to the
3

energetic external agitation of men like Huxley and Playfair.

But in the humanities and the nascent social sciences

the pressure for modernisation was only as strong as the

individuals who were prepared to work, and sometimes to pay,

for it. Henry Sidgwick spent the early 1880s attempting to

enlarge the Cambridge professoriate, but the encroachments

on the authority of the colleges this implied provoked the

1. Audrey Cunningham, op.cit., p.31.
2. Alan Harding, A Social History of English Law, p.349.
3. See George Haines IV, 'German Influence upon Victorian

Science Education* in Victorian Studies, vol.i (1956),
p.229; and Cyril Bibby, 'Thomas Henry Huxley and
University Development', pp.100-4.
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opposition of former allies like Henry Jackson, and the project

was lost . In 1884 he took the initiative himself and fin¬

anced the University Readership in English Law which brought
2

Maitland back from his conveyancer's desk in London.

Maitland's Cambridge career was to be a triumph for histor¬

ical research, and what could be construed as the disassocia-

tion of research from contemporary concerns, but in a letter

of the same year Sidgwick treated such an ideal with bitter
3

x rony:

I believe that the movement for the English
school at Athens is still going on. I fear,
however, that it will take years to collect
the money they want and I do not think that
it is very easy just now to collect money
for this kind of object. One is apt to judge
the world from the part of it one sees: but
the impression produced on me is that it is
in a rather sternly philanthropic frame of
mind, rather socialistic, rather inclined to
find culture frivolous, and to busy itself
with poverty in the East End of London. How¬
ever, research must go on, though a third of
the families of London live in one room.

Here Sidgwick lighted on the paradox of late nineteenth

century university reform; that moves to endow research and

make study more 'scientific' could actually reinforce the

existing curriculum and make for even less relevance to any

inquiry into modern society. In 1870 both the 'school-

keeping' of Jowett and the 'scholarship' of Pattison were

in a sense concerned with the contemporary world, with

1. Jackson MSS: 'Memoranda on Henry Sidgwick', p.9.
2. Ibid., p.13.
3. Henry Sidgwick - H0G. Dakyns, February 27, 1884, in A.S.

and E.M.S., Henry Sidqwick, p.380.
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governing it, with understanding it. John Sparrow has lately

reopened the controversy between them, and stressed Pattison's

devotion to an abstract and uninvolved scholarship.'1" Yet

Pattison's own testimony seems to suggest that his research

was governed by his intellectual situation. His great work

on Scaliger was to be a study of the tension between the
2

claims of the individual reason and social authority. The

seventeenth century philologer under threat from the Jesuits

was, in a sense, a projection of the nineteenth century aca¬

demic liberal under threat from the Church. To younger sup¬

porters of *the endowment of research4, however, like Ingram

Bywater, Henry Nettleship, Lewis Farnell and Henry Pelham,

who had been through the 'Greats ® school and had settled for

a career teaching classics at the university, classical
3

research had not those connotations. It was to be undertaken

for itself, not for any didactic purposes, not to illuminate

a contemporary cultural situation.

Much the same sort of progression became apparent in

historical studies. Sheldon Rothblatt quotes Maitland*s

reluctance to provide moral messages for the 'muchedumbre'

as evidence of an aloofness from public involvement unthink-
4

able in the 1860s. A later generation of medievalists came

1. John Sparrow, Mark Pattison and the Idea of a University
(1967), p.139.

2. Mark Pattison, Memoirs, p.320.
3. See D.N.B. entries on above, and Farnell, An Oxonian Looks

Back, pp.103-9.
4. Rothblatt, The Revolution of the Dons, p.176.
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to venerate him as the personification of pure research. Yet

Maitland was a sincere legal reformer and his interest in

legal history stemmed naturally from this.1 His brother-in-
2

law, HoA.L. Fisher, wrote that to him,

Law was the product of human life, the expression
of human needs, the declaration of the social
will; and so a rational view of law would be
won only from some height whence it would be pos¬
sible to survey the great historic prospect which
stretches from the Twelve Tables and the Leges
Barbarorum to the German Civil Code and the judge¬
ments reported in the morning newspaper.

The editor of Maitland*s letters, Mr. C.H.S. Fifoot, has

commented that Maitland's incursions into the past were on

3
occasion prompted by contemporary issues. He sees this as

a relic of three influences which balefully affected legal

history in the nineteenth century: the drive to pronounce

ethical judgements, to come to terms with theories of evo-

4
lution, and to instruct society. Yet I think it can be

argued that it was because Maitland was conscious of thses

contemporary concerns, and respected them if he did not sub¬

mit to them, that his work has been of seminal importance to

the study of social history. Mr. Fifoot does not improve

his case for the study of legal history divorced from such

concerns by attacking Karl Marx as another mid-nineteenth

century dogmatist (further, politically an unpresentable

one).5 Marx's enquiry at least had a structure which

1. HoA.L. Fisher, Frederic William Maitland (1910), p.20.
2. Ibid., p.19.
3. C.H.S. Fifoot, Law and History in the Nineteenth Century

(1956), p.18. "'
4. Ibid., p.8.
5. Ibid., p.12.
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allocated importance to particular areas of historical

activity. To discard such a structure, which Maitland him¬

self did not do, but which many who called themselves his

disciples did, was ultimately to make the activity of the

historian subordinate to the research predelictions of his

colleagues and the apparent availability of historical

material. Profession and material managed the historian,

instead of the other way about. Arguments like 'X has done

a book on Henry IV and Y one on the Wars of the Roses, so

someone had better do something on Henry V" and !No-one has

done anything yet with the Z papers®, were the inevitable

outcome of the waning of the mid-century concerns and the

failure to replace them with an adequate framework of enquiry.

The penalties of this were demonstrated by the great

project of the Victoria History of the Counties of England,

commenced in 1899 with prestigious advisory committees which

included Acton., Pollock and Maitland. The precedent existed

in the two Statistical Accounts of Scotland - parish by par¬

ish studies of the natural and civil history, society and

economy of the country, originated by Sir John Sinclair in

the 1790s and repeated in the 1830s - for a sophisticated

enquiry into the effect of the social and economic changes

of the last century. Since its take-over by the Institute
1933

of Historical Research in/the Victoria History has done this,

with great success, which only emphasises the antiquarianism

1. Victoria History of the Counties of England: General
Introduction (1970), pp.2-3.
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of the earlier volumes, with their concentration on medieval

landholding and religious history. 'The object of history',

James Bryce had written in the first number of the English

Historical Review in 1886, 'is to discover and set forth

facts.'1 The Victoria History demonstrated that this object

was conditioned by the nature and aims of professional hist¬

orians, and that these had drifted far, in practice, from the

enquiry into the nature of modern society Bryce and his col¬

leagues had wished to see.

Such an enquiry figured in the objects of the British

Academy, established in 1902 largely through the agency of
2

Bryce and Sidgwick. The first forty-eight Fellows perfectly
3

represented the academic liberalism of the 1860s and 1870s.

Thirty-seven came from Oxford and Cambridge, and at least

thirty-four had been Liberals before 1886 (although seventeen

of these had subsequently become Unionists in 1886). I can

4
only identify four pre-1886 Conservatives. Their aim was

the encouragement and co-ordination of enquiries into those

aspects of the arts and social sciences which could be stud¬

ied 'scientifically'. The Academy had four sections - hist¬

ory and archaeology, philology, philosophy, Jurisprudence and

economics. In his inaugural address its first President,

1. Unsigned prefatory note in vol.i, p.4.
2. Bryce MSS: Bryce - Henry Sidgwick, February 5 and 8,

1900; A.S. and E.M.S., Henry Sidqwick, p.581. Sidgwick
died before the Academy received its Charter.

3. List in Proceedings of the British Academy, vol.i (1903-
1904).

4. For the sources used to determine this, see my Chapter 8,
p. 510.
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Donald Mackay, Lord Reay, a cosmopolitan Liberal peer who

was President of the Council of University College, London,

and Chairman of the London School Board"^ stressed that one

* •+ 2of its aims was

To discover the principles which regulate
the progress of human society, which
facilitate the attainment of high ideals...

He also endorsed the claim made by J„B. Bury in his Cambridge

inaugural lecture that history ought to be treated as a

science, in terms which must have been applauded by Bryce as

3
a stout defender of the 'comparative method®:

In history we have to deal with the mutual
interaction of different civilisations and
to compare these civilisations. The task
of the historian is very similar to that
of the explorer of Nature's laws.

But the Academy demonstrated that research at the

Universities had diffused into sectors which were only

tenuously linked by the principle of 'scientific enquiry®:

about half of its membership was concerned with the study

of classical and pre-classical cultures. Admittedly the

later nineteenth century had seen great advances in this

field, associated with the work of Fellows like Arthur Evans

and J.G. Frazer, and the institutionalising of this work was

itself valuable, but what connection could it possibly have

1. See D.N.B. 1912-1921.

2. Address of June 26, 1903, in Proceedings of the British
Academy, vol.i, p.14.

3. Ibid., p.12.
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with the 'questions of housing, old age pensions, children's

employment and houses of labour'"^ the Academy also included

within its remit? Only eleven Fellows had contemporary

interests: the jurists Anson, Dicey and Pollock, the econ¬

omists Cunningham and Marshall, the philosopher James Ward,

four politicians with scholarly inclinations, Balfour, Bryce,

Morley and Rosebery, and Leslie Stephen. The Academy's pro¬

fessed interest in education and politics did not extend to

having any Fellows who were educationalists or political

scientists (there were no chairs in either subject at Oxford

or Cambridge). Such facts give the impression that, insofar

as it stated the need for a liberal enquiry into society, the

British Academy dramatised the consciousness of academic

liberalism that it was under pressure from new doctrines and
2

new institutions. But this consciousness, and the rallying

of the old academic community, could never be an adequate

response to the activities of young, energetic and heterodox

social scientists at institutions like the London School of

Economics, which, although it drew on academics who had been

involved in the extension movement, was really the product

of a totally different tradition of higher education, that
*

of the Scots and German Universities, and French Ecole Libre
3

des Sciences Politiques.

1. Proceedings of the British Academy, vol.i, p.13.
2. See Chapter 8, pp.521-4.
3. Janet Beveridge, An Epic of Clare Market (1960), pp.7, 16.
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XII

Initially I considered dividing this chapter into two,

and treating the academics8 political involvement separately

from their university situation. However I felt this would

distort the pattern from which I drew my main conclusion:

that the academics8 failure to find a significant role for

themselves in post-reform Britain was largely due to the

wealth of options available to them in the late 1860s.

In the 1860s university liberals existed in an atmos¬

phere of political and institutional crisis; this sharpened

their awareness of current social problems and stimulated a

deeper enquiry into the nature of their society. However,

once the dual crisis was on the way to being resolved, the

ideal of involvement presented itself as a range of options

rather than a single imperative. Academics who failed to

enter parliament could attempt to influence party politics,

or agitate specific issues, or urge the reform of higher

education, or simply integrate themselves into a more pro¬

fessional academic milieu. Some confined themselves to one

field, others involved themselves in more than one, either

concurrently or successively, with the result that their

effort was, during the 1870s, diffused among a wide variety

of causes, and the integration which the circumstances of

the 1860s had enforced could no longer be sustained.

The initial casualty was the attempt to develop higher

education for a democratic society. It had been the weakest
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point in the university liberals5 social analysis during the

reform crisis;"*" now the importance of parliamentary and

party strategies diverted attention away from the linked

problems of university extension and curricular reform.

Although the failure of the Liberal government in 1874 re-

emphasised their importance, subsequent developments were

weakened by a crystallising university structure and an

academic liberalism increasingly divided in life-style and

in educational policies.

The British Academy was a belated attempt at re-integra¬

tion, but it simply reflected the dispersal of a group which

could find unity only in political retrospection. In 1870

an organisation of this sort might have provided a means of

focussing the academic mind on the study of its social and

intellectual environment: the academics' greatest failure

was to neglect to enquire into their own consciousness.

Mark Pattison's verdict on the Oxford liberals at the beg-

2
inning of the century has an uncanny appositeness here:

A philosophy must be the concentrated expression
of the life of a period. The thinking of these
men did not amount to a philosophy, for they could
not grasp in its totality the self-consciousness
of their generation...They wanted a knowledge of
the past, a knowledge of the present , and of the
thread by which the present is tied to the past.
They were imperfectly acquainted with the con¬
dition of their own England.

1. See Chapter 6, p.380.
2. Mark Pattison, "Philosophy at Oxford', p.84.
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Failure to understand their time, to rationalise their

group-consciousness save in retrospective terms, was to lead

to doctrinal inflexibility. The effect of this was exempli¬

fied in the secession of 1886 which, by further weakening

the group, made it regard a changing society with an increas¬

ing sense of alienation and pessimism.
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CHAPTER 8

1886 and After

We are living in a new world, and strangely
enough the change seems to me to have come
almost entirely in the fifteen years between
1885 and 1900. "The foundations are removed
and what hath the righteous done?"

James Bryce - A.V. Dicey,
October 14, 1919.

I

As I have attempted to indicate in the previous chapter,

the secession of the academics from the Liberal party in 1886

was less significant, politically, than it appeared at the

time. From this it follows that I differ from Professor

Roach in that I don't see it as evidence of a fundamental

intellectual disenchantment with political liberalism;

instead I have argued that the failure to sustain the rela¬

tion between the universities and national politics was the

cause of the universities' alienation from national political

life. I want to argue in this final chapter that the lib¬

eral habits of thought inculcated during the 1860s persisted

among the academics during and after the Home Rule crisis.

This, I believe, underlines both the strength of their lib¬

eralism and their continuing lack of sensitivity to the facts

of social change.

1. J.P.C. Roach, 'Liberalism and the Victorian Intelligentsia',
pp.58-81.
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In the crisis of 1886 we must not underestimate the

importance of the constitutional issue of Irish government

per se. I began my research five years ago by surveying the

Unionist literature of the time for signs of opposition to

Home Rule being part of a greater flight of capital and

'respectable society' from a party slithering into socialistic

radicalism. The Liberal Unionist yielded a few articles with

titles like 'The Socialist Menace',"'" and a few denunciations

of individual Gladstonian M.P.s as 'socialistic', but the

vast majority of its articles were on Irish or organisational

topics, and there was a fair leavening of articles to which

no 'socialistic radical' could reasonably object - a sympa-

2
thetic article on 'Strikes', another condemning Imperial

Q ^ .ilM i i , i .. ,i iw

Federation, and so forth. Ireland apart, the general t
*

^ seemed to confirm Gladstone's own contention, in his pamphlet on The

Irish (faegtloi. that moat Ofcioniats war* atill Liberal in eatlook,^
1 It ^ a a. Hi ..I n a< II, lam ■ il ililul I llWl

Liberalism also prevailed among the academic unionists.

On their right, Benjamin Jowett, who was complaining in 1885
t

that 'Gladstone has drowned everything in a sea of democracy',"

could write to the Countess of Wemyss in 1892 to say that,

1. The Liberal Unionist, vol.iv, (1890), p.101.
2. Ibid., vol.v, (1890), p.53.

r-Ibid. , vol.v, (1891), p.226.Op* alt* (1886) Part 2* '

5, Jowett - R.B.D. Morier, January 1, 1885. Abbott and
Campbell: Letters of Benjamin Jowett, p.114.
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even though he dissented from them over Ireland, he was glad

the Liberals were in power/ At the same time Henry Sidgwick,

whom Professor Roach seems to see as an exemplar of the
2

retreat from liberalism, was bewailing his 'Tory votes and
3

Liberal principles.' Ireland was still the dividing issue,

however, and I can find only two instances - those of the
4

Bowen brothers - xn whxch loyalty to the Liberal party out¬

rode a quite explicit rejection of the Home Rule policy: for

the rest, liberal principles were employed to justify adher¬

ence to the Unionist alliance.

I think I can emphasise this point by citing the cases

of A.V. Dicey and Henry Sidgwick. Neither can be taken simply

as a representative figure, but I think they represent the

limits within which the political debate swung among the

university liberals. Of the two Dicey reiterated the some¬

what dogmatic utilitarianism he had acquired in the sixties:

his arguments against any concession towards Home Rule,

constantly appearing in book and pamphlet form between 1886
5

and his death, show little inconsistency with the views put

1. Jowett - Countess of Wemyss, July 1, 1892. Abbott and
Campbell, Jowett, vol.ii, pp.451-2.

2. Roach, op.cit., p.73.
3. Sidgwick MSS: Diary-Letter for John Addington Symonds,

July 4, 1892.
4. For Edward Bowen see Bryce, Studies in Contemporary

Biography, p.356; Charles Bowen supported the 1892
Liberal administration in the Lords, see Cunningham,
Charles Bowen, p.233.

5. England's Case against Home Rule, 1886.
Letters on Unionist Delusions, 1887.
A Leap in the Dark, 1893.
A Fool's Paradise, 1913.
Thoughts on the Union between England and Scotland
(with R.S. Rait), 1920.
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forward in 'The Balance of Classes8 in Essays on Reform.

There is little sign, either, of any heightened sensitivity

to 'the socialist menace8. For instance, although he

alludes darkly to an alliance of the Irish with disruptive

(and wildly heterodox) elements in Britain in 1893,^

The friends of disestablishment, the Welsh,
the Scots Home Rulers, the London Socialists,
all the revolutionists throughout the country,
know that with the departure of the Irish
representatives from Westminster, their own
hopes of triumph must be indefinitely post¬
poned .

the effect of this would be to increase enthusiasm for the

measure of 1886, which envisaged the exclusion of the Irish

from Westminster. Moreover, it is only a restatement of
2

Dicey's argument of 1867:

Irish and Scotch Members are from the necessity
of the case representatives of a class, and do
therefore exert a force out of all proportion
to their numbers. Few governments would dare
to legislate for Scotland or Ireland in the face
of the united opposition of the Scotch or Irish
members. Anyone who is unwilling to see the
working classes legislate for the majority of
the nation, as the Scotch members legislate for
Scotland, will prefer the direct supremacy of
numbers to the indirect supremacy of a tribunate.

In both instances Dicey expressed himself against measures

which he saw as giving particular groups in society an

exceptional position in relation to parliamentary sovereignty

and statute law. It is true that he was as vehemently

opposed to socialism, but this played little part in his

1. A Leap in the Dark, or the New Constitution, p.68.
2. Essays on Reform, p.80.
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anti-Home Rule campaign and, moreover, was an attitude firmly

shared by his Gladstonian friend Bryce.^ In 1906 both were

(privately) united in condemning the Trade Disputes Act, as

combining the creation of a privileged position at law for

the trade unions with an apparent endorsement of their economic
2

'delusions*. Both adhered to the ideal of the supremacy of

parliament-made statute, and dissented when party interests

seemed intent on over-riding it. They differed on choice of

occasion, not on principle.

The position of Henry Sidgwick was rather different, and

in some respects seems to bear out Professor Roach's conten¬

tions. He admired Sir Henry Maine, and wrote to John
3

Addington Symonds in 1884,

I have been reading Maine in the Quarterly -

the best anti-democratic writing that we have
had.... The genuine alarm that Maine seems to
feel at the existing state of things in England
impressed me much: since his intellect has
always seemed to me a very cool and disengaged
one.

Certain of his subsequent reflections on the Home Rule issue

bring out further instances of disquiet with liberalism. On
4

March 27, 1886, he wrote,

1. Bryce MSS: Box on Constituency Affairs: Bryce attacked
socialism in a speech in Aberdeen in March, 1890. (Letter
from 'a Liberal Unionist' to Bryce, April 5, 1890.)

2. Bryce MSS: Bryce - Dicey, November 24, 1908.
3. Sidgwick MSS: Diary-Letter for John Addington Symonds,

November 29, 1884.
4. Ibid., March 27, 1886.
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What we are facing is a combination of political
and agrarian agitation; what Gladstone proposes
is a premium on both: and the price is too high
to buy a serious increase of social danger with,
as well as disgrace and demoralisation as regards
our imperial character.

Yet it is difficult to see this attitude as a secure basis

for his political behaviour. Ten days later his attitude was

more pragmatic:"'"

I saw Bryce at the Athenaeum, went home with him
and had a talk about Home Rule. His chief argu¬
ment is that Democracy will not coerce, and there¬
fore we must come to this in the end; so we had
better to be it at once quickly. I think he is
very likely right as to the ultimate result: but
I do not think that the H0R. in the bush is
sufficiently more mischievous than the H„R. in
the hand to make it imprudent to figure on a bare
chance of staving it off altogether.

His subsequent behaviour was pragmatic: by early June, as

the Bill was coming up for its Second Reading, he expected

Gladstone would win, became reconciled to the experiment,

hoped that the matter would be settled as soon as possible,
2

and left for Davos to holiday with Symonds. On its defeat,

and Gladstone's dissolution of Parliament, he hurried back

to vote, without enthusiasm, for the Tory candidate on July
3

3. It is quite evident from his correspondence with Symonds

that his behaviour, and ultimately his commitment to Unionism,

rose from the opportunities afforded by the occasion rather

than from a fundamental disillusion with a liberalism in

course of perversion towards socialistic ends. In fact, as

1. Ibid., April 7, 1886.
2. Ibid., June 2, 1886.
3. Ibid., July 3 and 9, 1886.
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a subsequent exchange of correspondence disclosed, he was"

regarded by at least one influential Unionist as himself

contributing to this unhealthy tendency. Sir Louis Mallet,

an acquaintance from Radical Club days and, as a former

private secretary to Cobden 'the principal authority on

questions of commercial policy, and the chief official

representative of free trade opinion',"'" read his Principles

of Economics and was scandalised to discover in the book the

suggestion that the State would contract industrial operations

more profitably and equitably than private enterprise. For

over a year he remonstrated with the heretic in long, frequently
2

rather emotional letters:

So far from thinking that the line of progress
here indicated is safe, I think it extremely
dangerous - from my point of view (I) consider
that those who encourage the poorer classes to
look for subsistence in this direction incur
an enormous responsibility - but here of course
I cannot expect you to agree with me...

At the end of the debate, despite Mallet's invocation of
3

Maine as a critic of state intervention, they were still as

far apart. Sidgwick's position cannot really be considered

a socialist one: it is rather an exploration of one aspect
4

of a problem he set himself a decade earlier:

Is the permanent movement of civilised man
towards the Socialism of force, or the Socialism
of persuasion (Comte), or Individualism (H.
Spencer)? I do not know, and yet everything
seems to turn on it.

1. Dictionary of National Biography.

2. Sidgwick MSS: Mallet - Sidgwick, September 16, 1886.
3. Sidgwick MSS: Mallet - Sidgwick, July 14, 1887.
4. A.S. and E.M.S., Henry Sidqwick: A Memoir, p.269.
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Of the two, Mallet's position was by far the closer to that

of the 'old liberals' Roach sees as the backbone of the

secession/ Sidgwick's, while it can be considered the

closest any of the academics of his generation got to the

interventionism of their successors, was quite compatible

with the policies being discussed by the younger Gladstonians.

My argument is that, Ireland apart, most of the academics 8

general political perceptions remained within the spectrum

between the 'impenitent Benthamism' of Dicey and the more

wide-ranging but less secure speculations of Sidgwick, and

that such perceptions were common to Unionist and Gladstonian

alike. Rather than cumber the main text with further

instances, I have indicated in a footnote the further sources

I have used to reinforce this view, which is, I think, con-

2
firmed anyway by the academics' subsequent activities. I

will deal with these later in this chapter.

The effect of this hypothesis, if it is accepted, is to

reinstate Ireland and Gladstone's policy towards her as the

main source of disagreement. Home Rule, I would argue, in

1. Roach, op.cit., p.80.
2. See, for instance, James Bryce, 'Leslie Stephen and his

Works', Preface to Essays on Freethinking and Plain
Speaking, 1907 ed., xv - xvi; Courtney MSS: Leonard
Courtney - H.J. Roby, April 20, 1886; Chambers MSS:
C.Ac Fyffe - E.K. Chambers, February 23, 1888; these
seem to me to indicate that at the time of the split
the opinions of Unionists and Gladstonians on other
issues did not differ widely. There is also the case
of Charles Henry Pearson, who although a Unionist and,
as National Life and Character was subsequently to indi¬
cate, an extreme political pessimist, who took office as
a Liberal in the government of Victoria, Australia, in
.1886, indicating that, where Home Rule was not an issue,
his liberalism remained. See W. Stebbing, Charles Henry
Pearson, p.221.
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combination with the distorted political consciousness brought

about by the alienation of the universities from political

life, which I examined in the previous chapter, proved a

policy peculiarly unacceptable to academics. I want to attempt

to explain why, since I believe that the reasons for its

rejection arose directly out of their liberal beliefs and

past experiences.

II

By and large, the reaction of the academics to Home Rule

can be summed up in a way that predicates three areas of con¬

cern: they deprecated the disruption of settled constitutional

arrangements on behalf of a fractious and illiberal group, by

a party under the charismatic leadership of a man they dis¬

trusted.

Taking the constitutional position first, I have already

alluded to the common concern of Bryce and Dicey to preserve

parliamentary supremacy (p. 494). We must, moreover, remember

that until 1885 this had been taken for granted, and the pros¬

pect of conceding Home Rule to Ireland, let alone considering

its implications in constitutional terms, had never been mooted

by British liberal thinkers, with the exception of the Posi-

tivists, who put themselves literally beyond the Pale in 1867

by expressing sympathy with the Fenians. Frank Harrison

Hill's remedy, in his essay on 'Ireland' in Questions for a

1. E.S. Beesly was in June, 1867 threatened with dismissal
from his post as Principal of University College Hall,
London, for having 'palliated murder' in a speech express¬
ing sympathy with the Fenians. As far as I can find out,
no-one except his Positivist friends and John Morley sup¬
ported him. See Beesly MSS: Frederic Harrison - E.S.
Beesly, July 14, 1867.
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Reformed Parliament, moved significantly in the opposite

direct ion:

After nearly seventy years of connexion, it is
surely time that this Union which was at first
only political and legal, should become one of
heart and mind. To accomplish this result
exceptional legislation is not needed. The
removal of confessed and notorious abuses, and
the consistent and courageous application of
recognised principles, are all that is asked.
The doctrines of religious equality and of Free
Trade, fully carried out, would, in time,
redress every Irish grievance, and solve every
Irish difficulty... The Reform of the House of
Commons is the essential condition of the good
government and pacification of Ireland.

There is no indication in the correspondence concerning the

publication of the Reform Essays (see Chapter 5) and the

reception of the work by critics sympathetic to the essayists,

that his conclusions were dissented from. Nor did Home Rule

get the endorsement of John Stuart Mill, whose support could

breathe life into otherwise forlorn liberal causes, in his

pamphlet, England and Ireland, written later that year and

published in 1868, although his proposals on land reform,

involving permanency of tenure and state fixing of rents,
2

were considerably in advance of Hill's. I have dealt else¬

where (Chapter 6) with the particular role the academics

assigned to land reform in their approach to politics; in

response to Irish conditions some of their policies on this

subject developed in an 'interventionist* direction but this

'socialistic* tendency was not paralleled by any examination
3

of Home Rule. There was some intriguing 'double-think' on

1. Op.cit., pp.34-6.
2. John Stuart Mill, Autobiography, p.249.
3. See T.H. Green, 'Liberal Legislation and Freedom of Contract'

(lecture given to Leicester Liberals, 1880), in Green, Works,
vol.iii, pp.365-86; and C.A. Fyffe, The Land Question, (a
lecture given at the Oxford Reform Club, November 26, 1884).
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this by earnest Gladstonians: James Bryce managed to con¬

vince H„A.L. Fisher that he was a Home Ruler by 1882,^ but

I have found no indication whatsoever in his papers that he

was converted before his leader. His Aberdeen election

address of 1885 dismisses separation out of hand, places a

federal solution a long way in the future, and hints only at
2

a very limited measure of local self-government. Similarly

James Stuart's claim in his Reminiscences that he was a Home

Ruler before 1886 - after 1887 he was chairman of the Home

3
Rule Union - seems contradicted by hxs observation to Sidgwick

in May 1885 that the main aim of the Liberal party ought to be

to hold together to gain a majority at the forthcoming election
4

big enough to vote down Tories and Irish together. Even J„R.

Green, whom Bryce characterised as 'a Home Ruler long before

Mr. Gladstone'was writing in 1879 that^

Parnell has at last brought the real Irish cry
to the front. What all through these cries for
"Repeal" or "Home Rule" the Irish people have
really wanted was the land.

When his views changed, he moved not towards Home Rule but to
7

outright independence, where no British liberal could possibly

follow him.

1. Fisher, James Bryce, vol.i, p.197.
2. Bryce MSS: Box on Constituency Affairs.
3. Stuart, op.cit., p.247.
4. Sidgwick MSS: Diary-Letter for John Addington Symonds,

May 26, 1885.
5. Bryce, Studies in Contemporary Biography, p.141.
6. Bryce MSS: J.R. Green - Bryce, October 20, 1879.
7. Bryce MSS: J.R. Green - Bryce, May 6, 1882.
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Thus Home Rule dropped on the academics out of the blue,

a party policy which they had not discussed to any extent in

abstract terms. Their own practical experience of political

agitation, in favour of Italian unification, against the

break-up of the United States, in favour of the incorporation

of the working classes into the fabric of government, could

not be calculated to make them favourably disposed to it in

the first instance, though these were feelings rather than

arguments, whose existence I admit I can sense but find it

difficult to prove. What mattered to them was that the

electorate was being asked to sanction, in Dicey®s words,

•fundamental alterations in the whole Constitution of the

United Kingdom®,"'" with a very limited time allowed for dis¬

cussion and no real idea of the implications of the act. And

what mattered more was that this change was to be enacted at

the behest of the Irish.

At the beginning of England®s Case against Home Rule,
2

Dicey announced his intention to examine the policy

without any appeal to prejudice, passion or
sentiment, and with the calmness and fairness
which a scientific constitutionalist should

display in weighing the merits of any other
proposed alteration in our form of government.

He went on to absolve the Irish nationalists from his

3
strictures:

1. Dicey, England's Case against Home Rule, p.vii.
2 . Loc. cit. , p.2.
3 . Loc. cit. , p.4.
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The position they occupy is one of which
no man has any cause to feel ashamed.

There seems no reason to doubt that, for the thirty-five

years during which he campaigned against Home Rule, the

obsessive concern of his later life,"^ he never changed this

position, to argue on grounds of pure hostility to the

Irish - an attitude more in tune with prevailing English

sentiment than his own more scrupulous one. Not all aca¬

demics imposed this sanction on themselves: Goldwin Smith's
2

pamphlet Dismemberment no Remedy, published during the

election campaign of 1886, evinces a hysterical loathing

for the Irish which, I imagine, was a more effective vote-

getter than Dicey's sober discussions.

In this section I want to argue that environment and

experience disposed the academics to regard the Irish in a

light more clouded by prejudice than otherwise: that this

was held in check but not replaced by any serious effort to

understand the realities of Irish politics and society. I

am aware that this will have to be proved circumstantially:

few academics were as explicit as Goldwin Smith, yet I think

there is substantial evidence that this attitude was pre¬

valent by 1886.

1. Elliot MSS: Arthur Elliot made paraphrases of Dicey's
letters to him from about 1910 to the end of his life,
which seems to indicate that Home Rule had become a

mania with him. (National Library of Scotland: Acc.
4246, Box 27.)

2. Goldwin Smith, Dismemberment no Remedy (1886).
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Firstly, their experience of Irish life was limited,

and restricted almost completely to the society of Protestant

Ireland, quite unrepresentative of the rest. For instance,

of the five Oxford academics with an Irish background who

attended the Freemason's Tavern meeting in 1864,^ only one,

Vincent Scully, was an Irish catholic. This was, of course,

only to be expected, as catholics had only been allowed to

matriculate at Oxford for less than a decade. Of the rest,

Charles Bowen, Henry Smith and Chichester Fortescue came from

a landowning background, and James Bryce from the Ulster-Scots

professional class. Of these, Bowen was actually born in

Chepstow in Monmouth, where his clergyman-father had settled

after a decline in the family's rents, and both Smith and
2

Bryce spent most of their youth out of Ireland: their

connection with Ireland was thus necessarily confined to

family relationships, and had not the variety of contacts

which prolonged residence involves. James Bryce, admittedly,

knew more about Ireland than most of his colleagues - or most

Englishmen for that matter - but his experience was almost
3

completely restricted to protestant Ulster. This meant that

the relationships which mattered to the majority of the Irish

population - the social role of the catholic church, the

political tradition associated with O'Connell and his own

effective brand of popular politics, the harrowing alternatives

1. See Appendix 5.
2. For Bowen see Cunningham, Charles Bowen, p.10; for Smith

see Pearson, The Collected Mathematical Papers of H.J.S.
Smith (Introductory Memoir), p.x.

3. Fisher, James Bryce, vol.i, p.10.
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of subsistence-farming or slum-dwelling - were a closed book

to the academics. They could, and did, condemn their effect

on the political relationships they were familiar with, but

they never attempted to understand them/

It can be argued that the academics not only deprecated

but systematically excluded this alien group from their

political studies. During the debate over Reform in 1866-67

much was made of the experience of 'rings' and 'gangs' and

'bosses' in the cities of the United States by opponents of

democratic reform. The response of the writers in Essays on

Reform who dealt with this challenge - Leslie Stephen,

Goldwin Smith and James Bryce - was to exclude it from their

calculations. For Leslie Stephen, the Irish vote was itself
2

the source of corruption:

Of the effect which the Irish vote produces in
itself, it is needless to speak, for it is only
too obvious and too thoroughly known. The utter
corruption of the local politics of New York,
which has been brought forward as an argument
against Democracy, is one of the most striking
instances of the evil. To argue that, because
the worst part of an emigration chiefly formed
of ignorant peasants utterly unaccustomed to
any form of self-government, which gravitates

1. Many academics visited Ireland to see how the land lay,
but in general they moved in Ascendancy circles. Goldwin
Smith's visit in 1862 (Reminiscences, pp.301-313) was
virtually confined to the society of Dublin Castle and
the Chief Secretary's Lodge, and left him with the unhelp¬
ful conclusion that: 'the Irish character, with all its
defects, its unthrift, recklessness, lawlessness, and love
of conspiracy, was largely the product of Irish history...
(and)...Irish history, with all its calamities and horrors,
was the product of untoward accident more than of anybody's
crimes.' (Ibid., p.304.)

2. 'On the choice of Representatives by Popular Constituencies',
in Essays on Reform, p.99.
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to the lowest purlieus of a huge city, is an
admirable hotbed for corruption, therefore all
popular government is corrupt, is manifestly
absurd. But the presence of such a corrupt
element, which has to be appeased and attracted,
is fully sufficient to account for the degrad¬
ation of the politicians by whom it is 'exploited*.

This view was echoed by Goldwin Smith"*" and by James Bryce,

who saw *the ignorance or turbulence of that lowest class to

2
whom it is not now possible to entrust electoral rights*

a direct threat to the constitution. Smith arraigned the

'Irish mob* as the supporters of the slave-owning aristocracy

of the South, through their connection with the Democrat

party, and went on to accuse that party of precipitating the
3

Civil War. Bryce argued that a lowering of the franchise

was necessary to make the respectable working class the
4

defenders of the constitution against them. The last word

ought to rest with Leslie Stephen. When he prescribed *a

real good massacre* for the New York Irish who were rioting
5

against the Federal draft in 1863. I quoted this in Chapter

1 to show the transmuting of Evangelical ideas of salvation

and damnation into political terms: I think I have shown

here that below the rational arguments of the reform cam¬

paign lay an assumption that the congenitally unruly Irish

were not among the political elect.

1. Goldwin Smith, 'The Experience of the American Common¬
wealth' in Essays on Reform, p.220.

2. James Bryce, 'The Historical Aspect of Democracy' in
op.cit., p.266.

3. Goldwin Smith, loc.cit., p.223.
4. James Bryce, loc.cit., p.266.
5. F.Wo Maitland, Leslie Stephen, p.116.
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The religious situation had, of course, its own relevance:

although the lure of 8going over 8 still had a sort of antique

charm - which James Bryce appreciated"*"- popular Catholicism as

manifest in Ireland had no attraction for them. I observed in

Chapter 4 that the anti-catholicism of their evangelical fore¬

bears was a factor in making them enthusiasts for Italian

unity: this bore its penalties: Freeman found in his Mid-

Somerset campaign that his reputation as a Garibaldian cost
2

him the votes of the local catholics. Subsequently, the

academics were to find other instances when their liberalism

clashed with the dictates of Rome: over the Irish Univers¬

ities Bill in 1873 (see Chapter 7) over the Eastern Question

in 1876-78, when the hostility of the hierarchy to the

Eastern Orthodox Church caused it to support the jingo policy
3

of Disraeli, and over the Bradlaugh case, which Dicey, con¬

nected with the liberal paper in Bradlaugh's constituency,
4

Northampton, took a close interest in. There the Irish

party, initially neutral, swung through Parnell's political

opportunism and religious pressure, into an illiberal alliance

with the 8Tory Democrats* to bar the atheist member.^

These unfavourable impressions were more than confirmed

by the behaviour of the Irish in and out of Parliament between

1880 and 1885. James Bryce was more sympathetic to the Irish

1. Fisher, James Bryce, vol.i, p.121.
2. Bryce MSS: Freeman - Bryce, December 9, 1868.
3. RoT. Shannon, Gladstone and the Bulgarian Agitation, pp.

191-6. " ' " ~ ~
4. R.S. Rait, Memorials of Albert Venn Dicey, p.104.
5. R.L. Arnstein, 'Parnell and the Bradlaugh Case* in Irish

Historical Studies, vol.xiii (1962-63), pp.212-35.
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than most of his colleagues, but it is difficult to read his

descriptions of the period without sensing that the writer

was throughout it a man troubled, confused and saddened by

the agitation. To him the second reading of the 'Coercion

Bill' - the Protection of Person and Property (Ireland) Bill -

on January 28, 1881,^"

was the most exciting, and (with one exception -
that which saw the free fight of 1893) the most
painful of all my Parliamentary recollections.
It now seems to me to have marked the end of an

epoch, the end of the old, dignified, constitu¬
tional, regular and gentlemanly House of Commons,
in which everyone was on his good behaviour, and
even wearisome obstruction was tolerated for the
sake of letting it be felt that the minority always
had a chance and full opportunity secured for the
expression of opinion.

A year later, the murder of the newly-appointed Chief Secre¬

tary, Lord Frederick Cavendish, struck him, he wrote, with
2

more force than the news of the outbreak of war in 1914.

This perplexity is reflected in his essay on Parnells he

makes every effort to 'place' the Irish leader in the context

of British politics but eventually, alienated by certain

aspects of his make-up, and baffled trying to explain his

ascendancy over the Irish members in the political terms to
3

which he was accustomed, gives up. It would be facile to

say that if this is what a later convert to Home Rule felt

about the Irish the opinions of the later Unionists must have

been even more extreme. In fact, if Sidgwick, Courtney, and

1. Fisher, James Bryce, vol.i, p.205„
2. Ibid., p„207„
3„ Bryce, 'Charles Stuart Parnell', in Studies in Contemporary

Biography, pp.227-49.
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Goldwin Smith are anything to go by, they seem to have been

roughly similar. What changed matters critically was the

appearance of a third factor - the decision of Gladstone to

go for Home Rule. This opened up an important division:

between those who appreciated Gladstone for his qualities as

a practical politician and as the most effective leader of

the Liberal party, and those whose distrust of his intellectual

'soundness* outweighed their appreciation of these qualities.

Gladstone was, of course, a contention of long standing

among the academics. In Chapter 4 I observed how unpopular

his attitude during the American Civil War was with them,

and, in Chapter 3, how the campaign for the repeal of Univers¬

ity Tests seemed to them to succeed more in spite of, than

because of, his accession to power. 'It is not merely that
2

he is a bad tactician,' wrote Leslie Stephen in 1868, 'but

that no-one can feel quite certain of his principles.'

Although in the later seventies his personal leadership of

the Eastern Question campaign produced a greater degree of

trust from most of the academics, Dicey could still write in

somewhat similar vein in the early 1880s. He addressed him¬

self to the problem of Gladstone's unpopularity with the
3

educated classes:

By many educated men and women Mr. Gladstone is
abhorred with an intensity of abhorrence felt
towards no other politician.

1. For Sidgwick see Bryce MSS: Sidgwick - Bryce, August 26,
1884; for Courtney see Courtney MSS: Courtney - Edmond
O'Brien, October 14, 1885; for Goldwin Smith see Bryce
MSS: Goldwin Smith - Bryce, January 24, 1881.

2. Leslie Stephen, 'The Political Situation in England', in
The North American Review (1868), p.553.

3. Rait, Albert Venn Dicey, pp.82-3.
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He found four main reasons for this: Gladstone had made

political democracy a realistic force; he was unconnected

with the traditional whig leadership of the Liberals; as a

Scotsman he appealed, like Carlyle, to the emotions; and

lastly, and most mysteriously, he could not be understood.

He concluded:

It is reasonable to conjecture that Mr. Gladstone's
mode of feeling, of thought, and of expression was
probably influenced by Cardinal Newman and by Sir
Robert Peel. Neither teacher was exactly the man
to foster in a disciple that kind of plain speaking
which, often very wrongly, the English public fancy
to be the sole and the sufficient guarantee of pub¬
lic safety.

Distrust of Gladstone's political judgement was widespread

before Home Rule, even when attitudes to him as an individual

were favourable - even enthusiastic.1 Here again, I feel,

there was a failure to examine the popular basis of Gladstone's

ascendancy over the party. On July 4, 1886, during the 'Home

Rule' election, Leonard Courtney, campaigning as a Unionist in
2

his Liskeard constituency, wrote to Mrs. Fawcett:

There is a strange admixture of the ridiculous
in the present situation; but the working men
are so thoroughly Gladstonian that the adverse
poll will be fairly large. As a man said at
the close of a village meeting last night,
"Mr. Courtney is quite right. I agree with all
he has said. It would never do to have a sep¬
arate Parliament in Ireland - but Mr. Gladstone
has been the friend of the working man and we
must stand by him."

1. G.C. Brodrick had a warm regard for Gladstone, although he
wrote in Memories and Impressions that he distrusted his
political judgement to such an extent that after 1880 he
refused to consider him his leader. Op.cit., p.159. See
also Goldwin Smith, Reminiscences, p.193.

2. Courtney MSS: Courtney - Mrs. Fawcett, July 4, 1886.
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'Ridiculous 8 was scarcely the epithet to be used by men who

considered themselves serious students of politics to the

most important political fact of the crisis - the adhesion

of the mass support of the Liberals to a policy they had

hitherto united in condemning. But then they did not make

their political decisions in response to the same social

pressures as the mass of Liberal voters. What I have tried

to show in the last few pages was that their own political

experience predisposed them to take a hostile attitude to the

Irish and the political problems they created. The logic of

this was that they should oppose Home Rule. To support it

required a conscious reversal of such attitudes, to accommo¬

date Irish nationalism, Catholicism, and the charismatic

leadership of Gladstone.

Certain groups of academics were better placed to make

this reversal than others. From the Oxford group who attended

the Freemason's Tavern meeting in 1864 (Appendix 1), I abstrac¬

ted two lists, one of academics who were Oxford residents in

1886, and one of academics who had, between 1864 and 1886,

taken part in parliamentary contests as candidates. There

were fifteen in the first list and eighteen in the second.

When political allegiances after the split were identified

the results were as follows:"^

1. The politics of Oxford residents were identified largely
through the signatories to the Unionist Address to Lord
Hartington, in the Times of June 27, 1887, and from the
List of Members of the Oxford University Home Rule League,
1891, in the Bodleian Library.
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Oxford
resident s

Parliamentary
candidates

Gladstonian Liberal 4 11

Liberal Unionist 9 5

Post-1886 politics 2 2

not known

Which seems to me to indicate that if the loyalties of those

academics who took an active political role - like Bryce -

were severely under strain, those of the academics, insulated

almost totally from active political life, gave way completely:

the crisis of 1886 demonstrated the alienation between the

life-styles of liberal academics in politics and those in the

universities.

Naturally, I do not imply that there was any change in

the content of the political ideology of either group: but

the weakening of the connection between the universities and

politics, a process, as I showed in the last chapter, under

way since the early 1870s, was now made explicit. Its effect

was to weaken, in its turn, the resilience of the liberal

ideology itself, until it became merely a common language of

dissent and withdrawal from contemporary politics. In the

rest of this chapter, I shall attempt to show how the liberals

ism of the academics survived to become the retrospective,

pessimistic creed of a group whose political influence was

now minimal.
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III

The Unionists were the first to sense the flat calm of

indifference. They started out enthusiastically enough. In

1886 Alfred Milner and Philip Lyttelton Gell, Brodrick*s

nephew, had managed to stop a Gladstonian being put up against

the sitting Tory at Oxford.1 Both were of a younger gener¬

ation, but they seem to have provided an effective link bet¬

ween Unionist headquarters in London, where Milner was private

secretary to Goschen, and Oxford, where Gell ran the University

Press. They also differed from their elders in being convinced

jingos and, as it turned out, successful imperialists, but they

suppressed this less acceptable side of their politics to push

as much of Oxford as possible into the ranks of the active
2

Unionists. Goldwin Smith they made much use of, and he was

3
no unwilling worker, and Brodrick, Thomas Raleigh, and William

4
Anson campaigned energetically for Unionist candidates. By

the end of the year, as permanent Unionist organisations were

being set up on a national basis, university men like Dicey

and Henry Sidgwick identified themselves with them,"' and, in

the middle of the next year, the university unionists paraded

their strength in the Times with a memorial in support of Lord
6

Hartmgton as

the leader of a party rich in Parliamentary
distinction and rich in rising talent, a party
which may soon come to be recognised as the
true representative of the great traditions of
English Liberalism

1. Milner MSS: Philip Lyttelton Gell - Milner, February 16
and July (n.d.) 1886.

2. Loc. cit.

3. Milner MSS: Goldwin Smith - Milner, January 15, 1887.
4. Milner MSS: Gell - Milner, June 29, 1886.
5. Rait, Albert Venn Dicey, p.Ill; Sidgwick MSS: Diary-

Letter for John Addington Symonds, December 8, 1886.
6. The Times, June 27, 1887.
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which was signed by seventy-eight residents and teachers of

each university. The occasion was the impending third reading

of Balfour's Coercion Bill, which the Gladstonians were pledged

to oppose. The bill had been hotly contested at second reading

and, on June 10, the government took the unprecedented step of

imposing a timetable on the bill - it was to be voted on

within a week - which instantly acquired the name 'guillotine'.

To John Morley this was'''

the most remarkable innovation on parliamentary
rule and practice since Cromwell and Colonel
Pride,

though it was certainly no greater a liberty to take with

parliamentary procedure than the various activities of the

Irish Party over the preceding decade- The University mani¬

festo had emanated from Cambridge, where, at a meeting of

Unionists at the beginning of June, Seeley had drawn the dis¬

tinction, which Professor Roach has made so much of, between

the old liberalism, with which he equated liberty, and the
2

new, which sanctioned licence.

To prove Professor Roach's point it is necessary to show

that its adherents were enthusiastic about their 'old liberal¬

ism'. But there seems little evidence that after this initial

activity much organisation was undertaken. On January 28,

1888, a big dinner was held at the Clarendon Hotel, Oxford,

1. Morley, Gladstone, vol.ii, p.463.
2. Roach, op.cit., p.80.
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at which a number of prominent academics were present,^ but

it took almost a year for an Oxford University Unionist League

to be formecP and, since there is no subsequent reference to it

in the press-cuttings book of G.C. Brodrick, its president, it
3

seems to have been of little effect. An explanation of this

lethargy might lie in the correspondence of Henry Sidgwick,

who was, more than most academics, active in the Liberal

Unionist party. Despite this, he had no illusions about the

party ever being influential. His impression of the first

meeting he attended of the Liberal Unionist Association was

that^

we were like a regiment of officers without
common soldiers, and with little prospect of
finding any "rank and file".

Although he subsequently became a member of the Council of

the party, his opinion did not change; his verdict

highlighted the critical weakness of the liberals who found

themselves in the Unionist camp.

Whatever the practical failures of the academic liberals

in the politics of the 1860s and 70s, they had set out to

instruct a democratic constituency. By going over in 1886,

the Unionists among them broke off contact with the intelligent

1. The Times, January 28, 1888.
2. Brodrick, Unionism: The Basis of a National Party. An

address delivered at the first meeting of the Oxford
University Unionist League, December 1, 1888.

3. In Merton College Library.
4. Sidgwick MSS: Diary-Letter for John Addington Symonds,

December 8, 1887.
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working-men and independent small farmers whom they liked to

think constituted the Liberal electorate, or would constitute

it if their reforms were carried out. Throughout the country,

where Liberal Unionists got into Parliament, they got in

because of a Tory vote. The only exception was the Birmingham

area, and there the mixture of municipal socialism and imper¬

ialism was even more toxic. Their situation became even more

awkward when, in 1891, Hartington went to the Lords as the

Duke of Devonshire, Goschen formally joined the Conservatives,

and Chamberlain took over the leadership of the Liberal

Unionist party in the Commons. Henceforth the character of

the party changed: it ceased to be the repository of the

!true liberal' conscience, and became Chamberlain's instru¬

ment.1 Its magazine, The Liberal Unionist, edited by T„H.

Green's nephew, St. Loe Strachey, which published articles by

Brodrick, Courtney, Dicey and Mrs. Fawcett, was closed down,

and the academics found themselves even further out on a limb.

The academics who remained faithful to Gladstone did not

experience this degree of political alienation - it was during

this episode that Morley swallowed his Positivist doubts and

became Gladstone's bulldog, and Bryce hurried about assembling

a collection of essays in defence of Home Rule. Entitled Five

Centuries of Irish History, this consisted of essays by the

Irish historians Sullivan and Sigerson, the Positivists Cotter

Morison and J„H. Bridges, J0R. Thursfield of Jesus College,
2

Oxford, and G.F. MacDonnell, and was brought out in May 1887.

1. See Peter Fraser, 'The Liberal Unionist Alliance: Chamberlain,
Hartington and the Conservatives, 1886-1904' in The English
Historical Review, vol.lxxvii (1962), pp.53-78.

2. Bryce MSS: Gladstone - Bryce, December 22, 1886, and May 7,
1887.
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Shortly afterwards he edited, with R. Barry O'Brien, The Hand-

Book of Home Rule."^ Yet, by the early 1890s, a certain unease

seems to be detectable, even in this hard-working and committed

Home Ruler. According to Fisher, he feared that Gladstone was

going too far and too fast, and his reaction to other current

events indicates that his political doubts ran deeper, and were

shared by many of his contemporaries.

IV

The most interesting indication of this is the reception

of Charles Pearson's forecast National Life and Character.

Pearson's political career in Victoria had been impeccably

radical. He was a supporter of a land-tax and of an improved

educational system, which he had the chance to implement when
2

he became Minister of Education in 1886. He set about estab¬

lishing the hierarchical type of system British commissions

had argued for in the 1860s, separating primary from secondary

education, providing scholarships, widening the curriculum and
3

abolishing payment by results. Yet his designs were frustra¬

ted by the fall of the government in 1890, brought on by the

bankruptcy of the Government Railways and a general strike.
4

His biographer William Stebbxng wrote:

The artisan classes had been encouraged, not
specially by the actual government, to assume
privileges and prerogatives resulting in an
anarchically extravagant State management of
public works, and in suicidal leagues of men
against masters.

1. Bryce MSS: Gladstone - Bryce, September 11, 1887.
2. Stebbing, Charles Henry Pearson, pp.211-14.
3. D.N.B.

4. Stebbing, op.cit., p.245.
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During this time he had been in regular correspondence with

Bryce, Sidgwick, Goschen, Dilke, Brodrick and Harrison.^ In

1890 he returned to join them and to work on a forecast of

the future development of society. National Life and Character

was published in 1893 by Macmillan, on the recommendation of
2 3

James Bryce. This was the epitome of Pearson's forecast:

Summing up, then, we seem to find that we are
slowly but demonstrably approaching what we may
regard as the age of reason or of a sublimated
humanity; and that this will give us a great
deal that we are expecting from it - well-ordered
polities, security to labour, education, freedom
from gross superstitions, improved health and
longer life, the destruction of privilege in
society and of caprice in family life, better
guarantees for the peace of the world, and enfor¬
ced regard for life and property when war unfort¬
unately breaks out. It is possible to conceive
the administration of the most advanced states so

equitable and efficient that no-one will even des¬
ire seriously to disturb it. In the other hand,
it seems reasonable to assume that religion will
gradually pass into a recognition of ethical
precepts and a graceful habit of morality; that
the mind will occupy itself less and less with
works of genius, and more and more with trivial
results and ephemeral discussions; that husband
and wife, parents and children, will come to mean
less to one another; that romantic feeling will
die out in consequence; that the old will increase
on the young; that two great incentives to effort,
the desire to use power for noble ends, and the
desire to be highly esteemed, will come to promise
less to capable men as the field of human energy is
crowded; and generally that the world will be left
without deep convictions or enthusiasm, without the
regenerating influence of the ardour for political
reform and the fervour of pious faith which have
quickened men for centuries past as nothing else
has quickened them, with a passion purifying the
soul...The decline of the higher classes as an
influence in society, the organisation of the infer¬
ior races throughout the tropical zone, are the
natural result of principles that we cannot disown
if we would...even now no practical statesman could

1. Ibid., p.285.
2. Pearson MSS: Bryce - Pearson, May 7, 1892.
3. Pearson, National Life and Character (1893), pp.355-7.
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dream of arresting Chinese power or Hindoo or negro
expansion by wholesale massacres. The world is
becoming too fibreless, too weak, too good to con¬
template or to carry out great changes which imply
lamentable suffering. It trusts more and more to
experience, less and less to insight and will...
Yet there seems no reason why men of this kind
should not perpetuate the race, increasing and
multiplying till every rod of earth maintains its
man, and the savour of vacant lives will go up to
God from every home.

This extract capsulates the argument and tone of a

remarkable book. The performance is a curious, apparently

contradictory one. There are three main concerns; the first

is an optimistic and radical liberalism: in Stebbing*s words,

The liberalism he preached pointed rather to the
gradual advance of all mankind to a higher state
and happier conditions under unerring laws of
development.

The second was a pervasive, but unsubstantiated, racialism;

and the third an emotional, quasi-religious rejection of the

values of liberal industrial society, rather in the manner of

Tennyson's 'Locksley Hall', much of Carlyle, and Ibsen, whom
2

Pearson much admired. The cumulative effect of the three

was to make it a sort of burial office for the Evangelical

view of politics (Chapter 6, p. 3^-0). The political side of

liberalism had ceased to be a moral commitment and had become

an instrument to be used to secure certain specific social
3

goals, the economic side, by rendering man's life more

mechanical, enhanced the importance of those 'inferior8 races

4
who could adapt better to organisation. These would expand,

1. Stebbing, Pearson, p.260.
2. Ibid., p.182.
3. Pearson, National Life and Character, p.348.
4. Ibid., p.49.
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force Europeans from the tropical zones, who would then

retreat home and accommodate themselves by evolving planned,

protectionist economies.^ The result would be a quantitative
2

social improvement and a qualitative intellectual decline.

Pearson expresses no desire to change the process of social

development which would produce this situation, since he

regards it as inevitable, but his judgement on it is one of

bitter personal rejection.

Now it's possible to see National Life and Character as

the morbid product of political rejection and ill-health

(Pearson was ill with tuberculosis when he wrote it and died
3

not long after it was published), but the reaction of his

correspondents suggests that his doubts were widely shared.

He sent the manuscript to Bryce, who got him a publisher.
4

Bryce's comment was:

The epitome has interested me extremely.
Gloomy your forecast certainly is: but I
know of nothing in Europe and not very much
even in America to make me think it too

despondent.

When the book came out, and was the subject of a great deal

of controversy, Pearson wrote to Frederic Harrison that the

only people he had really upset were the former Christian

temporaries. In a judicious and detached review in The

National Review, restricted almost wholly to the methodology

1. Pearson, National Life and Character, pp.133-4.
2. Ibid., pp.106-110.
3. D.N.B.

4. Pearson MSS: Bryce - Pearson, May 7, 1892.
5. Harrison MSS: Pearson - Harrison, n.d. (1893).

Socialist s.
5
It certainly was taken seriously by his con-
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of social prediction, Henry Sidgwick called it 'the most

impressive book of a prophetic nature which has appeared in

England for many years.'^

It would be wise, though, to take National Life and

Character as a reflection of the worst fears of the academics •

which future events might confirm - rather than an accepted

interpretation of contemporary politics. There were certain

developments, intellectual and social, on which the gloomiest

constructions could be put. One was the rise of the socialist

movement, associated with acrimonious industrial relations in

the late 1880s and 1890s. In 1888 Henry Sidgwick, who had

been reading the proofs of The American Commonwealth, wrote
2

to James Bryce,

No sign of class hatred. But the formidable
class hatred of the present and future is
that between labour and capital: and is not
the development of boycotting in the United
States and the action of the Knights of
Labour something of a sign of this?

Without disagreeing with what is said on p.
882, I should myself lay more stress on the
general movement towards Socialism in the
modern civilised community.

This was to be emphasised by the London dock strike of the

following year, in which the younger Oxford men based at

1. Op.cit., December 1894, p.219. Jowett was also impressed:
Jowett - John Nichol, August 31, 1893, in Abbott and
Campbell, Jowett, vol.ii, pp.473-4, and, in America,
Theodore Roosevelt said that only Mahan's Influence of
Sea Power had aroused more interest. See Pearson MSS:
Roosevelt - Pearson, May 11, 1894. For an interesting
judgement of the book and its influence by a young con¬
temporary who was then a socialist see R.C.K. Ensor,
England, 1870-1914 (1936), p.332.

2. Bryce MSS: Sidgwick - Bryce, October 1, 1888.
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Toynbee Hall took a prominent supporting role in the fight

for the 'docker's tanner1 / by the growth of socialist organ¬

isation at a local level, and by the setting up of Fabian
2

Societies at Oxford and Cambridge. Bryce in particular was

acutely conscious of this, as Aberdeen was an early centre
3

of socialist organisation, and Tom Mann polled very well as

an independent Labour candidate in the other city seat in

1892.

I examined their attitude to socialism and trade union¬

ism at some length in Chapter 6. On the first, their opinions
4

had not altered, and were not subsequently to alter while,

in the case of the unions, the rise of a more militant, soc¬

ialist-inclined and class-conscious leadership, tended to

alienate them."* With the possible exception of Sidgwick,

none of them ever broke out of the squirrel cage of classical

economics, whereby any gain made by working men against their

employers had to be an unreal one,^ and they were very dis¬

trustful of those who did. I have noted, however, that the

rise of idealism at Oxford brought with it attitudes to

social morality which turned out to be, as far as relations

with labour were concerned, more hopeful than the liberalism

1. For instance see The Story of the Dockers' Strike (1890) by
Hubert Llewellyn Smith, who had graduated with a Mathemat¬
ical first from Corpus Christi in 1886, was a lecturer for
the University Extension Delegacy, and lived at Toynbee
Hall. The co-author was Vaughan Nash.

2. At Cambridge, 1894 and Oxford, 1895. See Fabian Society:
Annual Reports for those years.

3. Bryce MSS: Box on Constituency Affairs: Letter from Agent,
April 4, 1890.

4. For instance Goldwin Smith, 'The Manchester School', in the
Contemporary Review, March 1895, reprinted in Reminiscences,
pp.227-8; or Harrison MSS: Courtney - Harrison, Feb.15, 1891.

5. Even the Positivists, who had earlier been militantly pro-
union. See Harrison MSS: Gilbert Murray - Harrison, Oct.24,1897.

6. Leslie Stephen, Henry Fawcett, p.156.
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of the 1860s. John Morley observed it in 1891:^"

T. Fowler of Corpus and I dined at Club together.
Very interesting talk about the current drift of
things in Oxford. How the Anglicans were trying
to capture science, criticism, philosophy, and
the new social spirit. Told me about Lux Mundi -
the famous attempt to reconcile Anglicanism alias
Catholicism with the most advanced Biblical crit¬
icism. .. Fowler assigns the beginning of this move¬
ment to T.H. Green, and the revival in his teaching
of Transcendental Philosophy.

The social morality associated with idealism implied

the primacy of catering for human needs and values, and the

economic arrangements of society would have to be constructed
2

around this imperative. Naturally, this h)€ctnE a reversal

of the approach of the liberals which gave precedence to the

functioning of the economic system. Muted in T.H. Green

because of his personal identification with the individualism

of Bright, this division became explicit with Edward Caird,

R.B. Haldane, Arthur Acland and Sidney Ball, as well as the

Anglo-Catholic clergymen and social reformers associated with
3

Lux Mundi. The older academic liberals saw them as both

destroying the true spirit of intellectual enquiry and fos¬

tering socialist delusions on the part of the working class.

When academics like Mark Pattison, George Brodrick and Lewis

Campbell talked, in the last two decades of the century,

about the anti-liberal reaction at the universities, this was

4
what they meant.

1. Morley, Recollections, p.288.
2. Sir Henry Jones, The Life and Philosophy of Edward Caird,

pp.119-20.
3. Melvin Richter, The Politics of Conscience, p.13.
4. Pattison, Memoirs, p.167; Brodrick, Memories and

Impressions, p.378; Campbell, Nationalisation, p.8.
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V

Thus, if a liberal academic wanted to indulge his pessim¬

ism in the 1890s, socialism and sacerdotalism were always to

hand. But, in fact, external developments conspired to lift

him out of his trough, in particular the foreign and tariff

policies of Salisbury's last government and that of his nephew,

Balfour. To a generation reared to respect the liberties of

nationalities and freedom of trade the Boer War and the Tariff

Reform campaign were alike repellent.

I only think that our peculiar national stup¬
idity has never been so strongly shown as in
the manner in which we have broken the policy
of the century and dropt out traditional
sympathy with nationalities struggling for
freedom - without apparently being aware of
this violent change of attitude.

Thus wrote Henry Sidgwick from his deathbed. His sentiments

were echoed by other unionists, Leslie Stephen, Leonard
2

Courtney, Frederic Maitland, and Goldwin Smith. Yet there

was more confidence about than before. James Bryce wrote to

3
Goldwin Smith in terms which mingled denunciation with hope:

You would be astonished, remembering the England
of forty years ago, to see the England of today,
intoxicated with militarism, blinded by arrogance,
indifferent to truth and justice. This is what
England seems to be: yet is not really, for a
noisy mob has succeeded for a time in frightening

1. Sidgwick - Horatio F. Brown, August 9, 1900. (Quoted in
A.S. and E.M.S., Henry Sidqwick, p.596.)

2. For Courtney see D.N.B. (1912-21), p.127. (He resigned
from the Liberal Unionists and lost his seat in the elec¬
tion which followed victory.) For Stephen see Maitland -

Leslie Stephen, January 22, 1900, in Maitland, Leslie
Stephen, p.453. For Maitland see Leslie Stephen - Charles
Eliot Norton, September 21, 1899, in C.H. Fifoot, The
Letters of F.W. Maitland, p.258.

3. Bryce MSS: Bryce - Goldwin Smith, March 23, 1900.
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most of the sober sense of the nation into

silence, some from timidity, some because they
think they must wait for Philip to sleep off
the fumes of victory before they address his
reason. And in excuse for the mob even it must
be pleaded that the press has kept them so
ignorant of the true facts of the case that
their errors are half excusable. We have had
a formidable lesson of the power which the press
and financial groups can exert.

Dislike of imperialism and imperialists - 'England has been

ruled by bad men before now, but never before by a cad',

Goldwin Smith wrote of Chamberlain1 - led to the resolving

of old quarrels. Smith wrote to Bryce that if Home Rule
2

was the only way of stopping Jingoism he would support it.

Eventually he did, at least to the extent of supporting the
3

Liberals in 1906. Courtney returned, and went to the Lords

as a Liberal peer in 1906. Lyulph Stanley, Sir Frederick
4

Pollock and Maitland reconciled themselves. The move back

was swollen by the flirtation of the Conservatives and

Unionists with Chamberlain's protectionist programme.5 By

1906 it would be safe to say that of the academics who still

participated in politics, the Unionists were now a dwindling

minority. Dicey could still work himself up into legalistic

tantrums about the Liberals' defiance of the law of the land,^
but he was increasingly conscious that his opinion counted for

7
less and less among the Unionists.

1. Bryce MSS: Goldwin Smith - Bryce, May 17, 1903.
2. Bryce MSS: Goldwin Smith - Bryce, May 18, 1900.

3. D. N . B. , Supp. ii .
4. For Pollock see Elliot MSS: Letter-book of correspondence

with A.Vo Dicey, p.20; For Maitland see Maitland -

Jackson, January 15, 1906, in Fifoot, op.cit., p.464.
5. Rait, Albert Venn Dicey, p.116. There is an interesting

discussion of the intellectual drift from Unionism in the
1900s in Robert Blake, The Conservative Party from Peel
to Churchill (1970), p.187.

6. Rait, Albert Venn Dicey, p.119.
7. Bryce MSS: Dicey - Bryce
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The Liberal government, however, did not satisfy them

for long. Bryce, of course, had a cabinet position, but he

was not a success"'" and accepted, with relief, the British

embassy in Washington. He did not regret leaving British

politics: he had little sympathy for what the government

had done during his term of office, and even less for what
2

it was about to do. The crystal doctrines of his youth

were being disregarded. But what else could be expected
3

from the coalition the Liberal party had now become? The

Trades Disputes Act, the granting of Old Age Pensions, the

Parliament Act, all were gloomily analysed in terms of the

polity of the 1860s in letters to and from Washington,
4

Oxford, Toronto. The impression created is of a group with¬

drawing into itself, which, of course, is quite true: for

the generation of the 1860s was now dwindling rapidly. Of

the twenty-two writers of the Reform essays, fourteen sur¬

vived in 1900, twelve in 1906, only six in 1914. Of the

seventy-eight Oxford men at the Freemason's Tavern in 1864,

only nineteen were alive in 1914.

Henry Sidgwick had died of cancer late in 1900; George

Brodrick died in 1903. Leslie Stephen died, also of cancer,

in 1904, Grant Duff and Roundell in 1906, Lushington, Maitland,

and Horace Davey in 1907, Caird in 1908, Goldwin Smith in 1910.

1. John Morley, quoted by Harold Laski in a letter to Justice
Oliver Wendell Holmes, October 18, 1921, Holmes-Laski
Letters , p.375, and Scotsman, January 23, 1922: 8a record
of undistinguished service*.

2. Bryce MSS: Bryce - Dicey, November 24, 1908.
3. Bryce MSS: Goldwin Smith - Bryce, August 13, 1909.
4. For instance, Goldwin Smith - Bryce, August 7, 1907, and

February 6, 1908, attacking the Labour party and Old Age
Pensions respectively; Dicey - Bryce, January 16, 1910,
on the substitution of 'class* for constitutional quest¬
ions at elections.
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The survivors had quite a good run: Jackson died in 1921,

Bryce and Dicey in 1922, Harrison in 1923, Trevelyan in 1928,

and Sir George Young in 1930. But of them it could be said,

as Bryce said of Goldwin Smith

no new light seemed to break upon him. Every¬
thing was judged by the old doctrines and con¬
demned by the old phrases.

It was not surprising, since all of them were over seventy by

1910. What must be regretted, however, was that their phys¬

ical vitality and moral concern enabled them to reiterate the

old doctrines and phrases at a critical time.

When war broke out in August, 1914, it was not immediately

apparent how the surviving academics would respond to the

situation. John Morley, the only one of their generation in

the Cabinet, resigned over the decision to assist France.

James Bryce himself was, in late September, doubtful about
2

the wisdom of entry into the war. In late August he could

write to Dicey about Germany and the role of her universities
3

in a detached and dispassionate manner. However, in Septem¬

ber, 1914, he was asked to chair a committee to enquire into

allegations of German atrocities in Belgium. The purpose of

the committee was, as far as the government was concerned,

purely a propaganda one - to convey to neutral and neutral¬

ist opinion a picture of the Germans as vandals, looters and

rapists. And who better to sanction this than a respected

lawyer and historian, with a reputation for high-minded dis-

1. Bryce MSS:

2. Bryce MSS:

3. Bryce MSS:

Bryce - Dicey, November 14, 1913.

Morley - Bryce, September 24, 1914.

Bryce - Dicey, August 24, 1914.
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sent on foreign policy and considerable popularity in the

largest neutral country - the United States? That Bryce was

also totally unequal to coping with the methods of the war

propagandists - the selected witnesses, fabricated 'atroci¬

ties 1 , sensational reporting and so on - was all to the good."^"

Unquestionably the Bryce committee's findings were a

major coup for allied propaganda. As expected, the Germans

were denounced for barbaric behaviour, and denunciation was

punched home by the patent sincerity of Bryce himself. The
2

man who had applauded the German victory in 1870 by 1916

interspersed his morose commentary on the extinction of

liberalism in Britain with saving comments like 'Better any¬

thing than the destruction of morality which has come in
3

Germany8. Inevitably, his contemporaries soon adopted his

views: Henry Jackson, whom Sir George Otto Trevelyan found
4

still a philo-German 'of the old school8 m September 1914,

became a fire-eating warrior, and had Bertrand Russell removed
5

from Trinity for his pacifist views. Harrison, who admitt¬

edly had been advocating rearmament in 1909 on his usual pro-

1. Fisher, James Bryce, vol.ii, 136-40, insists Bryce was
judicious and impartial throughout, but then as a member
both of the committee and later of the war government,
he had an interest in saying so. See Keith G. Robbins,
'Lord Bryce and the First World War8, in the Historical
Journal. vol.x (1967), pp.255-72.

2. Bryce MSS: Bryce - Freeman, September 24, 1870. Though,
to be fair, he had previously in 1864 denounced German
liberals for selling out to Bismarck. (Bryce - Freeman,
September 16, 1864. )

3. Bryce MSS: Bryce - Dicey, April 16, 1916.
4. Bryce MSS: Trevelyan - Bryce, September 8, 1914.
5. G.H. Hardy, Bertrand Russell and Trinity, pp.24-5.
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French and anti-German platform, rejoiced that the war had

confirmed his antipathies."^ Dicey applauded the rekindling
2

of a national and patriotic spirit.

Plainly behind this enthusiasm lay not merely anger at

German barbarism or any delight in war in itself, but the

sense that party and class differences had been subordinated

to the claims of the nation. As with Italy and the North in

their respective struggles, a unity, a common-wealth, seemed
3

to have been achieved. But this euphoria was short lived,

and gave way in its turn to an even deeper pessimism: the

war implied state intervention in the economy to a greater
4

extent than even Pearson had feared in the 1890s; at home

organised labour grew in strength and aggressiveness; abroad

the Communists seized power in Russia: in each case the old

men interpreted these disturbing developments with vigour and

total irrelevance. Could not undergraduates from Jesus College
7

be sent to South Wales to talk the miners out of a strike?

Was Goldwin Smith not right after all in his approval of the

Russian pogroms, since so many Jews seemed to be leading the

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Bryce MSS: Harrison - Bryce, October 30, 1917.

Rait, Albert Venn Dicey, p.228.
Jackson MSS: Dicey - Jackson, October 9, 1914.

Dicey, August 1, 1916.
Dicey,

Dicey,

Bryce MSS

Bryce MSS

Bryce MSS

Bryce MSS

Bryce

Bryce

Bryce

Dicey

September 19, 1917.
November 21, 1917.

January 31, 1916. (Incidentally
of sending
and did not

Bryce,
Dicey subsequently castigated 'the silliness
workmen who couldn't speak a word of Russian,
know even the outlines of Russian history, to confer with
Russian Socialists.' Jackson MSS: Dicey - Jackson,
November 3, 1917. )
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Communists ?

prevented if

1867?2

Their isolation increased, not least from younger men

from the same environment. An exception proves the rule:

stern old-fashioned individualist though he was, Leonard

Courtney resolutely opposed the war in concert with social¬

ists in the Union of Democratic Control and attempted to get

justice for conscientious objectors. When he died in 1918,

Charles Roden Buxton, a young former Liberal M.P. and a

relative of one of the Liberal M.P.s who had supported the
3

abolition of Tests in 1864, wrote to his widow:

What you say about Lord Courtney's feeling of
indebtedness to the younger men is very strik¬
ing. It gives one something new and rather
surprising to think about. I have an instinct¬
ive respect for the old, I think, and the atti¬
tude taken up in this war by old men whom one
had believed in - e.g. Lord Bryce - was to me
something shocking. I should have become quite
outrageously cynical about old age, if it had
not been for Lord Courtney. There were one or
two others, of course - very few - but he was
head and shoulders above them.

Shortly afterwards Buxton joined the Labour Party. Sir

George Otto Trevelyan suffered the defection of two of his

sons. Yates Thompson found him 'naturally somewhat silent

about Charles and Robert - as to whom no sign of a quarrel,
4

but evidently a certain sadness.' Sir George Young's

1. Bryce MSS: Bryce - Dicey, December 12, 1919.
2. Bryce MSS: Bryce - Dicey, January 28, 1919.
3. Courtney MSS: Charles Roden Buxton - Lady Courtney,

May 19, 1918.
4. Jackson MSS: Henry Yates Thompson - Jackson, September

1, 1918.

Could the rise of the Labour party have been

the second Reform bill had not been enacted in
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eldest son, who had been one of Bryce's aides at Washington,

went over too.

VI

My Dear Dicey,

Have you had, among the youth who come to see
you, any of the young Oxford Socialists,
Christian or Pagan? Nothing strikes me more
than the way in which a wave of opinion seems
to sweep over the youth of a country, just
like Influenza. Though I cannot catch it, I
am trying hard to understand it, and even to
sympathise; but I am astonished that their
zeal for the end - viz. the bettering of the
condition of the mass, seems to make them
ignore the difficulties which the means pre¬
sent. They seem to think human nature per¬
fectible, just as the men of 1789 did. Per¬
haps it is well that mankind should never
shake itself free from this illusion. The
same notion seems to be at the bottom of this
passion for women's suffrage. People fancy
that the more voters you have, the more wisdom
you have at the service of the state. Did we
think so when we wrote the essays on Reform
just fifty years ago?

2
This is Bryce at his best , with his pessimism punctuated

by shafts of self-awareness - even although the self of which

he was aware lived in the England of Gladstone and Lowe.

Every so often, after he, Jackson, Trevelyan and Dicey had

indulged themselves with fears about the menace of the trade
3 4

unions and the revolutionary nature of the Labour party

a morbid pessimism excusable enough in the tiny handful of

1. Significantly, a memorial for Russell's reinstatement at
Trinity was signed by nearly all the fellows under fifty,
including many who had participated in the war, and
opposed, unsuccessfully, by nearly all the older men. See
G.H. Hardy, op.cit., pp.49-51 and 59-60.

2. Bryce MSS: Bryce - Dicey, January 28, 1917.
3. Bryce MSS: Bryce - Dicey, October 21, 1919.
4. Bryce MSS: Dicey - Bryce, August 23, 1920.
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survivors of a once powerful and confident, and still cohesive

group - the light of liberal rationality would break in and

they would agree that things could be worse."*" In the case of

Bryce, when he managed to tear himself away from his contemp¬

oraries, the transformation was quite dramatic. Arnold J.

Toynbee and H.A.L. Fisher found an enthusiastic and hard¬

working Liberal, eager to mitigate the severities of Versailles,

help with propagandist work for the League of Nations, chair a

conference on the future of the House of Lords, and, as a

farewell to that House move, with John Morley, the motion
2

which ratified the treaty setting up the Irish Free State.

That was in December, 1921. In January Bryce went on

holiday to Sidmouth, an active holiday spent walking and pre¬

paring his articles on foreign travel for reprinting. On

January 22 he was found dead in bed; he had died, painlessly
3

of heart failure, in his sleep. Somewhat over a year later

Dicey died at Oxford. Trevelyan survived for five years

4
longer, m seclusion at Wallington.

Sir George Young was the last to go. An active county

councillor in Berkshire until earlier the same year, he died

at the age of ninety-three on the fourth of July, 1930, at

his home, Formosa Fishery at Cookham, whence his evangelical

grandfather had gone out to hunt down slavers and establish

Sierra Leone. The concluding sentences of the Times obituary

1. Bryce MSS: Bryce - Dicey, April 4, 1921.
2. Fisher, James Bryce, vol.ii, p.170; Arnold J, Toynbee,

Acquaintances (1967), c .11 ; Robbins , op.cit., pp.265, 270-1.
3. Jackson MSS: Annonated letter of Bryce - Colonel Jackson,

January 20, 1922.
4. G.M. Trevelyan, Sir George Otto Trevelyan, pp.148-151.
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could serve as an epitaph to his generation:

Tall, bearded, and of impressive appearance;
of a somewhat formidable manner, tempered by
humour and an old world courtesy; liberal and
just in sentiment, but remote from the currents
and changing interests of ordinary life, and
yet none the less absolute in his judgements
upon them; and retaining into extreme age all
his youthful vigour of outlook, his powers of
dramatic reading and speaking, of infallible
quotation and opinion, and an inflexible self-
control and individualism, he lived to be ven¬
erated, even by those who did not know the
gentleness and generosity of character which
his discipline of life concealed, as a last
and distinguished representative of a bygone
tradition.

1. The Times, July 5, 1930.
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Appendix 1

The social and educational background of academic liberals

Did academic liberalism represent a change of ideology

among members of a traditional ruling group, or the ideology

of the new industrial wealth which was gaining political

power? Obviously, if the first is true, then it's necessary

to investigate the educational background as well, as this

must reflect the parents' expectations for their sons as

well as the impact of their school experience on their ideo¬

logical development.

I decided to investigate these two problems by taking

a sample of academic liberals and surveying their social

antecedents, their geographical environment and their educa¬

tion. A suitable group seemed to be the Oxford contingent

at the Freemasons' Tavern meeting held on June 14, 1864, to

support the cause of tests abolition. I abstracted the

Oxford men from the list printed by Lewis Campbell in his

Nationalisation of the Old English Universities (my Appendix

5) and classified them by the colleges from which they

graduated.
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The drawbacks of using the Freemasons8 Tavern meeting

are that its attendance was largely composed of Oxford men,

and among those, Balliol graduates predominated. But Balliol

did, admittedly, play a leading role as a liberal seminary,

and once the general similarity of the academic liberals'

backgrounds to those of the ordinary graduates was proved,

and the Oxford results compared with Jenkins and Jones8 analy¬

sis of the background of Cambridge graduates in the nineteenth

century/ there seemed little ground for supposing that the

background of Cambridge liberals was much different from that

of Oxford liberals. (Subsequently, I checked a sample of

Cambridge liberal voters at the election of 1882 with a sam¬

ple of Tory voters, which bore this out.)

The sample of 78 is, though small, I think sufficient

for the general conclusions I wished to draw from it. It

amounts to about 8% of the 989 Liberal votes Professor H.J.S.

2
Smith received in the burgess election of 1878. For purposes

of comparison, I also made a survey of the social and educa¬

tional backgrounds of 126 Balliol undergraduates over the

period 1853-1858.

1. Hester Jenkins and D. Caradog Jones, 8The Social Class of
Cambridge Alumni of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries'
in The British Journal of Sociology, vol.i (1950) pp.93-116.

2. See my Chapter 7, p.436.
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Social background

Table 2: Occupations of the antecedents of academic liberals

Father Grandfather
Great-

grandfathei
Landowners 17 (22%) 13 (17%) 18 (23%)

Clergymen 24 (31%) 18 (23%) 11 (14%)

Business 10 (13%) 10 (13%) 9 (12%)

Medicine 6 5 2

Law 6 5 -

Services 4 3 1

Administration 3 1 1

Teaching 2 1 -

® Trade 1 - 3 2

Farming 1 1 4

Total
identified

73 58 47

Total
unidentified

5 (6%) 20 (26%) 31 (38%)

Total 78 78 78

Note: only the principal occupations are given here

The most important point to grasp about the facts

summarised in table 2 is the relative lack of liberals from

business or trade backgrounds. Admittedly there may be

more evidence of such backgrounds when we go back a gener¬

ation and the number of occupations unidentified increases,

but this statistic could conceal farming and other pro¬

fessional backgrounds as well. In the generation of the
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fathers, landowning, clerical and higher professional

occupations predominate.

It is difficult to compare my percentages directly with

Jenkins and Jones, since they excluded unidentified back¬

grounds. But since they put these at two-fifths of the

whole, it's possible to modify their figures to make them

roughly comparable with mine.''" (Even here, matters aren't

helped by their division of their nineteenth century group

into two periods, 1800-1849 and 1850-1899.) If corrected,

Jenkins and Jones' clerical and landed percentages for the

first period both come to 18% and for the second to 19% and

11% respectively, and my own (for the fathers' generation)

to 31% and 22%, there are grounds for considering the academ¬

ics' immediate antecedents as even more traditional than the

average among their contemporaries. This is also borne out

by a comparison with the Balliol sample (48% clerical/land¬

owning against 53%).

But this conclusion is modified by closer inspection of

the clerical/landowning axis. Clergymen grandfathers largely

came from the clerical/landowning class (11/18), but this

proportion dropped to 13/24 in the following generation, with

a greater number from 'unidentifiable' backgrounds. So it

can be argued that the expansion of the clergy in the fathers'

generation, say from 1815-1835, brought men from a different

1. Jenkins and Jones, op.cit., p.98.
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background into the universities, but to be prepared for a

traditional role.

The case of the landowners is similar. In the grand¬

fathers 8 generation nine out of twelve landowners came from

landowning backgrounds. In the fathers' this proportion was

much smaller (6/18), although if we add those from clerical

backgrounds the proportion rises to 10/18. Again this indi¬

cates the traditional ruling class absorbing new men, prob¬

ably through the agency of the war of 1793-1815. The con¬

current rise of evangelicalism, with its corollaries of the

physical expansion of the Church and clergy, may account for

the growing number of clerics.

Turning to the connection of the families of the academic

liberals with the universities we see that a considerable

proportion among the fathers had been to a university (45/78),

but this fell roughly by half in the previous generation (23/

78), and half again in the next (12/78) Altogether, taking

all three generations into account, forty-eight liberals had

forebears who attended a university. Of these in twenty-

three cases only the fathers had done so, in eleven father

and grandfather, in one grandfather and great-grandfather,

in two father and great-grandfather, in two grandfather alone,

and in nine cases all three generations. We can I think safely

assume, then, that in the case of about half the liberals,

their fathers were the first in the family to experience a

university education.
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When we compare the geographical background of the

liberals with the Balliol sample we find a certain paradox:

despite the preponderance of clerical/landowning antecedents,

a lesser percentage of the liberals came from the country

(46% : 54%) and a larger percentage from London (23% : 13%).

Possibly the explanation lies in the greater status of the

fathers of the academic liberal group. Ten of them were

M.P.s, compared with six of the Balliol sample, and the

statistics of judges, senior civil servants, officers and

the like show a similar contrast. 32% of the liberals had

fathers who made the D.N.B., 14.5% of the Balliol sample.

(Though this is not foolproof as many at the Freemasons9

Tavern meeting were involved in that publication as contrib¬

utors . )

What they were not likely to benefit from was any close

acquaintanceship with the emergent industrial society, centred

mainly on the coalfields. Eighteen only out of a hundred and

twenty-four in the Balliol sample lived in or near the new

industrial areas, which in 1851 contained roughly 30% of the popula¬

tion of Britain. The academic liberal proportion (12/78)

was practically identical. There are obvious reasons for

this. The identification of nonconformity with industry,

and the mutual hostility of the nonconformists and the

traditional clerical rulers of the universities, shored up by

differing conceptions of education, tests and local prerog¬

atives, could only distance the universities from social change.
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Educational background

Table 3; The schooling of the academic liberal sample

1. Attended boarding schools:

a. The seven major public or 'clarendon* schools: 43

Rugby 16 Westminster 3
Harrow 11 Charterhouse 1
Eton 8 Shrewsbury -

Winchester 4

b. Old grammar, now boarding schools: 2

c. Proprietory boarding schools: 4

2. Attended day schools:

a. Old public day schools: 2

b. Grammar schools: 3

c. Proprietory day schools: 2

3. Attended institutions of further education: 9

4. Educated at home or by private tutor: 8

5. Education unknown: 5

Turning to the academic liberals' educational background,

we find a number of significant factors which distinguish them

from the other undergraduates. There were proportionately

fewer of them at the seven great public schools (55% as against

62%). Taking the boarding schools as a whole, that is includ¬

ing grammar schools which now aspired to the title of a pub¬

lic school and proprietory boarding schools, mainly of recent

foundation, the difference in the percentage is even more
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dramatic. 80.5% of the Balliol sample attended a boarding

school, 63% from among the academic liberals. For the other

categories: day schools (9% to 5%), institutes of further

education (12.5% to 6.5%) and private or home tuition (10%

to 5%) there is a pronounced academic liberal majority, in

absolute terms as well as in percentages. The educational

heterodoxy of the parents of the academic liberals demon¬

strated here is confirmed by A.V. Dicey who, writing of his

liberal evangelical parents, commented that^ 'there had

gradually grown up a suspicion (among them) that the public

school system of England was marked by some very strong

defects which the salutory influence of education at home

might correct * and by the experience of Henry Sidgwick,
2

whose father 'had always held the strongest objections to

the old public schools, from a rooted belief in their low

moral tone*, who was only sent to Rugby because his relative,

Edward White Benson,was going there as an assistant master.

If we turn to the percentages attending the various

'Clarendon' schools we find further evidence of parental

discrimination. The percentages attending the three major

schools were as follows:

School % Acad. Lib. sample % Balliol sample
Eton 18.5 40

Harrow 25. 5 27

Rugby 37 17

remarnrng
four

19 16

1- Memorials of A.V. Dicey, p.15.
2. A. and E.M.S., Henry Sidqwick, p.6.
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The correlation of this with the reform of the public

schools is obvious. The Balliol figure represents reasonably

accurately the average university intake from the schools, if

we make allowances for the peculiarity of Winchester's New

College connection, and is merely a reflection of the size

and social status of the schools concerned. The picture is

almost completely reversed in the academic liberal sample,

where the factor which seems to have played the major part

in determining a parent's choice of school seems to have

been the progress of reform at such a school. Hence the

highest proportion at Rugby, associated (in the public mind

at least) with reform since the appointment of Thomas Arnold

as Head Master in 1828, a lesser proportion at Harrow, where

Vaughan imposed the Rugby pattern from 1844, and the lowest

at Eton, which remained unregenerate until the 1860s.

Recently Mr. T.W. Bamford has pointed out, with some justice,

the extravagance of some of the claims made for Arnold, citing

in one instance the good performance of Rugby under the bad

headmastership of Goulburn, 1849-1857,"'" but we must remember

that at a lower level than that of headmaster the calibre of

Rugby staff remained high, and during Goulburn's undisting¬

uished Mastership the paramount influence was that of the old

Arnoldian, George Granville Bradley.

The parents of the academic liberals, although sharing

in some degree the traditional inclinations of their class,

were not tied to the traditional institutions of education.

1. T„W. Bamford, The Rise of the Public Schools, pp.153-4.
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They were critical and selective and were little prepared to

tolerate the worst deficiencies of the public school system.

Sir James Stephen removed Fitzjames and Leslie from Eton

because he disapproved of the narrowness of its classical

curriculum,1 but this was an extreme case, as the majority

of parents seem to have been pretty selective in their choice

before despatching their sons to school, and tended to choose

one where they could either be day boys, or where the rep¬

utation of an individual master guaranteed a high degree of

confidence. In post-Arnoldian Rugby it was this which con¬

tinued to attract parents: the individual tuition of a

dependable master was as important if not more so than the

'public school ethos® itself, and corresponds with the

tuition many of the non-public school liberals got from local

university men and the importance at the universities of the

gifted private tutor. The Scotsmen Caird and Bryce derived

more from individual tuition, the first from the Rector of

his school, the second from his father and uncle, both

schoolmasters, than they did from any formal classroom ins-
2

truction. Henry Fawcett and Leonard Courtney, both from

lower middle class backgrounds, were aided by the interest
3

of local professional men. Henry Sidgwick and H.J.S. Smith

ended up at Rugby because their tutors were appointed masters
4

there. David Newsome has pointed out in Godliness and Good

Learning that there was a period between the initial impact

1. Leslie Stephen, Sir James Fitzjames Stephen, p.86.
2. Jones and Muirhead, The Life and Work of Edward Caird, p.11;

Fisher, James Bryce. vol.i, p.13.
3. Leslie Stephen, Henry Fawcett, p.17; G.P. Gooch, Lord

Courtney, p.7.
4. A.S. and E.M.S., loc.cit.; Charles Pearson, 'Biographical

Sketch of H.J.S. Smith®, p.xiii.
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of Arnoldianism and the systematic inculcation of the public

school spirit after the 1860s when the reformers concentrated

on implanting an element of individuality and missionary zeal

in their most promising pupils, before the claims of fthe

team' became predominant.1 The academic liberals belonged to

this fortunate generation.

1. Op.cit. , c. 1•
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Contents of and contributors to the reform essays, 1867

1. ESSAYS ON REFORM London: Macmillan and Co. 1867

List of Subjects and Authors

Essay I THE UTILITARIAN ARGUMENT AGAINST REFORM,
AS STATED BY MR. LOWE

By the Hon. G.C. Brodrick, M.A. Fellow
of Merton College, Oxford Page 1

Essay II THE POLITICAL CHARACTER OF THE WORKING
CLASSES

By R.H. Hutton, M.A. Page 27

Essay III ON THE ADMISSION OF THE WORKING
CLASSES AS PART OF OUR SOCIAL SYSTEM;
AND ON THEIR RECOGNITION FOR ALL
PURPOSES AS PART OF THE NATION

By Lord Houghton, M.A. Trinity College,
Cambridge; and Hon. D.C.L. Oxford. Page 45

Essay IV THE BALANCE OF CLASSES

By Albert Venn Dicey, M.A. Fellow of
Trinity College, Oxford Page 67

Essay V ON THE CHOICE OF REPRESENTATIVES BY
POPULAR CONSTITUENCIES

By Leslie Stephen, M.A. Fellow of
Trinity Hall, Cambridge Page 85

Essay VI REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS

By John Boyd Kinnear Page 127

Essay VII THE ANALYSIS OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS,
OR INDIRECT REPRESENTATION

By Bernard Cracroft, M.A. Trinity
College, Cambridge Page 155
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Essay VIII ON THE WORKING OF AUSTRALIAN
INSTITUTIONS

By C.H. Pearson, M.A. Fellow of Oriel
College, Oxford Page 191

Essay IX THE EXPERIENCE OF THE AMERICAN
COMMONWEALTH

By Goldwin Smith, M.A. Fellow of
University College, Oxford Page 239

Essay X THE HISTORICAL ASPECT OF DEMOCRACY

By James Bryce, B.C.L. Fellow of Oriel
College, Oxford

Essay XI OPPORTUNITIES AND SHORTCOMINGS OF
GOVERNMENT IN ENGLAND

By A.O„ Rutson, M.A., Fellow of
Magdalen College, Oxford Page 279

Essay XII THE HOUSE OF COMMONS IN 1833

By Sir George Young, Fellow of Trinity
College, Cambridge Page 309

2. QUESTIONS FOR A REFORMED PARLIAMENT

London: Macmillan and Co. 1867

List of Subjects and Authors

Essay I IRELAND

By Frank Harrison Hill Page 1

Essay II WORKMEN AND TRADE UNIONS

By Godfrey Lushington, M.A. Barrister-
at-Law, late Fellow of All Souls'
College, Oxford Page 37

Essay III THE POOR

By Meredith Townsend Page 65

Essay IV THE LAND-.LAWS

By W.L. Newman, M.A. Fellow of Ba11io1
College, Oxford Page 79
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Essay V POPULAR EDUCATION

By Charles Stuart Parker, M„A. Fellow
of University College, Oxford Page 131

Essay VI LAW REFORM

By John Boyd Kinnear, Advocate and
Barrister-at-Law Page 199

Essay VII THE ARMY

By George Hooper Page 219

Essay VIII FOREIGN POLICY

By Frederic Harrison, M.A. Barrister-
at-Law, Fellow of Wadham College,
Oxford Page 233

Essay IX BRIBERY

By Rev. James E. Thorold Rogers, M„A.
Professor of Political Economy, Oxford Page 259

Essay X THE PROGRESS OF THE WORKING CLASSES

By J.M. Ludlow, Barrister-at-Law, and
Lloyd Jones Page 277
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Appendix 3

Membership of the Essay and Old Mortality Societies,

Oxford

Essay Society

Founder-members in the autumn of 1852:

Hon. GoC. Brodrick

A.G. Butler

Hon. W„H. Fremantle

G.J„ Goschen

H.N. Oxenham

C.S. Parker

C.H. Pearson

Joined 1853-1854

W.Lo Newman

H.S. Cunningham

Frederic Harrison

Godfrey Lushington

Joined after 1855

A.Vo Dicey

James Bryce

Charles Bowen

Members by 1860

T.H. Green

A.O. Rutson

C.C. Puller

J.Ao Symonds
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The Old Mortality Society

Founder-members in the autumn of 1856:

A.Vc Dicey

A.S. Grenfell

G.B. Hill

G. R „ Luke

J„ Nichol

A.C. Swinburne

Joined 1857:

R„ Broughton R.S. Wright

Joined 1858:

James Bryce

A. Brown

T.H. Green

Joined 1859:

T.E„ Holland Aeneas Mackay

Joined 1860:

JoW. Hoole

W. Esson

Henry Nettleship

J.F„ Payne

Edward Caird

Joined 1861:

F„Lo Latham

J. Lee-Warner

A. Robinson

CoLo Shadwell

E„C. Boyle

William Berkely

H„A. Giffard

J.R. Magrath

C.P. Ilbert

Robinson
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Joined 1862-1866:

JoA. Symonds A.A. Clive

H.L. Thompson J. Wordsworth

Io Bywater S.R. Brooke

W.H. Pater W. Wallace

H. LI. Brown H.W.G. Markheim

Information on Essay Society from G.C. Brodrick,

Memories and Impressions, p.100; and Horatio F. Brown,

John Addinqton Symonds (1895) p.125; information on

Old Mortality Society from a list compiled by T.E.

Holland, dated May 29, 1895, in Bodleian.
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Appendix 5

List of persons whose names are recorded as having been present at the meeting

in the Freemasons' Tavern, London, on June 10, 1864.

(Appendix C in Lewis Campbell, The Nationalisation of the Old English Universities
pp. 284-293.)

I print the original list. It is accurate save for one entry, no.63, who was not
the G.W. Hastings noted, but George Woodyatt Hastings, Secretary of the National
Association for the Promotion of Social Science.)

Nahsi as W&rrrEM Down.

1. Mr. Humphreys .

2. Mr. Jebb

3. George RolUston .

4. Philip Luiley Sclatcr
6. Arthur Milman .

6. Francis Otter

7. W. H. Flower .

8.

9.

10.

11.

■12.

13.

14.

■15.

16.

17.

18.

18.

20.
i21.

22.

83.

John Wcstlake

James Martineau

*B. C. Brodie

Albert Rutson

Vincent Scully
Edward Poste

A. P. Whatclcy .

George Young
W. Morrison, M.P.
* Charles Bowen .

H. S. Cunningham
*L. Tollemache .

E. Chandos Leigh
Horace Dmsey

G.\E. Thorley
T. G. Vyvyan

84. Or. William Ogle

SirJames Kay Shuttlemorth
Mr. Leatham, M.P.

87. '£. Caird

W. Berkley
* T. H. Green

J. Bryce

Edward A. Freeman

William Stebbing
* Godfrey Lushington

34. 'P. Cumin

"A. V. Dicey .

T. E. Holland .

* R. Ellis
* C. Cholmeley Puller
Leslie Stephen

Namos in Full.

Arthur Charles Humphreys-Oweo
Richard Claverhouse Jebb

George Rolleston
Philip Lutley Sclater
Arthur Milman

Francis Otter

William Ilenry Flower

John Westlake

James Martineau

Benjamin Collins Brodie
Albert Osliff Rutson

Vincent Scully
Edward Poste

Arthur Pepys Whateley
Sir George Young, Bart.
Waiter Morrison

Charles Synge Bowen
Henry Stewart Cunningham
The Hon. Lionel Tollemache

Hon. Edward Chandos Leigh
Horace Davey

George Earlam Thorley
Thomas Grenfell Vyvyan

William Ogle

James Kay Shuttleworth
William Henry Leatham

Edward Caird

William Berkley
Thomas Hill Green .

James Bryce

Edward Augustus Freeman

William Stebbing
Godfrey Lushington .

Patrick Cumin

Albert Venn Dicey .

Thomas Erskine Holland

Robinson Ellis

C. Cholmeley Puller .

Leslie Stephen

In IHA
B.A. of Trinity Coll., Cambridge .

Fellow and Lecturer Trinity ColL,
Cambridge

Professor of Physiology, Oxford .

Fell, ofCorpus Christi Coll., Oxford
M.A. of Christ Church, Oxford .

Fellow of C.C.C., Oxford .

} Conservator of Museum of Royal
College of Surgeons

Late Fellow of Trinity Coll., Cam¬
bridge

Prof, of Philosophy, Manchester
New College

Baronet; B.A. of Balliol College,
Oxford

Fellow of Magdalen Coll., Oxford ;
Barrister. ...

Ch. Ch., Oxford . . .

Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford;
Barrister . ...

M.A. of Ch. Ch., Oxford .

Fellow of Trinity Coll., Cambridge
M.A. of Balliol College, Oxford;
M. P. for Plymouth . .

Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford .

M.A. of Trinity College, Oxford ;
and Barrister

m M.A. of Balliol College, Oxford .

Fellow of Magdalen Coll., Oxford
Fellow of University Coll., Oxford ;
Barrister. ...

Fellow of Wadham Coll., Oxford.
Fellow and Dean, Catus College,
Cambridge

Fellow of C.C.C., Oxford ; M.D. .

Bart.; High Sheriff of Lancashire .

M.P. for Wakefield .

Fellow and Tutor, Merton ColL,
Oxford

Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford.
Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford .

Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford .

Late Fellow of Trinity College,
Oxford

Fellow of Worcester Coll., Oxford
Late Fellow of All Souls Coll.,
Oxford

M.A. of Balliol College, Oxford .

Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford .

Fellow of Exeter Coll., Oxford;
Chichele Prof, of International Law
Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford
M.A. of Balliol College, Oxford .

Fellow of Trinity Hall, Camb,

SUBSAQUANTLT.
Barrister; M.P. for Montgomeryshire.
Knight; Litt D. ; Regius Professor of
Greek, Cambridge; M.P, for Cam¬
bridge University.

Died 1881.

SecretaryofZoological Society, London.
Registrar of the University of London;
Biographer of Dean Milman.

M. P. for South division of Lincolnshire.
Died 1895.

K.C.B. ; F.R.S. ; Director of Natural
History Museum, South Kensington.
Died 1899.

Q.C.; Professor of International Law,
Cambridge; M.P. for Romford.

Principal of Manchester New College.
Died 1900.

Waynflete Professor of Chemistry, Ox¬
ford. Died 1880.

Died 1890.

Director of Civil Service Examinations.
Barrister and Journalist.
Charity Commissioner.

M.P. for Skipton, Vorks.
Lord Justice of Appeal. Died 1894.
K.C.I E. ; Judge of the High Court of
Bengal; Author.

Author.

Recorder of Nottingham.

Lord of Appeal; M.P. for Stockton.
Warden of Wadham.

Mathematical Master at Charterhouse ;
Author.

Superintendent of Statistics, Socwrset
House.

Hon. D.C.L. Oxford. Died 1S07.
M.P. for South West Riding, York¬
shire. Died 1889.

Professor of Moral Philosophy,Glasgow;
Master of Balliol since 1893.

Vicar of Navestock, Essex. Died 1896.
Whyte's Professor of Moral Philosophy,
Oxford. Died 18S2.

Right Hon.; M.P. for Aberdeen: His¬
torian.

Regius Professor of Modem History,
Oxford. Died 1892.

Assistant Editor of the Times; Author.
K.C.B.; G.C.M.G.; Permanent Under
Secretary, Home Office.

Secretary of the Educational Depart¬
ment of the Privy Council. Died tSoa

Vinerian Professor of Law, Oxford.

Fellow of All Souls College, Oxford.
Corpus Professor of Latin, Oxford.
Student of Lincoln s Inn.
Editor of Dictionary of National /■
graphy: and Author of various worts.
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40. V- L. Strachan Davidson

41. Chas. IV. Goodwin

42. Charles H. Robarts

48. Kenelm E. Digby

44. J. L. IVarren
46. Strangford

46. H. Latham
47. C. H. Dantell .

48. Chas. S. Miedl .

49. Mr. Vansittart Neaie

60. Bishop of Natal .

61. Professor Huxley.

62. William Ewart, M P. .

68. B. Gray, Trin. Coll., Camb.

64. Ck. Neate, M.P..

66. E. P. Bouverie, M.P

66. Mr. Cartwright . ^
67. B. Mansfield .

68. Will. Geo. Clark.

69. Arthur G. Watson

60. E. C. Wickham .

81. Wm. A. Fearon .

62. * W. H. Fremantle

63. G. W. Hastings .

64. John James Taylor

66. John Grey
66. Charles E. C. B. Appleton

67. Thomas Fowler .

68. C. Fortescue, M.P.

69. *R. S. Wright .

*
70. J. J. Sylvester

71. John Bright, M.P.

72. Rev. Prof. Wilson, C.C.C.,
Oxford

78. E. Charles

74. *//. fenkyns

75. Thes. Hughes . . . (

—76. Prof. Fawcelt

—77. James E. Thorold Rogers, Prof.
of Political Economy, Oxford

-78. E. S. Beesly

—79. Archer A. Clive .

■80. * Henry f. S. Smith

■SI. W. Pollard-Urquhart, M.P. .

^2. * R. E. Bartlet! .

-13. J. C. Mathew

—!4. f. Stirling

-16. II. M. Jackson

-16. W. B. Church
17. A. Bailey

=48. Geo. Wood

=19. John Rigby

J. L. Strachan Davidson

Charles Wyclifle Goodwin

Charles H. Robarts .

Kenelm Edward Digby

J. Locksdale W4rren
Percy William Frederick Smythe,
8th Viscount Strangford

Rev. Henry Latham .

Charles Henry Olive Daniel!
Charles S. Miall

Edward Vansittart Neale

John William Colenso

Thomas Henry Huxley
William Ewart

Benjamin Gray

Charles Neate

Hon, Edward Pleydell Bouverie

Horatio Mansfield

William George Clark

Arthur George Watson

Edward Charles Wickham

William Andrew Fearon

Hon. William Henry Fremantle

Graham W. Hastings

John James Taylor . • .

John Grey .

Charles E. C. B. Appleton .

Thomas Fowler

Chichester Samuel Fortescue

Robert Samuel Wright

James Joseph Sylvester

John Bright

John Matthias Wilson

Ebenezertihatles
Henry Jenkyns

Thomas Hughes

Henry Fawcett

James E. Thorold Rogers

Edward Spenser Beesly

Archer Antony Clive .

Henry John Stephen Smith

William Pollard-Urquhart

Robert Edward Bartlett

James Charles Mathew

James Stirling

Henry Mather Jackson

W. B. Church

Alfred Bailey
George Wood
John Rigby

M.A. of Balliol College, Oxford .

Fellow of St. Catherine's Coll.,
Cambridge

Fellow of All Souls Coll., Oxford

Fellow of C.C.C., Oxford .

B A. of Trinity College, Cambridge
M.A. of Merton College, Oxford .

FellowandTutor, Trin. Hall, Camb.
Fellow of Worcester Coll., Oxford
Nonconformist . .

M.A. of Oriel College, Oxford ;
Barrister

Bishop of Natal; Author of book
on The Pentateuch .

F.R.S. ; Prof, of Natural History,
Royal School of Mines

M.P. for Dumfries Boroughs
Late Fellow of Trinity Coll., Cam¬
bridge ; Barrister .

Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford;
M.P. for Oxford .

M.A. of Trinity Coll., Cambridge;
M.P. for Kilmarnock

Late Fellow of Trinity College,
Cambridge ; Barrister

Fellow ofTrinity Coll., Cambridge,
and Public Orator
Fellow of All Souls Coll., Oxford ;
Assistant Master at Harrow

Fellow of New College, Oxford :

Fellow and Tutor of New Coll.,
Oxford . ...

Fellow of All Souls Coll., Oxford ;
Chaplain to the Bishop of London
M.A. of Worcester Coll., Oxford ;
Barrister . ...

Professor of Ecclesiastical History
in Manchester New College

Fellow of St. John's Coll., Oxford

Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford

M.A. of Ch. Ch., Oxford ; M.P. for
Louth

Fellow of Oriel College, Oxford .

Professor of Mathematics, Virginia
University, U.S.A.

M.P. for Birmingham . ,

Fellow ofC. C.C.,Oxford ; Whyte's
Professor of Moral Philosophy

Barrister . ...

M. A. of Balliol College, Oxford ;
Barrister

B.A. of Oriel College, Oxford ;
Barrister

Fellow of Trinity Hall, Camb. ;
Professor of Political Economy

M.A. of Magdalen Coll., Oxford ;
Professor of Political Economy .

M.A.ofWadhamColl.,Oxford; Prof,
of History, University ColL, Lond.
Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford
Fellow ofBalliol ColL, Oxfoxd; and
Savilian Professor of Geometry

M A. of Trinity College, Camb. ;
M. P. for Westminster

Late Fellow ofTrinityColl.,Oxford;
Curate of St Mark s,Wliitechapel

Graduate of Trinity Coll., Dublin ;
Barrister

M.A. of Trinity Coll., Cambridge ;
Barrister

M.A. of Trinity College, Oxford;
Barrister

M.A. of Trinity Coll., Cambridge
M.A.ofCh. Ch., Oxford; Barrister

Fellow of Trinity College, Camb. ;
Barrister

Fellow, Classical Tstor, and Vice-
Master, Balliol College.

Egyptologist; writer in Essays and
Reviews; Judge in Shanghai and
Yokohama. Died 1878.

Barrister; Remembrancer of the City
of London.

K.C.B. ; Bencher of Lincoln's Inn;
Permanent Under See., Home Office.

Barrister.
Died 1869.

Master of Trinity HaJl.
Tutor and Vice-Provost of Worcester.

Founder of Co-operative Societies.
Died 1892.

Died 18S3.
P.R.S. ; Privy Councillor; Author.
Died 1S95.

Died 1869.

Died 1879.
Member of the Ecclesiastical Com¬
mission. Died 1SS9.

Stipendiary Magistrate for Liverpool.
Died 1887.

Part Editor of Cambridge Shakespeare.
Died 1878.

Retired.
Head MasterWellington College, 1873—
93 ; Dean of Lincoln.

Head Master of Winchester College.

Dean of Ripon.

Q.C.; Bencher of Lincoln's Inn.

Died 1S69.

First Editor of theAcademy Newspaper;
D.C.L. Oxford. Died 1S79.

Professor of Logic; President of Corpus
Christi College, Oxford; Vice-Chan¬
cellor of Oxford University.

Created Lord Carlingford 1874 : 2nd
Lord Clermont 1887. Died 1S9S.

Sir R. S. Wright; Judge of the King's
Bench.

Prof, of Mathematics, Johns Hopkins
University; and Savilian Professor
of Geometry, Oxford. Died 1897.

Right Hon.; President of the Board of
Trade, etc. Died 1889.

President ofC.C.C, Oxford. Diedi88i.

Died 1867.
K.C.B.; Parliamentarv Counsel to the
Treasury. Died 1S90.

Q.C.; County Court Judge; Author cf
Tom Browns Schooldays, etc. Died
1896.

M.P. for Brighton; Right Hon.; Post¬
master-General. Died 1884.

M.P. for Southwark. Died 1S90.

Author.
Barrister. Died 1877.
Vice-President of C.C.C.. Oxford:
Keeper of the University Museum ;
Mathematician. Died 18S3.

Author. Died 1871.

Vicar of Pershore; Bampton Lecturer.

Judge of the King's Bench.

Lord Justice of Appeal.
Baronet; Q.C.; M.l\; appointed Judge

and died 1881.

Attorney-General and Lord Justice of
Appeal.
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Rev. W. Rogers

The Dean of Westminster

M. E. Grant Duff

'ev. J. R. Byrne
'ev. F. D. Maurice

' George C. Brodrick
Rev. G. D. Boyle

Alfred Wills .

Henry Reeve

M. S. Grosvenor Woods

Montague H. Cookson .

Charles E. Maurice

R. Bosworth Smith

Ingram Bywater
Leonard Courtney

Charles C. Clifford, M.P.

Frederic Harrison

* W. L. Newman

* H. Afcrivale .

*J. A. Symonds.
Sir Edward Strachey .

* R. B. D. Morier

* B. Jowetl
* A. Vernon Harcourt .

fas. Cotter Morison

W. M. Kerr .

*E. H. Bradhy .

E. Miall
* C. S. Roundell

J. Carvelt Williams

George f. Goschen
Gotdxoin Smith .

William Rogers

Arthur l'enrhyn Stanley
\

Mountstuart Elphinstone Grant
Dud . ...

J. R. Byrne
Frederick Denison Maurice .

Hon. George Charles Brodrick
George David Boyle .

Alfred Wills

Henry Reeve

M. S. Grosvenor Woods

Montague Hughes Cookson .

Charles Edmund Maurice

Reginald Bosworth Smith

Ingram Bywater ...
Leonard Henry Courtney

Charles Cavendish Clifford

Frederic Harrison

William Lambert Newman .

Herman Charles Merivale

John Addington Symonds
Sir Edward Strachey, Bart. .

Richard Barnet David Morier

Benjamin Jowett
Augustus George Vernon Harcourt

James Augustus Cotter Morison

Edward Henry Bradby

Edward Miall
Charles Savile Roundell

John Carvell Williams

George Joachim Goschen
Goldwin Smith

M.A. of Baliiol College, Oxford;
Rector of St. Botolph's, Bishops-
gate ; Prebendary of St. Paul's .

1 lean ofWestminster, and Honorary
Chaplain to the Queen

M.A. of Baliiol, Oxford; Barrister;
M.P. for Elgin Boroughs

M.A. of University College, Oxford
M.A. of Exeter College, Oxford, for¬
merly at Cambridge ; Incumbent
of St. Peter's. Vere Street

Fellow ofMerton,Oxford; Barrister
Incumbent of St. Michael's, Hands-
worth . ...

B.A. of Lond. University; Barrister
Barrister: Editor of the Edinburgh
Review . ...

Fellow of Trinity College, Camb.
Fellow of St. John's Coll., Oxford;
Barrister

B.A. of Ch. Ch., Oxford .

Fellow of Trinity College, Oxford

Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford
Fellow of St. John's Coll., Cam¬
bridge ; Barrister .

Fellow of All Souls Coll., Oxford ;
Barrister; M.P. for Isle ofWight

Fellow of Wadham Coll., Oxford ;
Barrister

Fellow of Baliiol College, Oxford

B.A. of Balliol College, Oxford ;
Barrister

Fellow of Magdalen Coll., Oxford
High Sheriff of Somerset .

B.A. of Balliol College, Oxford;
Diplomatic Service

Regius Professor of Greek, Oxford
Senior Student ofCh. Ch., Oxford

M.A. of Lincoln Coll., Oxford;
Student of Lincoln's Inn

Late Fell.ofBalliol,Oxford; Assis¬
tant Master in Harrow School

M. P. for Rochdale .

Fellow of Merton Coll., Oxford ;
Barrister

Secretary to Liberation Society .

M.P. for City of London .

Fellow ofUniversity Coll.,Oxford;
Regius .Prof, of Modern History

Educationist. Died 1896.

Author. Died 1S81.
G.C.M.G. ; Governor of Madras;
Author.

II.M. Inspector of Schools.
Professor of Moral Philosophy, Camb.;
Author. Died 1872.

Warden of Merton.

Dean of Salisbury.
Judge of the King's Bench Division.

C.B.,D.C.L. Died 1S05.
Barrister and Q.C.
M. H. Crackentherpe. Q.C., Bencher
of Lincoln's Inn.

Banister.

Assistant Master of Harrow School;
Author.

Regius Professor of C;eek, Oxford.

Right Hon.; M.P. for Bodmin.
Baronet. Died tSo;.

Honorary Fellow 01 Wadbam ; Author.
Reader in Ancient History, Oxford;
Editor of Aristotle's Peiitn:.

Author and Playwright.
Author. Died 1S93.
Author.

G.C.B.,G.C.M.G., Ambassador to St.
Petersburg. Died 1893.

Master of Balliol. Died 1S93.
Tutor of Ch. Ch. and Lee's Reader in
Chemistry, Oxford.

Author of IAfe of St. Bernard: one of
the founders of Fortnightly f.eticm.
Died 1888.

Head Master of Haileybury; Canon of
St. Albans. Died 1893.

Private Secretary to Earl Spencer;
M.P. for Grantham.

Chairman of Liberation Society ; IT P.
for Nottingham.

Right Hon. Viscount Goschen.
Professor of History at Cornell Uni¬
versity ; Author.
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Appendix 6

Religious Tests in force at Oxford and Cambridge, 1866

(From Go Co Brodrick, Report of Speeches on the Abolition
of Tests, ppo 3-5.)

The Tests now in force at Oxford and Cambridge are of two
classes. I. University Tests ; and II. College Tests.

I. At Oxford, every candidate for a M.A degree is required
to subscribe the XXXIX. Articles, and the three Articles of the
36th Canon, and no person who has not submitted to this Test
can be a member of the governing bodies (Congregation and
Convocation), or receive a license to open a private hall, or
become eligible for most academical offices. No subscription
has been exacted on taking the Bachelor's degree since the
Oxford Reform Act of 1854, but "offices" theretofore always
held by Churchmen, and by virtue of that degree, were expressly
excepted from the operation of the Act. Candidates for such
offices, which include certain Professorships, are still compelled
to sign the XXXIX Articles.

At Cambridge, no religious Test is imposed upon candidates
for the M.A. or any lower degree, but no one can be a member
of the governing body (the Senate), or hold any office always
held by a Churchman by virtue of such degrees, without declar¬
ing that he is a bond fide member of the Church of England.
He may, however, obtain a license to open a private hall
("hostel"), unless precluded by regulations to be made by the
University itself.

v

Both at Oxford and Cambridge all Professors are required
by the Act of Uniformity to make a declaration of conformity to
the Liturgy of the Church of England, upon their admission.

II. The same declaration must be made by all Heads and
Fellows of Colleges, at both Universities, under the provisions of
the same Act. This is the only legislative enactment against
the enjoyment of College endowments by Nonconformists; but,
in many Colleges, the Fellows are obliged, under the College
Statutes, to proceed to the M.A degree within a certain time,
on pain of forfeiting their Fellowships.
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No person is compelled at either University to sign the
Articles, or to make any profession of faith, on matriculation.
There is no legal obstacle, therefore, to the admission of Dissen¬
ters, as students, at either. Under the present system, however,
every student must be a member of some College or HalL It is
entirely within the discretion of the College authorities, in the
one case, and of the Head in the other, to enforce or to dispense
with attendance on chapel-services and divinity lectures, and
otherwise to prescribe the terms upon which they may consent
to receive Dissenting undergraduates.

The objects of Mr. Coleridge's Bill for the Abolition of Tests
in connection with Academical Degrees and Offices in the Uni¬
versity of Oxford, may be shortly stated as follows :—

1. The Abolition of all Religious Tests now attached to
any Non-Theological Degree in the University of Oxford.

2. The admission of all persons duly qualified by Degrees
so enfranchised to Congregation and Convocation, that is to
say, to the governing bodies of the University.

3. The Abolition of all Theological Tests as (directly or

indirectly) qualifications for Non-Theological Professorships.

The object of Mr. Bouvcrie's Bill to repeal certain portions
of the Act of Uniformity relating to the Declaration made by
Fellows of Colleges is—

To abolish the Declaration now required from Fellows of
Colleges, and from Professors, of conformity to the Liturgy
of the Church of England as by law established, and thus to
enable any College, if so disposed, to admit Nonconformists
to their Fellowships.

Taken together, these two Bills will introduce in both
Universities a Religious Equality almost complete in the
matter of Lay Degrees,* and the tenure of Lay Fellowships and
Professorships.

Neither Bill will affect the Religious Teaching, or the
Theological Degrees or Professorships, or the Clerical Fellow¬
ships of either University.

G. C. BRODRICK.

* The Cambridge Senate will still be confined to those who are -willing to
make a Declaration of bond fide Church membership, but this restriction can hardly
be maintained, if Mr. Coleridge's Bill should pass into law.
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Membership of the Century Club, 1866-1880

Lord Amberley

Lord Airlie

Walter Bagehot

Professor E.S. Beesly

Charles Bowen

Lord Brassey

Hon. G.C. Brodrick

James Bryce

Samuel Butler

Edward Caird

Thomas Chenery

Dr. Andrew Clark

Arthur Cohen

Charles Cookson

Professor Leonard Courtney

Hon. Henry Cowper

Montague Crackanthorpe

H.S„ Cunningham

G„W. Dasent

Horace Davey

Rev. J. Llewellyn Davies

A.V. Dicey

Sir Charles Dilke

Professor Henry Fawcett

J.G. Fitch

Lord Edmond Fitzmaurice

Sir Alexander Grant

M.E. Grant-Duff

Frederic Harrison

Frank Harrison Hill

Lord Houghton

Thomas Hughes

A.C. Humphreys-Owen

Professor T.H. Huxley

C.P. Ilbert

Sir Wilfred Lawson

Godfrey Lushington

Vernon Lushington

John MacDonell

George Osborne Morgan

Walter Pater

Herbert Paul

Thomas Bayley Potter

Rev. S.H. Reynolds

John Rigby

Professor Thorold Rogers

Rev. William Rogers

C.S. Roundel1



A.O. Rutson

Lord St. Maur

George Shaw-Lefevre

Professor H.J.S. Smith

Herbert Spencer

Hon. E.L. Stanley

James Stansfeld

Leslie Stephen

564

J.A. Symonds

Henry Yates Thompson

Sir George Otto Trevelyan

John West lake

James Woolner

R.S. Wright

Sir George Young

List compiled from information in Frederic Harrison,

'The Century Club* in Realities and Ideals, pp.369-77.
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The reform essays: reviews in periodicals

1. Reviews of Essays on Reform

March 16 The Spectator

March 18 The Daily News
The Manchester Examiner

March 23 The Economist (*Mr. Goldwin Smith and the
American Example for England*, unsigned but
presumably by Walter Bagehot)
The Athenaeum

April 1 The Fortnightly Review ('Young England and
the Political Future* by John Morley)
Macmillan's Magazine (unsigned, but by
Leslie Stephen)

Apri1 3 The Guardian

April 6 The Saturday Review (unsigned, but by the
Rev. J.R. Green)

May 3 The Times (the paper's American correspondent
on Goldwin Smith*s article)

2. Reviews of Questions for a Reformed Parliament

May 11 The Athenaeum

May 25 The Saturday Review

3. Reviews of both books

June 1 The Contemporary Review ('The Republicanism
of Young England* by 'ex-M.P.*)

July 1 The British Quarterly Review ('Reform and the
State of Parties*)

July 1 The Quarterly Review (unsigned, but by Robert
Lowe, M.P.)
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Morgan,
G.O.

Smith,
H.J.S.

Roundell,
C.S.

Grant
Duff,
M.E.

Goschen,
G.J.

Cardiff(1857)

Wallingford(1858)

Newport
Newport
I.O.W.(1870)

Mo

Somerset

1880Newport
1885

1886

1892

DenbighClitheroe

Elgin
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(1857,
59,
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Elgin
B.

City
of

London
(1863,
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London

Harrison,
F.
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E.S.

Scarborough
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Denbigh

Denbigh
Oxford
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Elgin
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London
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Lushington,
G.
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(Crackanthorpe),
M.

S.

Kensington
Brixton
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H.
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Christchurch
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Stockton
Stockport

COvO

Warren,
J.B.L.

Rutson,
A.O.

M.

Cheshire

Northallerton
Leeds
N.

Herbert,
A-

Newport
I.O.W.

(1865
as

Con.)

Berkshire
Nottingham(1870)

Morley,
J.

Blackburn•(1869)

Westminster
Newcastle
Newcastle
Newcastle

Newcastle(1883)

Bryce,
J.Stanley,

E.L.

Wick

Burghs
Tower
Hamlets
Aberdeen
S.

Aberdeen
S.

Aberdeen
S.

Oldham

Oldham
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C.H.
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R.S.
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W.R.

Parker,
C.

S.

pre-1868
1868Mid-Surr

eyPerthshire

om

1874

1880

1885

1886

1892

Norwich

Stepney

Stafford
Perthshire
Perth
Burgh
Perth
Burgh
Perth
Burgh
Perth
Burgh

Perth
Burgh(1878)
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J.
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M.
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(L.U.)
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OLO
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Fawcett,
H.
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Brighton
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(1863)
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(1860)

(1864)
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Liskeard

Liskeard(1876)
BrightonHackney

Hackney
S.E.
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S.E.

Cornwall
S.E.

Cornwall

(L.U.)

(L.U.)

(L.U.)

Rigby,
J.
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E.E.

Young,
G.
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Wisbech
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Browning,
O.
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Hawick
Burghs
Hawick
B.

Hawick
B.

Hawick
B.

Lambeth
N.
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E.

Hawick
B.

Glasgow
Bridgeton

(L.U.)

""""

Glasgow
Bridgeton(1887)
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H.Y.
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Lanes.

S.E.

Lanes.

Jebb,
R.C.

Dilke,
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Chelsea

Stuart,
J.

Moulton,
J.F.Fitzmaurice,

E.

Calne

Elliot,
A.R.D.

Kenny,
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Pontefract
1874

1880
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1886

1892

Preston(1881)

Cambridge
Univ.

Cambridge
Univ.

(Con.)

(1891
as

Con.)

Chelsea

Chelsea

Chelsea

Chelsea
Dean

Forest

Shoreditch
Shor

editeh

Shoreditch

Cambridge
Univ.
(1882)

Hackney
(1884)Clapham

Clapham

Calne

Calne

S.

NottinghamDeptford

Roxburghsh.
Roxburghsh

■

(L.U.)

Roxburghsh.(L.U.
)

Morley

Morley
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Membership of the Radical Club, 1871

M.P.s

Beaumont

Henry Campbell (later Campbell-Bannerman) (Stirling)

William Cornwallis Cartwright (Oxfordshire)

Sir Charles Dilke (Chelsea)

Professor Henry Fawcett (Brighton)

Lord Edmond Fitzmaurice (Calne)

Hon. Auberon Herbert (Nottingham)

Thomas Lea (Kidderminster)

Edward Aldam Leatham (Huddersfield)

Walter Morrison (Plymouth)

A.J. Mundella (Sheffield)

Lord Arthur Russell (Tavistock)

Peter Taylor (Leicester)

W.T. McCullagh Torrens (Finsbury)

Sir George Otto Trevelyan (Hawick Burghs)

Lay members

Arthur Arnold

Professor John Elliot Cairnes

F.W. Chesson

Professor Leonard Courtney

Mrs. Millicent Garrett Fawcett

Thomas Hare

Frederic Harrison

Lady Florence Herbert
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Frank Harrison Hill

ToH. Huxley

Sir Louis Mallet

John Stuart Mill

John Morley

George Odger

Henry Sidgwick

William Carr Sidgwick

Leslie Stephen

Miss Harriet Taylor

Sir George Young

List compiled from names in Gwynn and Tuckwell,

Sir Charles Dilke, vol.i, p.100, and correspondence in

the Dilke MSS at the British Museum. If the full member¬

ship of forty was taken up, the identity of six members

still remains unknown. I have not identified *Beaumont»,

as there were four Liberals with this surname in the

Commons in 1870.
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And ye, red-lipped and smooth-browed; list
Gentlemen;

Much there is waits you we have missed;
Much lore we leave you worth the knowing,
Much, much has lain outside our ken:
Nay, rush not: time serves: we are going,

Gentlemen.

Thomas Hardy
'An Ancient to Ancient


